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List of arms, ammunitions and defense systems
No

Description

Quantity pcs

Unit Price
In $

Year

Stock

80+

Total

1 AKM- 47, AKM

4 magazines 30 rds + cleaning kit
 cleaning rod
 sling
 box with accessories
 oil can
 magazine 4 pcs
 bag
 knife
 device for magazine loading set

2

AKMS - folding butt

+ GP-25 - 40 mm grenade launcher for 7.62 mm AK assault rifle
AK magazines for 30 rnds

Stock

Steel
Plastic
Cleaning kit
* Ammo price per ‘000

Stock

7.62x39 Ball PS
7.62 x 39 mm Tracer
7.62 x 39 mm BP
7.62 x 39 mm Blanc
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3

M-4 A1, 2











4

cleaning rod
sling
box with accessories
oil can
magazine 3 pcs
bag
knife
sight device for
magazine loading set

M 16 A2, 3
cleaning rod
sling
box with accessories
oil can
magazine 3 pcs
bag
sight
 knife
 device for magazine loading set
Spare magazine M4/M16
+Grenade louncher
Ammo price per ‘000
5.56x45 M193 Ball
5.56 SS109








*

5

Stock

SV98 - 7.62x 54
Complete set:
 HMG
 4 spare magazines
 Sling
 Optical sight
 Cleaning kit
 Spare parts
 Bag
Handling and maintenance instruction manuals
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6

SVD-Dragunov

*

Complete set:
 Sniper rifle
 4 spare box magazines
 Sling
 Optical sight
 Cleaning kit
 Spare parts
 Bag
 Handling and maintenance instruction manuals
Ammo price per ‘000

Stock

7.62x54 Ball LPS
7.62 x 54 mm Tracer
7.62 x 54 mm B 32
7.62 x 54 mm PP
7.62 x 54 mm PS
7.62 x 54 mm Blank

7

OSV 96 – 12.7 mm
Complete set:
 Sniper rifle
 4 spare box magazines
 Sling
 Cleaning kit
 Spare parts
 Bag
 Day collimator sniper sight
Handling and maintenance instruction
manuals
Bi pod
Spare barrel with kit
Night sight
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8

Kord - 12.7 mm

9

DshK - 12.7 mm

Complete set:
 HMG
 4 spare magazines
 Sling
 Optical sight
 Cleaning kit
 Spare parts
 Bag
Handling and maintenance instruction manuals
Tripod DShKM/Kord
Tripod + seat
Wheels + seat
Spare kit with spare barrels
Cleaning kit (including oil and bore brush)
*

Ammo price per rds
12.7x108 BS
12.7x108 B32
12.7x108 BZT
12.7x108 Blank
12.7x108 MDZ

10 KPVT, 14.5 mm, HMG
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Complete set:
 HMG
 4 spare magazines
 Sling
 Optical sight
 Cleaning kit
 Spare parts
 Bag
Handling and maintenance instruction manuals

11

ZPU – 14.5 mm

Twin barrel
Mounted twin barrels
Wheels + seat

Four barrels

Mounted four barrels
Four wheel carriage
Wheels + seat
Spare kit with spare barrels
Cleaning kit
(including oil and bore brush)
Extra barrel
*

Ammo price per rds
14.5x114 mm Ball
14.5x114 mm B32
14.5x114 mm BZT
14.5x114 mm Blank
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14.5x114 mm MDZ

12 M61 “Vulcan”

Rotary cannon
6 parabolic barrels
20×102 mm
Caliber 20 mm
Ammunition
API
HEI
SAPHEI

13 ZU23-2

Twin barrel
Twin 23mm air - cooled ZAP 23 cannons,
traverses 360 degrees
200rds/min/barrel
The ZU-23-2 is aimed & fired manually,
*ZAP-23 optical-mechanical sight uses manually entered target data to provide limited automatic
aiming.
*straight-tube telescope for use against ground targets such as infantry as well as enamoured or
lightly armoured vehicles.
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*

Ammo price per rds
23x152 mm - HEI
23x152 mm -HEI-T
23x152 mm -API-T,

14 M230 Chain Gun

An M230 Chain Gun mounted on helicopters
30 mm caliber
30 x 113 mm
Ammunition
M788 Target Practice (TP)
M789 High Explosive Dual Purpose (HEDP)
M799 High Explosive Incendiary (HEI)

15 GAU-13

Gatling-type autocannon
4 barrels
30×173 mm
Ammunition
MPLD-T
MK239 TP
MK239 TP
MK258 APFSDS-T
MK310 HEAB-TP
MK264 MPLD-T
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MK258 APFSDS-T
MK310 HEAB-TP
MPLD-T

16 GAU-8 Avenger

Gatling-type autocannon
7 barrels
30×173 mm
Ammunition
MPLD-T
MK239 TP
MK239 TP
MK258 APFSDS-T
MK310 HEAB-TP
MK264 MPLD-T
MK258 APFSDS-T
MK310 HEAB-TP

17 NR-30
Single-barrel Autocannon
30 x 155 mm
Ammunition
HEI-T
HEI
HEI Balloon
APHE
AP-T
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"Multi Element"
Chaff
TP
TP-T

18 2A42
fixed cannon
Caliber 30 mm
30 x 165 mm
Ammunition
HEI-T
HEI
AP-T
APDS-T
HETP-T
TP

19 GSh-30-2

Dual-barrel autocannon
Caliber 30 mm
30 x 165 mm
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20 GSh-6-30

6 barrel autocannon
Caliber 30 mm
30 x 165 mm

21 RPG-32

22 RPG-7V

RPG.7vl, optical sight PGO-7, parts, tolls, bag for 3 rocket
PG-VL
OG-7

Stock

OG-7V
PG-7V with anti-tank PG-7M
PG-7VLT with tandem anti-tank grenade PG-7LT (type VL)
KO-7V (OG-7V) with hollow charge fragmentation grenade Stock

23 RPG-22 “NETO”
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RPG 26-29

24 AGS 40mm – Balkan

25 AGS-17(AGS-30) - 30 mm

with full accessories:
*including 3 drums for each one,
*9 x 10-rnds belts for each drum
*optical sight
Tripod + seat
On the wheel + seat

26 Metis-M 9K115

Launcher 9M151

In Stock

TPBP 1PN86-Bi
9M131 missile PTUR
9M151 missile PTUR
1PBN86-VI thermal sight
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27 Fagot-M 9K111

launcher 9M11M
9M111-missile
9P135 launcher post
9S451 guidance box

28 Kornet-E 9K133

Launcher PU 9P163-1
TPBP 1PN79-1
PTUR 9M133-1 HEAT warhead
Missile with thermobaric offered HE warheads

29 Milan ATGM

MILAN launcher
1/10 Type - Anti-tank missile
Warhead: tandem HEAT
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30 SAM: SA-7, -14, -16, -18, -24
Strela 2, 9K32
9M32 – missile
9P54 - grip stock
9B17 – thermal battery
Maintenance kit

Strela-3, 9K34
9M36 – missile
9P59 - grip stock
9B51 – thermal battery
Maintenance kit

31 Igla

9K310 (Gimlet)
9M313 - missile
9B328 – ground power supply unit
9P322 Launching tube
9P519 Lunching mechanism
maintenance and training aids

Igla -1E
Export version
Igla -1M
Improved version
Igla -1D
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Special forces
Igla -1N
Havier warhead
Igla -1A

9K38, Igla (Grouse)
9M39 - missile
9K338, Igla – S (Grinich)
9M342 – missile
9P522
9V866 maintenance
Night firing devices
Training facilities

Verba - 9K333
9M336 - missile
9V861 mobile checkpoint
1L229V ground-based interrogator
1L122 compact radar detector
9S935 gunner's automation kit
9P521 launcher
9S931 planning module
9S932-1 intelligence and control module
9C933-1 built-in installation kit
maintenance
training aids

32 Dingo 2 Patrol *
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Depend on equipment start from
Crew up to 8
40 mm WEGMANN-Protection System
Remote controlled light weapon station flw 100
Weapons of calibers 5,56 mm and 7,62 mm
Remote controlled light weapon station flw 200
weapons of calibers 7,62/12,7 mm 40 mm grenade launcher

*

already delivered all that were on stock, only new 1 year delivery

33 Mowag Eagle

In Stock

Crew up to 14
Remotely controlled weapon station for self-defense
armed with 5.56-mm, 7.62-mm or 12.7-mm machine gun,

7.62mm machine gun armed with 400 rounds of ready-to-fire ammunition is installed on the right
40-mm automatic grenade launcher
Six grenade launchers are installed on the rear of the turret.

34 Puma M36 Mk5A

40 pcs in Stock

Crew 1 + 2
7.62mm x 51mm ball.
12.7-mm machine gun,
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35 Casspir

60-90 pcs in Stock

Crew 1+12
7.62mm x 51mm ball.
12.7-mm machine gun,
Land Mine protection
Under Center Hull 2
Under Any Wheel 3

mounted 20 mm cannon

36 Ratel

80 pcs in Stock

Crew 3+7
Armor 20 mm (0.79 in)
Main armament 20 mm (0.79 in) autocannon
Secondary armament
1 x 7.62 mm (0.30 in) MG (coaxial),
1 x 7.62 mm (0.30 in) MG (anti-aircraft),
2 x 2 smoke grenade dischargers
Version with a turret with a 12.7-mm MG

37 Piranha I

Price not confirmed yet

Stock

Crew up to 7
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ZIP
1× 12.7 mm MG
wildcat AAA with 2×30mm gun
TSE 5000 Crotale, or ADATS, or
Rheinmetal

38 Piranha Mark III APC

Complete overhaul

In Stock

ZIP
Armament:
German Krauss - Maffei - Wegmann 1530 turret housing a 12.7 mm (cal. 0.50) machine-gun
day/night-sight (4/6 x) and 6 smoke dischargers.
The remote weapon station is included in the delivery but without the 12.7mm machine-gun which
can additionally be supplied at extra cost.
Browning .50 - mounting
Crew: 1 (2) and 10 soldiers.
refurbished and fully operable vehicle being in sufficient condition

39 Piranha Mark IV APC

Complete overhaul- new
higher level of armor protection, modular armor package, can be tailored to meet specific user
requirements
Crew: 3 +8 soldiers.
1 × 12.7 mm MG turret, MOWAG apex mount, grenade launcher, TOW anti-tank missile, 30 mm canon.
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40 BTR-60 , BTR-70

In Stock

Complete overhaul
BTR 60 P
BTR 60 PB-R
BTR 60 U-PU 12
Craw 2+8
14.5mm KPVT heavy machine gun and
7.62 mm PKT tank coaxial machine gun
500 x 14.5; 2 000 x 7.62
Spare engine-Kamaz 7403
Spare Bullet resistant tires
ZIP

41 BTR-80

Complete overhaul
BTR 80
BTR 80 K
BTR 82 K
Craw 3+7
14.5mm KPVT heavy machine gun and
7.62 mm PKT tank coaxial machine gun
30 mm 2A72 automatic canon
diesel KamAZ-7403
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42 Transport by air
Il-76 transport aircraft
An-12 transport aircraft

43 BMP-3

In Stock

100-mm rifled gun 2A70
HE 3UOF17
HE-Shrapnel (HEF/MOD.96)
HE-I,
30-mm automatic gun 2A72
HEI-T
APDS
AP-T
Frag-HE
7.62x 54mm R maschine gun, PKT
AT-10/Bashnya
ZIP

44 BMP-2

45 BMP-1
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46 9P157 Khrizantema-S

Self-propelled anti-tank missile system
Based on the BMP-3 chassis.
ZIP
The 9P157-2 carries two 9M123 missiles on launch rails
9M123 - tandem HEAT - WH
9M123-2 - tandem HEAT-WH
9M123F - thermobaric WH
9M123F-2 - thermobaric WH

47 SK-105

Excellent condition

35 pcs in Stock

Crew 3
105 mm rifled gun
Machine gun 7.62x2
Heat: OFL-105-G1
APFSDS: OFL-105-G1
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48 2S31 Vena (120mm)

120mm Nona gun

48 pcs in Stock

120mm mortar shells
HEAT
HE-fragmentation mortar bombs,
Kitolov-2 guided projectiles, system
smoke bombs and mines.
Illumination

49 T-90S

Main battle tank
New
Crew: 3
125 mm rifled gun
Machine gun 7.62x54
AA machine gun 12.7 mm
Guided missile system
ZIP
Ammunition
APFSDS-T
3VBM3/3BM9/10
3VBM6/3BM12/13
3VBM7/3BM15/16
3VBM8/3BM17/18
3VBM9/3BM22/23
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3VBM10/3BM29/30
3VBM11/3BM26/27
3VBM13/3BM32/33
A BM-42 APFSDS projectile
3VBM17/3BM42 (3BM44 "Mango")
3VBM19/3BM42M (3BM44M "Lekalo")
3BM46 (3BM48 "Svinets")
3BM46 (3BM48 "Svinets-2")
HEAT-FS
3VBK7/3BK12
3VBK10/3BK14
3VBK16/3BK18
3VBK17/3BK21
3VBK21/3BK25
3VBK27/3BK29M
HE-FRAG-FS
3VOF22/3OF19
3VOF36/3OF26
ATGW/ATGM
9M112 Kobra
9M119 Refleks

50 T-72 M1

Crew: 3
125 mm rifled gun
Machine gun 7.62x54
AA machine gun 12.7 mm
Guided missile system
ZIP
Ammunition
Same ammunition as T 90
ATGW/ATGM
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9M112 Kobra
9M119 Refleks

51 Howitzer 2S1 Gvozdika
Self-propelled Howitzer
cal. 122mm + AMMO
ZIP
Ammunition
HE-FRAG,
HEAT,
cluster,
smoke and
Illumination projectiles.

52 2S19 Msta-S

Self propelled Howitzer
cal. 152 mm
ZIP
Ammunition
HE (24.7 km),
HEAT-FS,
HE-BB (28.9 km),
HERA (36 km),
smoke,
chemical,
tactical nuclear,
illumination & cargo (ICM).
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The laser-guided round “Krasnopol” (of the 9K25 system) as well as the shorter "Krasnopol-M” which
fits into the automatic loader.

53 2S35-1 Koalicija-SV-KSh

Country of origin

Russia

Crew

3 men

Weight

~ 35 t

Length (gun forward)

12,42

Hull length

2,98

Main gun

152 mm

Ammunition
HE M88
ERFB
ERFB/BB
ERFB-BB
HE ERFB RA/BB
BB-Krasnopol
HE V-LAP

54 2S23 Nona-SVK

Self-propelled Mortar 120 mm
ZIP
HE-Frag (3VOF49)
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HE (high explosive),
HE-Frag-RAP-Mtr
white phosphorus and
smoke rounds
DPICM
HE-Frag laser-guided Gran
HE-RAP how
HEAT-FS
Chemical mtr
Flechette
Gran

55 Grad BM-21

Multiple rocket launcher
Suport vehicle
ZIP
Rockets
9M22U (M-21OF)

Fragmentation-HE

15 km

9M28F

Fragmentation-HE

20 km

9M28K

Anti-tank

13,4 km

9M43

Smoke

20 km

9M217

Anti-tank

30 km

9M218

HEAT

30 km

9M521

Fragmentation-HE

40 km

9M522

Fragmentation-HE

37,5 km
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56 Smerch 9A52-Z

Multiple rocket launcher
Rockets 9M55 or 9M528
BM 9A52-2 launch vehicle;
TZM 9T234-2 trans loader with an 850 kg crane and 12 spare rockets;
Automated fire control equipment in the command post 1K123 "Vivary";
Maintenance vehicle PM-2-70 MTO-V;
Set of arsenal equipment 9F819;
Training facilities 9F827 and 9F840
ZIP
Rocket
9M55K

Cluster, anti-personnel

9M55K1

Cluster, anti-tank

9M55K4

Cluster, AT minelets

9M55K5

HEAT fragmentation

9M55F

HE fragmentation

9M55C

Thermobaric

9M528

HE fragmentation

57 TOS-1A Buratino

Multiple rocket launcher 220mm, 24-barrel
Support vehicle TZM-T
ZIP
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Missile
MO.1.01.04 and
MO.1.01.04M.

58 Iskander-E

Tactical ballistic missile system
transporter-erector-launcher vehicle
Transporter and loader vehicle
Command and staff vehicle
Information preparation station vehicle
Maintenance and repair vehicle
Life support vehicle
Depot equipment set
set of equipment for TEL training class
set of equipment for CSV training class
Training posters
Training missile mock-up
Missiles
HE fragmentation,
sub munition,
penetration,
fuel-air explosive,
EMP
ZIP
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59 BUK-M2E

Medium-range surface-to-air missile system
Command vehicle,
Target acquisition radar (TAR) vehicle,
6 transport erection launcher
radar (TELAR) vehicles and
3 transporter erector launcher (TEL) vehicles.
A Buk missile battery consists of two TELAR and one TEL vehicle.
Missiles:
9M38
9M38M
9M317
9M317M
9M317A
9M317AE
ZIP

60 S-300
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(UGV) Robot

61

The Unmanned Ground Vehicle. For surveillance, mine detection/disarmament and protection.

62

U.A.S
Robot planes and quad-copters

Unmanned Aircraft System
Platform optimized for a number of military, security and civilian missions
Artificial Intelligence – self-deploying and crowd-operating
Ground Control Station
U.A.V. Aircraft platform
Training for the operational teams
Customer request for configuration and specification of tasks
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63

MI-35 EXPORT Version

Attack helicopter
New
30-day delivery upon payment terms and export permission.
Additional pieces after 180 days
Full overhaul with 0 hour per pcs
Helicopter МI-35EV With a/с engines ТV3-117V:
Main rotor VR-24 No. L 3412751
Armament
MG12,7mm
GSh - 23 mm flexibly mounted gun
GSh - 30 mm fixed gun mount
PTUR 9M114 (Sturm) 12 PCs could be carried
A-A two PCs of R-60
A-S X- 25 ML
machine gun 23mm GSAL
Block UB-16-57UM (16 PCs each or 32 PCs ) C-8 not guided rockets
Block B13L; HB13L1 with 5pcs S-13
S-8 , rocket 80 mm
S-13 rocket 122/90 mm
Ataka
Igla SA-18; 9K39
Sturm V
HYR “VIHOR” system
Laser beam guided missiles
Surveillance and signing system
Aircraft launcher
30mm automatic gun
Assembling on the place with Test flights on the place and training of the pilots, six months, two
pilots
============================================================================================
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64

MI - 24 V

Overhauled - new

6 pcs Available

Four pcs 30 day delivery upon payment terms and export permission. Two additional in 180 days
Full overhaul with 0 hour per pcs
Helicopter МI-24V With a/с engines ТV3-117V:
Main rotor VR-24 No. L 3412751
Armament
MG 12,7mm
GSh - 23 mm flexibly mounted gun
GSh - 30 mm fixed gun mount
PTUR 9M114 (Sturm) 12 PCs could be carried
A-A two PCs of R-60
A-S X- 25 ML
machine gun 23mm GSAL
Block UB-16-57UM (16 PCs each or 32 PCs ) C-5 not
guided rockets 57 mm A-S
Block B13L; HB13L1 with 5pcs S-13
S-8 , rocket 80 mm
S-13 rocket 122/90 mm
Ataka
Igla SA-18; 9K39
HYR “VIHOR” system
Laser beam guided missiles
Surveillance and signing system
Aircraft launcher
30mm automatic gun
Assembling on the place with Test flights on the place and training of the pilots, six month two
pilots
In order to cover full technical support we could offer following, if missing:
Ground monitoring aids, spares, group sets of tools, technical kits, training equipment
Airfield-technical support equipment and flight data decoding systems
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Airfield light-radio-technical support

65

MI-17-1B

Prompt delivery
Full Overhauled - 0 hour
Armament
MG 12,7mm
GSh - 23mm flexibly mounted gun
GSh - 30 mm fixed gun mount
PTUR 9M114 (Sturm) 12 PCs could be carried
A-A two PCs of R-60
A-S X- 25 ML
machine gun 23mm GSAL
Block UB-16-57UM (16 PCs each or 32 PCs ) C-5 not
guided rockets 57 mm A-S
Block B13L; HB13L1 with 5pcs S-13
S-8 , rocket 80 mm
S-13 rocket 122/90 mm
Ataka
Igla SA-18; 9K39
Assembling on the place with Test flights on the place and training of the pilots, six months, two
pilots
In order to cover full technical support we could offer following, if missing:
Ground monitoring aids, spares, group sets of tools, technical kits, training equipment
Airfield-technical support equipment and flight data decoding systems
Airfield light-radio-technical support
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66

Ka-52K

Attack helicopter
New
24 pcs 60 day delivery upon payment terms and export permission. Two additional after 180 days
New 0 hour per pcs
Helicopter Ka-52K With a/с engines VK-2500: contra-rotating co-axial rotor system
Armament
MG12,7x108 mm
2A42 - 30 mm fixed gun mount
HE
AP
APT
K-23-250 gun pod
A-A two PCs of R-60
A-S X- 25 ML
machine gun 23mm GSAL
Block 8V20A with C-8 not guided rockets
Block B13L; HB13L1 with 5pcs S-13
S-8 , rocket 80 mm
S-13 rocket 122/90 mm
Ataka
Igla SA-18; 9K39
YR “VIHOR” system
Laser beam guided missiles
Surveillance and signing system
Aircraft launcher
30mm automatic gun
Air to surface missile
Kh-31
Kh-35
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Assembling on the place with Test flights on the place and training of the pilots, six month two
pilots
Aircraft

67

SU -25K

Delivery max 180 days
Overhauled with 0 hours
Armament
Air-to-air missiles with infrared seekers: R-60M and R-60MK
30 mm gun system
Unguided air-to-surface rockets
S-8,
S-13 and
S-25
R-60M
and
R-60MK air-to-air missiles
S-25L laser-guided rockets
Unguided, general purposes bombs:
NATO Nomination
Mk 81
Mk 82
Mk 83
Mk 84
laser-guided bombs KAB-500KR
East nomination
50 to 1500 kg
FAB 100
FAB 200
FAB 500
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FAB 750
FAB 1500
Laser-guided missiles and bombs using TVM and laser range finder / designator for daytime use:
KAB-500Kp,
Kh-25ML and
Kh-29L
Infrared-guided missiles using TVM and laser range-finder:
Kh-29T
Anti-radar missiles can be targeted with the "Phantasmagoria" targeting pod;
Removable SPPU-22 gun systems
The Low Light Level imaging pod, "Mercury" can be carried underneath the fuselage
laser-guided:
Kh-25ML
Kh-29L
TV-guided:
Kh-29T
Kh-35 anti-ship
anti-radiation:
Kh-58U
Kh-31P
HYR “VIHOR” system
Laser beam guided missiles
Surveillance and signing system
Aircraft launcher
30mm automatic gun
30 mm twin barrel
Armaments include 12 sets, depend on configuration, plus technical support for next two years
with full guarantee

68

Agusta A109

60 days delivery upon export license

4 pcs. in Stock
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A
FORMER U.S. Coast Guard Helicopters:
AW109 Power/MH-68A
Fully maintained by Agusta Westland
Hard Points:
TOW, Rockets or other similar items.
Tie downs: Allow it to operate from vessel,
be tied down when not operating.
Pintle Mounts: Reinforced to take pintle
mounted 0.50cal MG or similar
B
Spare Parts Package Includes: spare gearbox all other in attached, Rental
engine spare on contract basis.
C
Training (Pilot & technical) plus on -site maintenance and operational advisor
for Two (2) years, including proficiency checkout and training. Attached part.

Package

D
Delivery will be separate quotation.
E
Mission required equipment to be quoted separately per clients requirements.

6
9

C-130

C-130 Hercules, as per the data sheet, offered at a package price of Ex-RSAF Air
Base
Authorised inspector with full passport details, together with someone
from buyer side with full passport details could make inspection

70

6 pcs.

L100-300 (L82G)

UN Cargo Planes
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These are the civilian version of the military C130 Cargo Plane configured similarly to the C130H
military version.
These aircrafts do not require the usual US State Department Approval(s) for transfer as ALL
Military C130 requires
Overhauled with 0 hours

71

An-26

72

An-32

73

Il-76

Full overhauled 0 hour
Ground support equipment
Mobile Air Traffic Control Center

74

Radar Systems
Ground RADAR MP-100 Set
Short range radar station for ground Tactical intelligence
Ground tactical acquisition and Battlefield surveillance radar set
Unified radar station for detection of aerial and sea surface targets set
UNIVERSAL simulator for operator training on sea radars “universal” set
Radar protection system against unsynchronized pulse-modulated jamming
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Radar jamming simulators
Objective control system

75

High Performance 3D Surveillance Radar type 36D6
Available for the price

76

RADAR 36D6
Used.
Range up to 200 km, 20 km altitude.

77

RP-100 (PΠ-100) “FARA-1”

Portable Small-size Warning Radar
Local observation and automatic detection of the moving objects on the distance of up to 4 km.

78

RP-200 (PΠ-200) “CREDO-1”
“CREDO-1E”

Multipurpose Small-size Warning Radar–Military forces and vehicles supervision on the battlefield, distance up to 30/45 kilometers

79

BARRIER-1
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Radio-location guard system Used as follows:
stationary objects (power station, bridges pier..)
moving objects protection
as handheld security unit
80

STRAZH ST
Used as follows:
*Vessels and light floating carriers observation for the Custom Services
*Near coastal fishery control
*Airfields protection
*State border protection

81

Monitor
Automated radar system for protection of large objects and territories – 4 km

82

Parsek-IK
Infra-red range 3-5 km

83

Parsek-BD
Electro-optical 0,5-0,72

84

“Vizur”
System include
Navigation system GPS (GPS/GLONASS)
PC-Track Master
TV Trans receiver 50km
“Inmarst” Satellite
Optical-electronic system “Vizir”
Laser range finder range 20 km
Video recorder transmitter
Battery
Cables and connections
Documentation
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85 Uniform (MROP)

Uniform is made of material with different composition which can be:
- 100% cotton, weight 210 g/m2,
- 100% cotton, rip-stop weight 220 g/m2,
- 85% cotton, 15% PES, 240 g/m2,
- 50% cotton, 50% PES, rips-top, 220-240 g/m2.
- We suggest material composition no. 1, 2 or 3.
- All size on disposal

86

DESERT DCU Jacket
50/50 Nylon/Cotton Ripstop
Sewn to Military Specifications: MIL-C-44048G
4 Pockets, 2 Breast Pockets with Button Flaps & Drain
Holes
2 Lower Pockets with Covered Button Flaps
Fused Pocket Flaps and Collar
Chest Pencil Pocket
Drain Holes in Bellows Pockets
2-Piece Double Re-enforced elbows
Felled Side Seams & Sleeves
Adjustable Sleeve Buttons
All size on disposal

87

Jacket
Desert DCU Jacket
100% Cotton Ripstop.
Sewn to Military
Specifications (MIL-C44048G).
4 Pockets: 2 Breast Pockets
with Button Flaps and Drain
Holes, 2 Lower Pockets with
Covered Button Flaps.
Fused Pocket Flaps and Collar
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All size on disposal

88

Camouflage DCU Pants
3 Color Desert Camouflage
DCU Pants
100% cotton ripstop
Sewn to Military Specification
MIL-T-44047E
6 Pockets, 4 with Button Flaps
4 Button Fly
Double-Reinforced Seat and
Knee
4" Adjustable Waist Tabs with
Quadruple Bar Tacks
All size on disposal

89

COMBAT SHIRT - KHAKI
No Drip CORDURA Base layer
fabric 60/40 cotton nylon
blend
Reduces the severity of burn
injuries
Helps protect against flash
fires
Breathes, wicks away
moisture and dries quickly
Mock turtle neck
Zippered sleeve storage
pockets
Anti-abrasion padded elbow
patch
Gusseted sleeves
Hook & loop cuff closures
Loop on sleeve pockets for
attaching name, rank and flag
patches
Glint tape holder for IR tape
No shoulder seams to
minimize rubbing and chafing
Sizes: Small - 2XLarge
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90

Medical Aid Kit
Required for each platoon
member
VFIFAK sold as carrier only.
Medical items
Platoon kit
Tactical trauma kit
Rapid response kit

91

T-shirt
100% cotton Standard construction, short sleeves, round cut
around the neck.
Color: according to customer's request,
Size: all sizes on disposal

92

Desert boots,
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3 Layers of Comfort
Height – 8"
Sole Pattern – Vibram® Sierra
Cordura® & Tan Suede
Padded Collar
Outsole – Mil Spec Vibram® Sole
Midsole – Cushioned Polyurethane Insole Heat Barrier
Removable Innersole – Cushioned Polyurethane
Nylon Coated Brass Speedhook/Eyelet Lacing System
Instep Drainage Vents
Berry Compliant
Rubber –Sole
NATO approved

93

Patrol Boots - DESERT
Magnum Scorpion Lightweight
Breathe Right Lining to Maximize Breathability and comfort,
Quick Drying
Agion Antibacterial Treatment - Inhibits the Growth of
Microbes
Eyelet Lacing
Upper Material: Leather/1150 Denier Nylon Upper
Rubber-Sole
NATO approved

94

Camouflage Ghillie Suit
4 Parts Set Trousers, Jacket, Headgear and Shotgun Cover
Plastic Buttons on Jacket
Elastic Band and Drawstring with Cord Stopper at the
Trouser Waistband
2 Through Pockets
Elastic Leg Border
Buttoned Leg Border
Headgear with Vision Panel Made by Netting
Shotgun Cover of Elastic Bands with Buckles on Each End
Drawstring Carrying Case with Carrying Handle
100% Polyester Fire-Resistant

95

Ghillie Parka - DESERT
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Audit - DESERT
Elastic and Drawstring in Waist
Elastic Waist and Cuff in Jacket
Easy Snap Closure on Jacket
Adjustable Chin Strap in Hood
Drawstring Stuff Sack with Carry Strap Included
Lightweight and Breathable Polyester Construction
98% Polyester , 2% Spandex
INCLUDED
Parka: This Parka/Jacket has a snap closure front and an
elastic waistband ma king it suitable for layering clothing.
Stuff Sack: The entire ghillie parka fits into the stuff sack.
All size on disposal

96

5 Piece Ghillie Suit
Adult – DESERT
Special mission relating to camouflage
Includes Hood, Jacket, Pants and Gun Cover
Elastic and Drawstring in Pant Waist
Elastic Waist and Cuff in Jacket
Easy Snap Closure on Jacket
Adjustable Chin Strap in Hood
Includes Drawstring Carry Pouch
Fire Retardant
Lightweight elastic easy movable
Color in accordance to environment
All size on disposal

97

Camouflage
Audit - DESERT
Ghillie Desert Suit - 3
Three-Piece Set: Jacket, Pants & Hood
Mesh netting liner with fire retardant PP fur
Four Shades of Dye for Desert and Field Environments
Ready to wear
One drawstring stuff bag
All size on disposal
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98

Ultra-light

65128 long ghillie jacket
Lightweight, synthetic string material which is scentless, handwashable, non-allergenic, fire, water and mildew resistant
The shell for the jacket is made of a 3/4" netting allowing the user
to insert natural vegetation or any additional material to alter the
camo pattern
The long hooded jacket covers from head to boot
Sleeves are elastic cuffed and have cord locks
All size on disposal

99

Kevlar Helmet
PASGT- COVER - Multicam TM
Made To US Military
Kevlar Helmet
Hook & Loop Fasteners
Sewn In Button Holes For Added Camouflage
50/50 NYCO (Nylon Cotton) Ripstop
Available in Sizes XS/Small and Medium/Large

100

Patrol Cap
Color Desert Fatigue,
6 Color Desert Fatigue, Patrol Cap for the 6 Color Desert Uniform
60% Cotton / 40% Polyester
Available in Sizes Small - XL

101

Beret
Color and size on request
Amblerm for beret
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102

Military belt with tokens
Size from 39" up to 56"
ALICE system (the All-Purpose Lightweight Individual Carrying
Equipment system)
Able to attach different kind of pouches and holster
Plastic quick release buckle. Made of 100% Polyester
Width: 5.5 cm
Color on request

103

Military web belts
FLIP buckle.
100% cotton
1 1/4" WIDTH
1 BELT + BUCKLE with transparent protective plastic and tip
assembled together.
Color on request

104

Raine Military Rigger Belt
Hook-Loop Closure
Heavy Duty 1 3/4 Inch Nylon
Product Received may be a Sliding Metal OR a Fixed Bale
Buckle
Color on request
All size on disposal

105

Tactical belt kordura/nylon
Tactical Belt - MULTICAM
Two Inch Wide with Quick-Release Buckle
Genuine CRYE Precision MULTICAM Material
Includes 2 Magazine Pouches
Adjustable to 44 inches
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106

Short socks
Khaki Cushion Sole Socks
GI Type - Vat dyed
50%Wool / 30% Cotton / 20%Nylon blend
Select from sizes: S,M,L,X-L

107

Boot socks
Heavy Weight Natural Thermal Boot Socks.
85% cotton, 15% nylon.

108

Handcuffs
Individual handcuffs
S&W type
Plastic type plastic

109

Gas mask
Light weight gas mask that offered freedom from the typical
heavy rubber tube and filter
Rechargeable cartridge include

110

NBC Gas mask
NBC - Nuclear, Biological and Chemical Agents
Filter NBC
Drinking tube
Bag

111

Shield
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112

Filter Bottle - Military type
Filter Bottle has an ion adsorbing micro filter cartridge which
can purify water. It can remove peculiar smell, chlorine,
impurities in the water and can also kill bacterium in the
water.
For field, military march etc

113 Armored vests
The revolutionary Alpha-1 tactical armor system offers high-performance ballistic protection
integrated in a fully functional and scalable design to meet the strategic needs of your specific
mission. With split-second precision, the Alpha-1 vest can immediately be released in two quick
movements without the use of hardware or cables. It also provides multiple points of adjustability
for greater comfort and maximum freedom of movement. This gives it the versatility to adapt to any
condition.
Body armor 2PL, ceramic level IV
Level IV-Above weapons but firing AP ammunition plus the 3006 or Dragunov
Vests provide protection against high velocity rifle threats by
the insertion of ceramic plates into pockets provided on the
front and back of General Purpose
Vest-Level IV 300 X 400 mm Up Armor NIJ
Level IV 300x600 mm With ceramic plates

114

Total protection
 Selective Point Release System (SPRS) allows you
to select the exact location the vest releases
Multiple points of release reduce the risk of
accidental full release under dangerous conditions
 Single, center-point ball suspension
 Hidden cable- routing openings
 Internal cummerbund for enhanced stabilization
 Bungee external cummerbund stabilizer Ballistic
Insert able cummerbunds Adjustable-plate height
strap
 Standard 3” x 10” ID panels Protective channels for
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internal cummerbund VELCRO® attachment area
for Collar Protector and Throat Protector
 Built-in, over-shoulder ballistic protection
Release/Non-release throat and collar.
 All accessories have the ability to insert ballistics
Removable shoulder strapping system offers
adjustment Removable front flap features
Kangaroo pouch that accommodates three
AR15/M16 mag inserts
 Front and back, bottom-loading plate pocket
accepts 8” x 10” or 10” x 12” hard-armor plates and
ESAPI
The complete set comes with optional collar, throat,
bicep and groin protectors

115

Body armor
Military Combat Body Armor
DPM Desert Camouflage - 50% Cotton 50% Polyester
Button Rank Flap
Velcro Pocket on Front and Back
Adjustable Size
These are all size 190/120 cm which is approximately Chest
Size 46-48" Sleeve Length 75"
Does Not Include Plates

116

Tactical Cross Draw Vest
Polyester Material
Right Side has 2 Ammo
Pouches
Pouches are Fully Adjustable
Shoulders Can be Adjusted
with Long hook and Loop
Strips
Back of Vest is Double-Ply
Mesh to Allow Addition of a
Hydration Bladder
Left and Right Sides Can be
Adjusted for Width

117

Tactical vest
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Genuine European Surplus
Military Camouflage Tactical Vest
DPM Desert Camouflage
Adjustable Size
Mesh Material
13 Pouches with Outside Fastener
2 Side Thrust-in-Pockets with Zipper

118

Tactical rigs
CPR Savers & First Aid Supply
complete selection of every
shape, size and color of tactical
equipment to suit tactical needs.
 Holsters
 Chest Rigs
 Knee Pads
 Packs
 Slings
 Apparel
 Belts
 Bags
 Packs

119 Electrical Shock Baton
Electric Stun Gun
 Thunder Power
 Thunder Blaster
40mm Rubber Multi Baton (3)

120 Baton Cartridge & Projectile
37/38 mm Baton Cartridge
37/38 mm projectile, long range

121 Anti-riot set
CS irritant smoke grenade
Stun hand smoke multi/single
Colored hand grenade
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Illuminating smoke grenades
CS irritant liquid grenades
CS irritant aerosols

122 Water purification

Mobile Water Purification Station turns microbiologically and chemically affected water source into
drinking water.


up to 700 litres of drinking water from microbiologically and chemically affected sources in
an hour.



works on various power sources: solar energy / wind energy, grid, accu...

123 KTO - TACTICAL/OPERATIONAL KIT
KTO I
KTO II
KTO III
Include gun and different
cartridges + projectiles
Spare gas rifle
Spare gas pistol
Gas cartridges
Long range
Short range
Gas bomb
Hand grenade - 83 cs
Irritant CS smoke grenade
Burn time-25 seconds normal
Length
- 135 mm
Diameter
- 63 mm
Gross Weight - 340 gr.
Net Explosive Quantity 205 gr.

124

Suggestion for complete ZIP
ZIP of optical unit

5
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ZIP of checking devices

5

ZIP of gun elevation

5

ZIP of stabilization units

5

ZIP of voltage changer

5

ZIP of range finder

5

Fire indication bloc spares

5

Complete spare cables

5

Set of detection tools
Vehicle APC
BTR-60/BMP
ZIP 1:10
ZIP 1:30
ZIP of optical unit
ZIP of checking devices
ZIP of gun elevation
ZIP of stabilization units
ZIP means tools and devices necessary for technical support based on non of means
Their request for the first part of the list does not have meaning ref to the number of the parts that could
not complete at list one system.
As per our estimation they do not have above systems in their forces in order to request only spare parts.
Gun shoot simulator with
ЭVM
Fire testing

1-3

2000

For the commander vehicle
additional thermal night
vision for the range up to
3000 m
Additional spare parts that has to cover 10
and or 30 vehicle
Spare engines
ZIP
Individual
ZIP
Complete Items total
1:10

39 - each consisting of 1-20
pieces, incl.
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ZIP
1:30

Technical conditions Complete
Items total

173 - each consisting of 1530 pieces

Training simulator one set
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Technical specifications and description

AK - 47/AKM

Calibers:

7.62x39 mm

Operation:

bolt action

Weight without magazine:

3.47 kg (7.7 lb)

Magazine, empty:

Length:
Fixed wooden stock:

0.43 kg (0.95 lb) (early issue)
0.33 kg (0.73 lb) (steel)
0.25 kg (0.55 lb) (plastic)
0.17 kg (0.37 lb) (light alloy)
880 mm (35 in)
875 mm (34.4 in) folding stock extended
645 mm (25.4 in) stock folded

Barrel:
Overall length:
Rifled bore length:

Rate of fire

415 mm (16.3 in)
369 mm (14.5 in)
Cyclic rate of fire:
600 rds/min[
Practical rate of fire:
Semi-auto 40 rds/min
Full-auto 100 rds/min[

Muzzle velocity

715 m/s (2,350 ft/s)[7]

Effective firing range

350 m (380 yd)[7]

Feed system
Sights

30-round detachable box magazine[7]
There are also 5- 10-, 20- and 40-round box and 75- and
100-round drum magazines available
100–800 m adjustable iron sights
Sight radius: 378 mm (14.9 in)]

Folding stock
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Total weight (empty magazine)
Overall length
Barrels length
Overall length with folded butt-stock
Bullets initial speed
Rate of fire
Practical rate of fire
Magazine capacity
Sighting range
Range of effective fire

4 300 g
3 900 g
870 mm 868 mm
415 mm 415 mm
~ 700 mm
715 m/s
600 rpm
40 - 100 rpm
30 cartridges
800 m
400 m

M4 A2 98

Weight
Length

6.36 lb (2.88 kg) empty
7.5 lb (3.4 kg) with 30 rounds
33 in (840 mm) (stock extended)
29.75 in (756 mm) (stock retracted)

Barrel length

14.5 in (370 mm)

Cartridge

5.56×45mm NATO

Caliber

5.56 mm (.223 in)

Barrels
Action
Rate of fire
Muzzle velocity
Effective firing range

1
Gas-operated, rotating bolt (Direct impingement)
700–950 round/min cyclic
2,900 ft/s (880 m/s)
500 m (550 yd)
30-round box magazine or other STANAG magazines.
Magazines with different capacities also available
Iron sights or various optics

Feed system
Sights
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M16 A2
Weight

7.18 lb (3.26 kg) (unloaded)
8.79 lb (3.99 kg) (loaded)

Length

39.5 in (1,003 mm)

Barrel length

20 in (508 mm)

Cartridge

5.56×45mm NATO

Action

Gas-operated, rotating bolt (direct impingement)

Rate of fire
Muzzle velocity
Effective firing range
Maximum firing range
Feed system

12–15 rounds/min sustained
45–60 rounds/min semi-automatic
700–950 rounds/min cyclic
3,110 ft/s (948 m/s)
550 m (601 yd) (point target)
800 m (875 yd) (area target)
3,600 m (3,937 yd)
20-round detachable box magazine:
0.211 lb (96 g) empty / 0.738 lb (335 g) full)
30-round detachable box magazine:
0.257 lb (117 g) empty / 1.06 lb (480 g) full)
Beta C-Mag 100-round double-lobed drum:
2.20 lb (1,000 g) empty / 4.81 lb (2,180 g) full)
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SV 98
SV-98 sniper rifle is designed to engage
various targets at a range up to 1,000 m
Weight
Length

5.8 kg (12.8 lb) w/o optical sight and silencer
7.8 kg (17.2 lb) with optical sight and suppressor
1,200 mm (47.24 in)
1,375 mm (54.13 in) with suppressor

Barrel length

650 mm (25.59 in) (4 grooves, right-hand twist)

Cartridge

7.62×54mmR
7.62×51mm NATO

Caliber

7.62mm

Action
Muzzle velocity

Bolt action
820 m/s (2,690 ft/s)
600 m (656 yd) iron sights
1,000 m (1,094 yd) optical sight
10-round detachable magazine
Telescopic sight and iron sights

Effective firing range
Feed system
Sights
The new rifle uses a cold hammer forged
heavy barrel and cold hammer forged
action. The barrel is free-floating and
there are three locking lugs on the bolt.
There is a flash suppressor (AK style) and
also SVD aux sites.

OSV 96
Anti-material sniper rifle
Weight

12.9 kg (28 lb) w/o scope and unloaded

Length

1,746 mm (68.7 in)

Barrel length

1,000 mm (39 in)

Cartridge

12.7×108mm
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Action

Gas-operated rotating bolt

Rate of fire
Muzzle velocity
Effective firing range
Feed system
Sights
OSV-96 is a standard, no-frills largecaliber anti-tank/anti-material precision
rifle system of conventional design

semi-auto
770–860 m/s
2,000 m (2,200 yd)
5-round detachable box magazine
various mounting sniper sights and back-up iron sights

The long-running free-floating barrel is capped by a large slotted muzzle brake to help dampen recoil
effects.
The firing action revolves around a gas-operation with rotating bolt mechanism and semi-automatic rateof-fire - allowing the operator to fire off successive shots without manually managing a bolt.
The box magazine holds
 5 x 12.7x108mm cartridges (equivalent to the 12.7x99mm NATO)
 while optics is backed by traditional iron sights to maintain ranged capabilities should a scope fail.
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DshK 12.7mm
Technical Characteristics






Anti-aircraft weapon, and also as a heavy infantry support machinegun. Stock includes a modernized
version DShK-M (DShK Modernised) also known as DShKM-38/46.
Used as AA-gun mounted on some Russian tanks and armor vehicles (T-55, T-62, BTR-155).
12.7mm (.50) AP bullets fired from this HMG, could pierce 15mm armor plate at 500m. DShK is a
belt-fed, air-cooled, gas-operated weapon that fires only in full-auto. Gas system has the 3 positions
gas regulator. Bolt is locked in the receiver via two horizontally pivoted locking flaps, attached to the
bolt.
The HMG comes with a tripod, detachable AA sight, detachable anti-recoil unit, a belt box with inert
rounds and deactivation certificate.





operation of the safety lever to set the trigger mechanism to full-automatic or safety positions
cocking of the trigger mechanism by pulling the bolt carrier back, using the lever with a handle
positioned under receiver at the back of the gun
pulling of the trigger and releasing the bolt carrier
lifting the lid of feeding mechanism and feeding the belt

Deactivation specifications
 the chamber is sealed by welding
 the bolt is cut at an angle
 the firing pin channel is welded
Caliber, mm
12.7
Weight
34 kg (74.96 lb) (gun only) 157 kg (346.13 lb) on wheeled
mounting
Length
1,625 mm (64.0 in)
Barrel length
1,070 mm (42.1 in)
Crew
1+
Cartridge
12.7×108mm
Action
gas-operated reloading locking flaps
Firing rate, rounds per minute
not less than 600
Bullet muzzle velocity, m/s
850 m/s (2,788 ft/s)
Effective firing range
up to 2,000
Sights
Iron/Optical
Feed system
50 round belt
50 cartridges belt weight, kg
7.7
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Machine gun traverse angle
relative to fixed bipod
Grouping (R50) at 100 m range, mm
Technical endurance, shots
Armor piercing capability at 100 m,
mm

± 15°
not more than 300
10,000
up to 20

Kord 12.7mm
Technical Characteristics


It is designated for the defeat of lightly armoured targets, fire installations and living force of enemy
at the distances of up to 1500-2000m and for the defeat of air targets at slant distances
of up to 1500m.



Ammunition:
12.7 mm cartridges with armour-piercing-incendiary and armour-piercing-tracer bullets; metallic
link is used for the belt filling.
Design Execution:
type of fire is by salvos, single-shot fire is ensured by abrupt action on the trigger lever;
sight is of the open type, mechanical for 2000 m;
the machine-gun is equipped with the bracket for the mounting of optical and night sights.
The KORD machine gun has been developed to use 12.7x108 mm and 12.7x99 mm NATO cartridges
with the right or left feed of the belt.





Caliber, mm
Firing rate, rounds per minute
Bullet muzzle velocity, m/s
Aimed firing range, m
Barrel weight, kg

12.7
not less than 600
820-860
up to 2,000
9.25
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Loaded magazine weight, kg
50 cartridges belt weight, kg
Machine gun traverse angle
relative to fixed bipod
Grouping (R50) at 100 m range, mm
Technical endurance, shots
Armor piercing capability at 100 m,
mm

11.1
7.7
± 15°
not more than 300
10,000
up to 20

KPVT 14.5mm
Technical Characteristics











KPVT is used for armored vehicle installations, boats, movable and stationary mounts and various
antiaircraft mounts. It features a shorter receiver and a heavier barrel jacket.
The KPVT uses a 50-round belt instead of the original 40-round belt. KPVTs are the primary
armament of the wheeled BTR-60PB/70/80 series armored personnel carriers and BRDM-2
armored reconnaissance vehicles.
The 14.5×114mm M41 cartridge can be used with High Explosive Incendiary - Tracer (HEI-T) or
Armor-Piercing Incendiary (API) bullets, and they have approximately twice the energy of a
12.7 mm (.50 BMG) projectile.
The KPV is air-cooled and fitted with barrel with a hard chrome plated bore. It uses a short recoil
operation system with gas assistance and a rotary bolt.
It can be fed with the 40-round metallic belt from either the left or right side. The barrel can be
removed by turning the prominent latch on the forward end of the receiver and pulling on the
barrel's carrying handle
The KPV machinegun is mounted on armored personnel carriers and used against ground and
airborne targets
The KPV machinegun is also used in Naval pedestal mounts, designated MTPU which fires at least
450rpm.

Ammunition:
 Cartridges use lacquered steel cases and a percussion primer; some countries also used brass
cartridge cases.
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The propellant consists of 28,8g smokeless powder with 7 tubes, designated as 5/7NA powder.
Two different versions of bullet series are known; the earlier had a conventional bullet jacket with
boattail.

Weight

49 kg (108.03 lb)

Length

1,980 mm (78.0 in)

Barrel length

1,346 mm (53.0 in)

Width

162mm

Height

225mm

Cartridge

14.5×114 mm

Caliber

14.5 mm

Action

Short recoil operation

Rate of fire

600 rpm

Muzzle velocity

1005 m/s

Effective firing range

3000m

Maximum firing range

4000m

Feed system

40-round belt

Sights

iron or optical
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ZPU 14.5mm

Technical Characteristics
The system is essentially made up of three major components that include the barrel, gun mount and
carriage - though the barrel and gun mount can be fitted to a vehicle for an improvised mobile weapons
platform if desired.
 The air-cooled 14.5mm machine gun sits on a semi-flexible mounting that allows for engagement
elevations of -8 to +88 degrees.
 Gun mount is fixed into the ZPU base carriage, the entire ZPU-1 system must be turned in order to
achieve traverse.
 This does allow for traversal of full 360-degrees.
 Maximum range of the gun system is out to 8,749 yards reaching aircraft as high up as 16,404 feet.
However, the ZPU-1 remains most effective in engaging aircraft under 5,000 feet.
 A practical rate-of-fire for the 14.5mm machine gun is about 150 rounds per minute.
 The weapon base is fitted to a two-wheeled, rubber-tired carriage system with a tow arm for ground
transport by light or heavy vehicles.
 A typical ZPU-1 crew is four personnel.
 The 14.5mm barrel can be changed out when overheated.
Ammunition:
 API (Armor-Piercing Incendiary),
 API-T (Armor-Piercing Incendiary - Tracer) and
 I-T (Incendiary - Tracer) type.
 The API (also known as the BS.41) features a full metal jacketed bullet that sports a tungsten carbide
core.
 Penetration of this cartridge is out to 547 yards. The API-T (also known as the BZT) is a full metal
jacketed round featuring a steel core and includes a tracer round during active firing for visually
training the weapon system against a target. The I-T round is also known by the designation of "ZP".
 1,200 rounds of 14.5mm ammunition are supplied to a ZPU-1 crew though this may vary based on
operator and ammunition carrier.
ZPU 2
Armament

Two 14.5 mm guns

Type

Anti-aircraft twin guns

Carriage

Two wheels, can be mounted on armored and light vehicles
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Crew

5 soldiers

Weight

639 kg (ZPU-2 early)
621 kg (ZPU-2 late)

Rate of fire

150 rds/min
8,000 m max
1,400 m effective range
5,000 m max
Length: 3,53 m; Width: 1.92 m; Height: 1.83 m
Length: 3,87 m; Width: 1.37 m; Height: 1.09 m

Range
Altitude
Dimensions (on travel)

Technical characteristic
Ammunition
The ZPU-2 14.5 mm twin guns can
fired the following fixed
ammunition:
 API (BS 41) projectile
weighing 64.4 g,
 a muzzle velocity of 1,000
m/s, which will penetrate 32
mm of conventional steel
armour at an incidence of 0º
at a range of 500 m
 API-T (BZT) projectile
weighing 59.56 g
 I-T (ZP) projectile weighing
59.68 g..
The ZPU-2 14.5 mm twin guns has
an effective slant range of 1,402 m,
effective limit at +45º elevation is
975 m while effective altitude limit
at +65º is 1,280 m Each barrel has
a maximum rate of fire of around
600 rounds per minute, though
this is practically limited to about
150 rounds per minute

Model
Barrels
Weight (travelling)
Weight (firing)
Length (travel)
Width (travel)

ZPU-1

ZPU-2

ZU-2

1
413 kg
413 kg (910 lb)
3.44 m 11.28 ft)
1.62 m (5.31 ft)

2
994 kg
639 kg (1,408 lb)
3.54 m (11.61ft)
1.92 m (6.29 ft)

2
649 kg
621 kg (1,369 lb)
3.87 m (12.69 ft)
1.37 m (4.49 ft)

ZPU-4
4
1,810 kg)
1,810 kg
4.53 m
1.72 m
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Height (travel)
Elevation
Traverse
Maximum range
Max altitude
Effc. altitude
Ammunition
Crew

1.34 m (4.39 ft)
+88/-8

1200
4

1.83 m (6.00 ft)
+90/-7

1.1 m (3.60 ft)
+85/-15
360
8,000 m (8,749 yds)
5,000 m (16,404 ft)
1,400 m (4,593 ft)

2400

2.13 m (7 ft)
+90/-10

4800
5

M61A1
“Vulkan”

Technical Characteristics
Weight
Length

M61A1: 248 pounds (112 kg) without feed system
M61A2: 202 pounds (92 kg) without feed system
71.93 in (1.827 m)

Cartridge

20×102 mm

Caliber

20 mm (0.787 in)

Barrels

6-barrel (progressive RH parabolic twist, 9 grooves)

Action

Hydraulically operated, electrically fired, rotary cannon

Rate of fire
Muzzle velocity

M61A1: 6,000 rounds per minute
M61A2: 6,600 rounds per minute
3,450 feet per second (1,050 m/s) with PGU-28/B round

Feed system

Belt or linkless feed system

Cartridge

20×102 mm

The M61 Vulcan is a hydraulically or pneumatically driven,
 six-barrel,
 air-cooled,
 electrically fired Gatling-style rotary cannon
 which fires 20 mm rounds at an extremely high rate (typically 6,000 rounds per minute).
The M61 and its derivatives have been the principal cannon armament of United States military fixedwing aircraft for fifty years
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The multi-barrel Gatling gun, but the new generation of
turbojet-powered fighters offered sufficient electric power to
operate the gun, and electric operation was more reliable
than gas-operated reloading.
With multiple barrels, the rate of fire per barrel could be
lower than single-barrel revolver cannon while providing a
greater overall rate of fire.
Each of the cannon's six barrels fires once in turn during each
revolution of the barrel cluster.

The multiple barrels provide both a very high rate of fire—around 100 rounds per second—and
contribute to prolonged weapon life by minimizing barrel erosion and heat generation. Mean time
between jams or failures is in excess of 10,000 rounds, making it an extremely reliable weapon
The success of the Vulcan Project and its subsequent progeny, the very-high-speed Gatling gun, has led to
guns of the same configuration being referred to as "Vulcan cannon", which can sometimes confuse
nomenclature on the subject
Most aircraft versions of the M61 are hydraulically driven
and electrically primed. The gun rotor, barrel assembly and
ammunition feed system are rotated by a hydraulic drive
motor through a system of flexible drive shafts.
The round is fired by an electric priming system where an
electric current from a firing lead passes through the firing
pin to the primer as each round is rotated into the firing
position
The initial M61 used linked, belted ammunition, but the ejection of spent links created considerable (and
ultimately insuperable) problems.
The original weapon was soon replaced by the M61A1, with a link less feed system. Depending on the
application, the feed system can be either single-ended (ejecting spent cases and unfired rounds) or
double-ended (returning casings back to the magazine).
A disadvantage of the M61 is that the bulk of the weapon, its feed system, and ammunition drum makes it
difficult to fit it into a densely packed airframe
The feed system must be custom-designed for each application, adding 300–400 lb (140–180 kg) to the
complete weapon.
Most aircraft installations are double-ended, because the ejection of empty cartridges can cause a
foreign-object damage (FOD) hazard for jet engines and because the retention of spent cases assists in
maintaining the center of gravity of the aircraft.
Ammunition
API

6.3 mm RHA penetration at 0 degree impact angle and 1000
m range
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HEI

SAPHEI

Nose fuzzed round, no tracer. 2 m effective radius to produce
casualties to exposed personnel. Fragmentation hazard out to
20 m. 12.5 mm RHA penetration at 0 degree obliquity at 100
m range
Multi-purpose fuse less round with an incendiary charge in
the nose setting off the HE behind it with a slight delay to
maximize lethality against aircraft. No tracer or self-destruct.
A zirconium pellet at the bottom of the HE cavity provides
additional incendiary effect.

The Vulcan's rate of fire is typically 6,000 rounds per minute, although some versions (such as that of
the AMX and the F-106 Delta Dart) are limited to a lower rate, and others (A-7 Corsair) have a selectable
rate of fire of either 4,000 or 6,000 rounds per minute.
The M61A2's lighter barrels allow a somewhat higher rate of fire, up to 6,600 rounds per minute

ZU 23 mm
Technical Characteristics
Introduced in 1964, the ZU-23 was the Soviets' newest lightweight, automatic, towed antiaircraft gun. It
was used extensively by airborne units and possibly by some motorized rifle regiments that have not yet
converted to the ZSU-23-4/SA-9 air defence battery.
 It was designed to engage low-flying targets at a range of 2.5 km
 armoured vehicles at a range of 2 km and
 for direct defence of troops and strategic locations against air assault usually conducted by
helicopters and low-flying airplanes.
 ZU-23s also are used to provide close-in air defence for a SA-4 brigade.
 The ZU-23 is a highly mobile air droppable system, firing the same ammunition as the ZSU-23-4.
ZU-23-2 is often mounted on trucks for use in both anti-aircraft and fire support roles. It can also be
mounted on the roof of the MT-LB multi-purpose tracked APCs.
 The reload time will depend on the proficiency of the crew to manually reload, and it can fire from
the travelling position in emergencies.
 The ZU-23 can also be used in a ground support role. One drawback of the ZU-23 is its inability to fire
anything but automatic fire.
 The ZU-23 mounts twin 23-mm cannons on a towed two-wheel carriage. The cannons are positioned
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side-by-side between large ring-type grunions.
In appearance, the ZU-23 can be confused with the 14.5-mm ZPU-2; however, the shape and placement
of the ZU-23 ammunition boxes (at right angles to the gun carriage) and prominent muzzle flash
suppressors are distinguishing features.
 A battalion of 18 ZU-23s was organic to the Soviet airborne division and is the division's principal
AAA weapon. It has an effective AA range of 2,500 meters. It also can be used effectively against
lightly armoured ground vehicles. In firing position, the
 ZU-23 is levelled by jacks and stabilized on a three-point base.
 An optical-mechanical computing sight is used for anti-aircraft fire and a straight-tube telescope for
ground targets.
Ammunition is fed from box magazines mounted on the outside of each grunion. Reloading is fast and
uncomplicated. The magazines are easily accessible and the beginning link of the new belt attaches to the
link of the last old cartridge, which automatically interrupts the firing cycle when it reaches the feed way
and signals the bolt to remain open.
The system is essentially made up of three major components that include the barrel, gun mount and
carriage - though the barrel and gun mount can be fitted to a vehicle for an improvised mobile weapons
platform if desired.






API (Armor-Piercing Incendiary), Blunt AP steel core, with incendiary charge inside windshield
cap. Penetration 15 mm RHA at 1000 m range and 30 degree impact angle (from perpendicular),
tracer burn time 5 seconds.
HE (high explosion) HE fragmentation round with nose fuzes incorporating self-destruct
mechanism
HE-T (HE fragmentation) round with a reduced HE charge due to the space taken by the tracer;
tracer burn time 5 seconds
APDST (A sub-caliber armor-piercing round with tracer). Penetration 30 mm RHA at 100 m range
and 30 degree impact angle (from perpendicular), tracer burn time >2.5 s

Characteristics:
Crew

5

Length

4.57 m

Height

2.87m

Width

1.83

Combat Weight

950 kg

Armament:
Antiaircraft gun
Maximum effective range (vertical)
Rate of fire

Twin 23mm air -cooled ZAP 23 cannons, traverses 360
degrees
2,500 meters
Maximum: 800-1000 rds/min/barrel Sustained:
200rds/min/barrel
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Type of ammunition
Basic Load
Fire Control
Vehicle: (prime mover)

API-T, HEI-T
INA
Optical-mechanical sight
UAZ-69 jeep

Maximum road speed
Water Crossing ability
Cruising range (on roads)
Night vision aids
Maximum armour thickness
NBC Protection

90km/hr (56 mph)
Fords 1.1m (3.5 feet)
530 km (330 miles)
Infrared system can be fitted
No armour
None

Vulnerabilities:

Fixed location
Exposed personnel
Optics vulnerable to obscuration
Exposed ammunition

Recognition:
Two-wheeled carriage
Horizontally mounted rectangular ammo boxes
Prominent muzzle flash suppressors
Wheels raised in firing position
Crew
Vehicle: (prime mover)

5 soldiers
UAZ-69 jeep
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M230 Chain Gun

Chain Gun mounted on an helicopter
Technical Characteristics
Weight

55.9 kg (120 lb)

Length

1,638 mm (64.5 in)

Width

254 mm (10.0 in)

Height

300 mm (11.8 in)

Cartridge

Caliber

M788 Target Practice (TP)
M789 High Explosive Dual Purpose (HEDP)
M799 High Explosive Incendiary (HEI)
30 x 113 mm

Action

Chain gun

Rate of fire

625 +/- 25 rpm

Muzzle velocity

805 m/s (2,641 ft/s)

Effective firing range

400–500 m (437–547 yd)[citation needed]

Maximum firing range

15,600 m (17,100 yd)

The M230 Chain Gun is the Area Weapon System on the AH64 Apache attack helicopter and is also used on the MH-60L
Direct Action Penetrator (DAP).
The M230 is mounted on the chin turret. It uses
a 2 hp electric motor to fire 30 mm link less ammunition at a
rate of 625 (±25) rounds per minute.
The practical rate of fire is about 300 rounds per minute with a 10-minute cooling period as the gun is air
cooled. The gun has a positive cook-off safety for open bolt clearing, and double ram prevention. Spent
casings are ejected overboard through the bottom of the gun.
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The mount on the AH-64 uses secondary hydraulics to move
the gun.
Elevation is provided via a single hydraulic actuator located
on the gun's centerline just forward of the pivot point.
The gun is spring-loaded to return to its centerline stowed
position with the barrel angled up about eleven degrees in
the event of a loss of hydraulic power.
This allows the gun, which is mounted below the copilot station, to collapse cleanly into its designed
space between the pilot stations in the event of a hard landing. This prevents the gun from entering the
pilots stations and becoming a hazard.
The Apache is capable of carrying up to 1,200 rounds for the gun in a device known as the 12-PAK
designed and manufactured by Meggitt Defense Systems, Inc. However, utilization by the US Army of a
special internal fuel tank, the Robertson IAFS (known as the Robby Tank to the crews), reduces this
capacity to 300 rounds.
The ammunition is loaded into the AH-64D Longbow Apache by armament personnel using an aircraftmounted motorized loader and special ammunition-handling tray. The AH-64A requires specialized
ground support equipment for loading
The M230 is capable of firing the ADEN/DEFA 30×113 rounds, however, the Lightweight 30 mm rounds
(M788/M789/M799) used in the M230 are constructed with a light alloy as opposed to brass or steel
casings to save weight and are in use with the US Army. The M230 rounds are not backwards compatible
with weapons designed for the ADEN or DEFA rounds.
 The M788 rounds can be distinguished by the blue band near the nose,
 the M789 by a yellow stripe atop a black band and
 the M799 a red stripe atop a yellow band.
The M799 HEI round is not used by the US Army due to the danger of a round exploding in the gun barrel.
30 mm M789 High Explosive Dual Purpose (HEDP) ammunition cartridges by the U.S. Army Contracting
Command.
The M789 HEDP is the primary tactical round of the Apache AH-64 helicopter, widely used in current
combat operations. The Apache’s ability to provide accurate air support with minimal collateral damage
led to increased use and volume demands for M789 ammunition.
The M789 is typically used in the M230.
Each round contains 21.5 g (0.76 oz) of explosive charge sealed in a shaped-charge liner.
The liner collapses into an armor-piercing jet of metal that is capable of penetrating more than 2 inches
of RHA. Additionally, the shell is also designed to fragment upon impact.
The lethal radius against unprotected, standing targets is about 10 ft (3.0 m) under optimum conditions.
The M789 requires about 4 seconds to travel 1,000 m (3,300 ft). However, as the shell slows down, it
takes over 18 seconds to cover 3,000 m (9,800 ft)
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2A42
Auto cannon
Specification
Weight

115 kilograms (254 lb)

Length

3.027 m (9 ft 11.2 in)

Barrel length

2,416 millimeters (95.1 in)[1]

Cartridge

30 × 165

Caliber

30 mm

Barrels

1

Action

Gas-operated

Rate of fire
Effective firing range

200 to 300 rds/min (low)
550 rds/min (high)
4,000 meters (4,400 yd)

Feed system

Twin feed

This round was introduced in the late 1970s and is used in the 2A42 cannon fixed to the BMP-2 and in
movable mounts on
 Ka-50 and
 Mi-8 helicopters
with double ammunition supply and a selective fire rate of 200 and 600rpm. The 2A42 is a gas/recoil
operated cannon weighting 115kg and measuring 3030mm in length.
The 2A72 cannon, installed in the BMP-3 is recoil operated and has a fixed fire rate of 330rpm, the
cannon weights 84kg and is 3010mm long.
Combat vehicles BMD-2, BMD-3, BRM RYS and Pantsir air defence system also use this type of ammo. The
Pantsir is a truck based AA system using two 2A72 cannons and 12 AA-missiles.
The 2S6 Tunguska AAA system take two onboard 2A38M AAA cannons use two water-cooled barrels and
fire 2500rpm each, to a range of 0.2 to 4km, up to an altitude of 3km, ammunition storage on board is 2x
1904 rounds in belts.
The two barrel 2A38M is gas operated and weights 195kg, its length is 3450mm.
One of the barrels carries a muzzle velocity sensor. To clear misfires or jams the PP-L pyro cartridge is
used.
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The 30 mm 2A42 cannon has a dual feed.
One is for HE-T and the other for AP-T
rounds.
The gunner can select one of two rates of
full automatic fire, low at 200 to 300
rds/min and high at 550 to 800 rds/min
According to the manufacturer, effective
range when engaging ground targets
such as light armored vehicles is
1,500 m while soft-skinned targets can
be engaged out to 4,000 m
The 30 mm 2A42 cannon has a dual feed.
 One is for HE-T and the
 other for AP-T rounds.
The gunner can select one of two rates of full automatic fire, low at 200 to 300 rds/min and high at 550 to
800 rds/min. According to the manufacturer, effective range when engaging ground targets such as light
armored vehicles is 1,500 m while soft-skinned targets can be engaged out to 4,000 m.
Air targets can be engaged flying at low altitudes of up to 2,000 m at subsonic speeds and up to a slant
range of 2,500 m.
In addition to being installed in a two-person turret on the BMP-2 mechanized infantry combat vehicle,
this gun is also fitted in the BMD-2 airborne combat vehicle, BMD-3 airborne combat vehicle and BTR90 (or GAZ-5923) (8 × 8) armored personnel carrier
The Zinc clad steel cases have the shells securely fixed by
two pronounced spaced crimps, in the guns described above,
the rounds use a KV-3 percussion primer and 6/7P-5Bfl
propellant.
Shells for the ground based guns use the nose fuze A-670M.
Cartridges are linked in 9H-623 type disintegrating steel
belts.
Tracers for the HE-T shells are first burning yellow, then red.
The "Kerner" APDS-T shell used in the ground based guns
only is capable of penetrating 25mm/60°/1500m of RHA,
compared to the standard AP-T shell, which achieves only
14mm. Total weight of this "BPS" cartridge is 765g, it uses
136g of propellant.
18 cartridges are packed in an airtight metal can, 3 cans are overpacked in one wooden box measuring
375x875x206mm and weighting 63kg
Ammunition
HEI-T

Shell with waist, filled with 11g HEI, A-670M fuze and tracer

HEI

Shell filled with 48,5g HEI, with A-670M fuze

AP-T

Solid shot with cap and tracer

APDS-T

Yellow plastic sabot surrounding tungsten alloy core with
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tracer
HETP-T

Czech airburst training round. As HEI-T but with no- impactaction self-destruction fuse A-390

TP

Inert filled and dummy fuzzed HEI shell

GSh-30-2

Dual-barrel autocannon
Weight

126 kilograms

Length

2,944 millimeters

Caliber

30×165mm

Barrels

2

Rate of fire

300 (law) – 2 000.2600 rpm

Muzzle velocity

870 m/s (2,850 ft/s)

Projectile weight:

390 g

Mounting platforms

Mi-24 Hind; Ka 50/52;

The cannon is not related to the Gryazev-Shipunov GSh-30-1, but is a recoil-operated cannon using
the Gast principle, like the Gryazev-Shipunov GSh-23L.
Its official claimed rate of fire is about 3,000 rounds per minute
Depleted uranium enhanced armor-piercing shells suitable for the GSh-30-2 are operationally qualified
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Ammunition
Conventional HEIT shell with A-30U nose fuse and tracer
cavity to the rear
A-30U nose fuse fitted to a conventional design HEI shell
filled with 48,5g of A-IX-2G.
Conventional shell with high sensitive broad tip self
destruction BSh-30N fuse, self-destructs between 12 - 20 sec.
Type with the longer ballistic cap. Base cavity filled with HE
and closed by DA-30 base fuse

HEI-T
HEI
HEI Balloon
APHE
AP-T

Solid shot with cap and tracer

"Multi Element"
Chaff

Swaged light steel windshield keeps explosive payload and 28
sub projectiles inside the light steel shell body, internal fuse
V-30
Contains 48000 base expelled Chaff particles, expelled by
powder delay fuse. Unknown (modern) fuse type

TP

Inert filled HEI shell with dummy fuse

TP-T

Mild steel AP-T shell with windshield cap

GAU-13
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Gatling-style autocannon
Specifications
Weight

333 lb (151 kg)

Length

9 ft 2 in (2.79 m)

Cartridge

30 × 173 mm

Caliber

30 mm caliber

Barrels

4-barrel (progressive RH parabolic twist, 14 grooves)

Action

Pneumatic-Driven

Rate of fire

2,400 rpm (rounds per minute)

Muzzle velocity

3,600 ft/s (1,100 m/s)

Feed system

Linkless feed system

The GAU-13/A is a four-barreled rotary cannon based on the mechanism of the larger GAU-8, sharing the
same massive 30 mm ammunition.
Like the Avenger, it has a double-ended feed system with reverse clearing to remove unfired rounds.
Unlike the GAU-8, however, it is pneumatically driven, giving it a rate of fire of 2,400 rounds per minute.
Minimum time between stoppages is estimated at 32,000 rounds, making it a very reliable weapon.
The principal application for the GAU-13/A was the GPU5/A gun pod (originally marketed as the GEPOD 30).
The pod is 4.3 m (14 ft 2 in) long and can be mounted on any
standard NATO 762 mm (30 in) suspension lugs.
It holds 353 rounds of ammunition, enough for approximately
nine seconds of continuous fire.
The GPU-5/A weight is 600 kg (1,325 lb) empty and 841 kg
(1,854 lb) fully loaded. The pod is completely self-contained.
The GPU-5/A was intended for carriage on a wide range of
U.S. tactical aircraft, including the F-15 Eagle and F-16
Fighting Falcon. In the mid-1980s the USAF considered a
specialized variant of the F-16 for the close air support (CAS)
mission, using the GPU-5, as a substitute to or adjunct for
the A-10 Thunderbolt II.
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Rounds
The primary ammunition of the 30mm family is the Armor-Piercing Incendiary (API) round, PGU-14/B.
With the kinetic energy needed to defeat armor, this projectile possesses a high-density penetrator and
demonstrates the follow-through fragmentation and pyrophoric effects for maximum effectiveness.
The companion High-Explosive Incendiary (HEI) round, PGU-13/B, provides the necessary capability for
defeat of light materiel targets.
As an added advantage, it incorporates extended range incendiary capability against fuel targets. To
complete this family of ammunition, GAU-8/A ammunition offers a low-cost Target Practice (TP) round,
PGU-15A/B.
This design, used for training applications, has also been proven effective in applications against light
armor.

GSh-6-30
Gatling gun
Specifications
Weight
Length

149 kg (328 lb)
Projectile: 390 g (13¾ oz)
2040 mm

Cartridge

30×165mm

Caliber

30 mm (1.18 in)

Barrels

6

Action

Gas actuated, electrically fired

Rate of fire

4000–6000 rounds/min[citation needed]

Muzzle velocity

845 m/s (2770 ft/s)

Unlike American rotary cannons, it is gas-operated rather than electric, allowing it to "spin up" to
maximum rate of fire more quickly, allowing more rounds to be placed on target in a short-duration
burst. Ignition is electrical, as with the smaller GSh-6-23.
The GSh-6-30 fires a 30x165 mm round with a hard-hitting 390 g (13¾ oz) projectile. With such a high
rate of fire, it is a potentially devastating weapon, although its tactical usefulness is restricted by
ammunition supply. That limitation may be why the cannon has seen few aircraft applications.
The principal application for the GSh-6-30 is the MiG-27 'Flogger,' which carries the weapon in a gondola
under the fuselage, primarily for strafing and ground attack. It was fitted to prototype Su-25T aircraft,
but subsequently replaced with the GSh-30-2 twin-barreled cannon of the original Su-25. It is also used
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as the gun component of the CADS-N-1 Kashtan air defense weapon.

On the Mikoyan MiG-27 the GSh-6-30 had to be mounted obliquely to absorb recoil. The gun was noted
for its high (often uncomfortable) vibration and extreme noise.
The airframe vibration led to fatigue cracks in fuel tanks, numerous radio and avionics failures, the
necessity of using runways with floodlights for night flights (as the landing lights would often be
destroyed), tearing or jamming of the forward landing gear doors (leading to at least three crash
landings), cracking of the reflector gunsight, an accidental jettisoning of the cockpit canopy and at least
one case of the instrument panel falling off in flight.
The weapons also dealt extensive collateral damage, as the sheer numbers of fragments from detonating
shells was sufficient to damage aircraft flying within a 200-meter radius from the impact center,
including the aircraft firing.

GAU-8 Avenger

Gatling-type autocannon
Specification
Weight

619.5 lb (281 kg)

Length

19 ft 10.5 in (6.06 m) (total system)
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112.28 in (2.85 m) (gun only)
Barrel length

90.5 in (2.30 m)

Width

17.2 in (0.437 m) (barrels only)

Cartridge

30×173 mm

Caliber

30 mm caliber

Barrels

7-barrel (progressive RH parabolic twist, 14 grooves)

Action

Electrically controlled, hydraulic-driven

Rate of fire

3,900 rpm (variable)

Muzzle velocity

3,324 ft/s (1,010 m/s) (API)

Effective firing range

4,000 feet (1,220 m)

Maximum firing range

Over 12,000 feet (3,660 m)

Feed system

Link less feed system

The GAU-8 itself weighs 620 pounds (280 kg), but the complete weapon, with feed system and drum,
weighs 4,029 pounds (1,828 kg) with a maximum ammunition load. It measures 19 ft 5 1⁄2 in (5.931 m)
from the muzzle to the rearmost point of the ammunition system, and the ammunition drum alone is 34.5
inches (88 cm) in diameter and 71.5 inches (1.82 m) long
Power for operating the gun is provided by twin hydraulic motors pressurized from two independent
hydraulic systems. The magazine can hold 1,174 rounds, although 1,150 is the typical load-out. Muzzle
velocity when firing Armor-Piercing Incendiary rounds is 1,013 m/s, almost the same as the substantially
lighter M61 Vulcan's 20 mm round, giving the gun a muzzle energy of just over 200 kilojoules
The standard ammunition mixture for anti-armor use is a five-to-one mix of
 PGU-14/B Armor Piercing Incendiary, with a projectile weight of about 14.0 oz (395 grams or 6,096
grains) and
 PGU-13/B High Explosive Incendiary (HEI) rounds, with a projectile weight of about 13.3 oz (378
grams or 5,833 grains).
 The PGU-14/B's projectile incorporates a lightweight aluminum body, cast around a smaller
caliber depleted uranium penetrating core.
The Avenger is lethal against tanks and all other armored vehicles
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A very important innovation in the design of the GAU-8/A
ammunition is the use of aluminum alloy cases in place of the
traditional steel or brass. This alone adds 30% to ammunition
capacity for a given weight. The projectiles incorporate a
plastic driving band to improve barrel life.
The shells are imposing to examine and handle, measuring
11.4 inches (290 mm) in length and weighing 1.53 pounds
(0.69 kg) or more
The Avenger's rate of fire was originally selectable, 2,100
rounds per minute (rpm) in the low setting, or 4,200 rpm in
the high setting. Later this was changed to a fixed rate of
3,900 rpm In practice, the cannon is limited to one and twosecond bursts to avoid overheating and conserve
ammunition; barrel life is also a factor, since the USAF has
specified a minimum life of at least 20,000 rounds for each set
of barrels
There is no technical limitation on the duration the gun may be continuously fired, and a pilot could
potentially expend the entire ammunition load in a single burst with no damage or ill effects to the
weapons system itself.
However, this constant rate of fire would shorten the barrel life considerably and require added barrel
inspections and result in shorter intervals between replacement.
Each barrel is a very simple non-automatic design having its own breech and bolt.
Like the original Gatling gun, the entire firing cycle is actuated by cams and powered by the rotation of
the barrels.
The barrels themselves are driven by the aircraft's dual hydraulic system

The GAU-8/A ammunition is link less, reducing weight and avoiding a great deal of potential for jamming.
The feed system is double-ended, allowing the spent casings to be recycled back into the ammunition
drum, instead of ejected from the aircraft, which would require considerable force to eliminate potential
airframe damage.
The feed system is based on that developed for later M61 installations, but uses more advanced design
techniques and materials throughout, to save weight
Ammunition
Wotan has a fire rate of 200 shots per minute. The gun’s advanced features employed with the proven
lethality and versatility of the 30x173mm ammunition offers a good alternative to Bushmaster series
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MPLD-T
MK239 TP
MK239 TP
MK258 APFSDS-T
MK310 HEAB-TP
MK264 MPLD-T
MK258 APFSDS-T

Mature multipurpose technology in 30mm envelope provides
both armor piercing and high explosive incendiary effects
Latest long rod tungsten penetrator design provides
unmatched armor penetration

MK310 HEAB-TP

RPG 7V

Weight

7 kg (15 lb)

Length

950 mm (37.4 in

Caliber

40 mm

Muzzle velocity

115 m/s

Effective firing range

200 m

Maximum firing range

≈920 m (1,000 yd) (self detonates)

sights

PGO-7 (2.7x), UP-7V Telescopic sight and 1PN51/1PN58 night
vision sights, Red dot reflex sight
PG-7V & VM

Single-stage HEAT
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PG-7VL

Single-stage HEAT

PG-7VR

Tandem HEAT

OG-7V

Fragmentation

TBG-7V

Thermobaric

PG-7V & VM

Single-stage HEAT

The RPG-7 can fire a variety of warheads for
 anti-armor (HEAT, PG-anti tank Granada) or
 anti-personnel (HE, OG-Oskolochnaya Granada) purposes, usually fitting with
 Impact (PIBD) and a 4.5 second fuse.
 Armor penetration is warhead dependent and ranges from 30 to 60 centimeters of RHA;
 PG-7VR, is a 'tandem charge' device, used to defeat reactive armor with a single shot

RPG 32

Caliber:

105mm (also can fire special 72mm rockets)

Type:

rocket

Overall length:
Weight:

1200 mm (complete with 105mm launch container) or 900
mm (complete with 72mm launch container)
3 kg unloaded, 10 kg loaded with 105mm rocket, 6kg loaded
with 72mm rocket

Effective range:

up to 200 m

Amour penetration:

ERA + 650 mm RHA with 105mm PG-32V tandem HEAT
rocket

AGS „Balkan“
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Caliber:

40mm

Type:

automatic grenade launcher

Overall length:

n/a

Weight:

32 kg unloaded on tripod + 14 kg loaded box with 20 rounds

Effective range:

up to 2500 m

Rate of fire:

400 rounds per minute

AGS - 17

Weight

16 kg unloaded

Length

1165 mm

Cartridge

30 x 29 grenade

Caliber

30 mm

Action

Blowback

Rate of fire
Muzzle velocity
Effective firing range
Feed system
Sights

400 round/min
185 m/s
2100 m
30 grenades belt
Adjustable telescopic sight, day-night sight, mechanical sight,
portable radar







AGS-30 weighs 30 kg loaded, meaning it can be carried by one person.
Using a specially designed GPD-30 grenade,
The AGS-30 can engage targets at over 2000m.
Recoil is lessened with a much smoother grenade ejection mechanism. An adjustable SAG-30 tripod
mount (GRAU index 6P17) is also included
The AGS-30 can only fire in full automatic modes.
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The AGS-30 is fed from special belt
drums that hold 30 linked rounds.
Loaded belt drum weights about 14 kg.
Spade grips are installed on a gun cradle
integral to the tripod, instead of to the
gun body;
The trigger is located on the right spade
grip, making firing more controlled and
comfortable.
Standard sighting equipment is a 2.7X
magnification PAG-17 optical sight

Metis-M

Range of fire by day and at night
Guidance system
Types of missile warheads

 80 m
 2000 m
Semi-automatic with command transmitting via wire
link
 tandem shaped charge,
 high explosive

Weight of the system’s components
Launcher

9.5 kg

Guided missile

13.8 kg

Thermal imaging sight

6.5 kg

Diameter

130 mm

Length

980 mm
HEAT tandem warhead, Armor penetration behind ERA
900-950 mm.[1][2]
Thermobaric anti-personnel/anti-material warhead is
also available

Warhead
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Speed

200 m/s

Guidance system

SACLOS wire-guided missile

Average penetration capability behind
the ERA

900-950 mm

Operational temperature range se

-50 to +50 C

Pack weight
Pack No1 (launcher + missile)

23.8 kg

Pack No2 (two missiles)

28.6 kg

Pack No3 (thermal imaging sight)

9.0 kg

Field of view

2.4х4.6 deg

Time of uninterrupted work with one
tank

1.5-2.0 hours

Time of uninterrupted work with one
battery

2.5 hours

Time of preparation for operation

1.0-2.0 min
 9М131М missile warhead type - tandem, shaped
charge
 9М131М missile average penetration capability
behind the ERA - 900-950 mm
 Flight time at maximal range - 12 s
 Type of 9М131FM missile warhead - air-fuel
explosive
 Flight time at maximal range - 12 s
 Missile caliber - 130 mm
 Length of the canister with missile - 980 mm

 Small dimensions and weight of the components allows to shape small-size packs that can be carried
by a crew of three.
 The system can be transported by any type of transport, and can be dropped with airborne troops.
 Best combination of small sizes and weight and high technical and operational specifications enables
to equip airborne troops, infantry and motorized infantry with the Metis-M1 system to enhance their
firepower and carrying out large-scale combat actions, as well as for counter-terrorist operations,
when added to special troops
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Kornet-M/E

Firing range day and night

up to 5500 m

Guidance system

semi-automatic laser beam riding

Armor penetration
of HEAT warhead behind ERA
Effectiveness of HE warhead as that of
large-caliber artillery round
Weight of system

1000-1200 mm
provided

launcher

26 kg

container with missile

29 kg

thermal imaging sight

8.7 kg

Laying range of launcher
on azimuth

360 deg

on elevation

from -5 up to +20 deg

Firing in mountain area

provided at heights 4500 m

Length

1200 mm

Diameter

152 mm

Warhead

1000-1200 (9K135), 1200 (E), 1300 (D) mm RHA[1]
penetration after ERA with Tandem HEAT, Thermobaric

Warhead weight

7 kg HEAT, 10 kg TNT equivalent Thermobaric

Detonation mechanism

Impact fuse

Wingspan

460 mm

Propellant

Solid-fuel rocket

Operational range





Kornet 100-5,500m
Kornet-EM 8,000 m (anti-tank),
10,000 m (thermobaric)

Guidance system

SACLOS laser beam riding

Steering system

Two control surfaces
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Accuracy

<5 m

Launch platform

Individual, vehicle
3-rd Generation thermal imaging sight EM vehiclecarried/portable system is designed on matrix
photodetector basis. Its peculiar feature is complete absence
mechanical scanning. Photosensitive matrix is cooled by
miniature gas cryogenic machine operating under Stirling
cycle.
 Narrow-1.9х2.4 deg
 Wide-5.9х7.3 deg
 Photo detector -matrix type with thermal
enclosure system
 Power supply - from battery
 Continuous operation time- at least 1.5 h
 Cooling time - not more than 7 min
 tandem HEAT warhead to engage modern and future

tanks protected by ERA;

 air-fuel explosive warhead with blast and incendiary

effect to engage light-armored vehicles, fortifications
 For Kornet E transportation and convenience of operation for combat crew, the launcher is folded into









travel compact configuration, thermal imaging sight is located in a pack thus all combat equipment is
delivered to the battlefield by any transport.
The system allows to detect the target, to aim on it, to fire, to track and to engage it by one person.
Small size, big lethality of warheads (missile with HEAT warhead engages modern tanks, missile with
HE warhead in terms of lethality is compared to artillery round of big caliber) as well as significant
firing range allow to deliver the system to air mobile troops, assault groups and special forces.
System installation in combat vehicles (BMP, BTR, BMD, jeep) enhances its mobility and versatility of
use.
Possibility of Kornet E system elements installation in rotating cabin allows to design combat vehicles
with electro-mechanical laying drives as well as to automate loading process, aiming and launching of
missiles.
System combat vehicles provide:
 high rate of fire;
 round-the-clock ready-to-launch missiles;
 salvo firing by two missiles at one target

9M113M-2
Kornet-EM

9M113F-1
Kornet-E

9M113F-2
Kornet-EM

9M113F-3 Kornet-EM

Diameter
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Length
Weight
(including
container)

31 kg (68 lb)

29 kg (64 lb)

31 kg (68 lb)

33 kg (73 lb)

Speed

300 m/s

>250 m/s

300 m/s

320 m/s

Range (daytime)

150-8,000 m

100-5,500 m

150-8,000 m

150-10,000 m

Warhead

152 mm
tandem HEAT
11001300 mm RHA
penetration
after ERA
3-3.5 m of
concrete

Thermobaric
10 kg (22 lb)
TNT equivalent

Thermobaric
10 kg (22 lb)
TNT equivalent

Thermobaric 7 kg (15 lb)
TNT equivalent

Kornet - EM

 Automatic launcher with installed 4 (four) ready-to-fire guided missiles has TV/thermal imaging sight

with TV high resolution cameras and 3-rd generation thermal imager, built-in laser rangefinder and
laser guidance channel as well as target auto tracker with laying drives
1. Guided missiles in container.
2. TV/thermal imaging sight.
3. Integrated guidance system with target auto tracker.
4. Guides with four GMs installed.
5. Stand with elevation and azimuth laying drives.
6. Lifting/Rising mechanism.

Laying angles
on azimuth

±180 deg

on elevation

from -5 to +45 deg

Fields of view (FOV)
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TV channel
with wide FOV

4х4 deg

with narrow FOV

1х1 deg

rangefinder channel

15х20 deg

TIS channel
with wide FOV

5.9х7.3 deg

with narrow FOV

1.9х2.4 deg

Measured ranges

200-15000 m

RMS error for 10 km

0.3 m

Module weight

75.2 kg


















Flight range - 150-8000 m
Armor penetration - 1100-1300 mm
Max flying speed - 300 m/sec
Weight with the container - 31 kg
Container length - 1210 mm
Flight range - 150-8000 m
TNT equivalent - 10 kg
Armor penetration - 1100-1300 mm
Max flying speed - 300 m/sec
Weight with the container - 31 kg
Container length - 1210 mm
Flight range - 150-8000 m
TNT equivalent - 7 kg
Armor penetration - 1100-1300 mm
Max flying speed - 320 m/sec
Weight with the container - 33 kg
Container length - 1210 mm

 Targets engagement in automatic mode reduces psychophysical stress of operators, requirements to
their skills as well as reduces their training period.
 Simultaneous salvo firing at two targets greatly increases rate of fire and firing effectiveness of the
system.
 Firing by two missiles in one beam to engage extra dangerous targets including those protected by
ERA.
 Two times (up to 10 km) as compared to Kornet E ATGW increase of firing range and guidance
accuracy increases up to 5 times.
 Wider possibilities for ATGW thanks to engagement of small-size air targets (helicopters, UAVs,
assault aircrafts).
 Kornet EM system can be installed on wide range of carriers with small loading capacity (1 pc AL 0.81.0 t; 2 pcs AL 1.2 -1.5 t).
 System provides firing by all missiles of Kornet E family.
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ATGM Milan

Max Range
Min Range
Length
Weight
Diameter
Wing Span
Rate of Fire
Warhead
Firing Post
Weight
Length
Height
Width
Armor Penetration
Time of Flight to Max Range
Missile Speed
Guidance

2,000 m;
400 m;
918 mm;
6.73 kg;
125 mm;
267 mm;
3-4 rpm;
Weight 2.70 kg;
Diameter 115 mm;
Explosive Content 1.79 kg;
16.4kg;
900 mm;
650 mm;
420 mm;
352 mm;
12.5 secs;
720 kph;
Semi-Automatic command to line of sight by means of wire
guidance link.

Description
MILAN is a portable medium-range, anti-tank weapon
 ADT/ER is the latest version of the missile system with new digitized firing post and new extended
range missile.
 ADT firing post has an integrated thermal imager with a video output which allows remote
operation.
 ADT weighs less than 45kg
 ER missile has a range extended to 3,000m and a new, multi-effect warhead which can penetrate
1,000mm explosive reactive armor (ERA) or rolled homogenous armor (RHA), or more than 3m of
reinforced concrete.
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 A direct attack mode has been added as well as improved anti-jamming capability.
Ammunition
 Consists of the missile in a waterproof launch tube.
 MILAN 2 has a single shaped charge warhead for use against very thick and composite armor. MILAN
2T and MILAN 3 missiles are armed with a tandem charge for use against reactive armor
 Artus propulsion system is a dual system. The first stage burns for 1.5s to eject the missile from the
launcher to a distance of about 3m, and then the second stage burns for 11s giving a speed of over
200m/s and maximum range of 2km for a 12.5s time-of-flight.
Firing post
 The firing post consists of a sighting system and a guidance assembly mounted on a tripod. The
infrared localizer measures the angular deviation between the missile and the line of sight to the
target.
 The transmission of guidance data by wire and the new MILAN 3 CCD localizer provide jamming
resistance.
Thermal sight
 The firing post is equipped with an optional MIRA thermal sight.
 MIRA has a detection range of 4,000m and field of view of 6° x 3°. The mounting bracket is quickly
set up without tools or modification to the MILAN firing post.
 No correlation between the thermal sight and the firing post is necessary.
 A dual field of view, a detection range of 7km and a recognition range of 2.5km.
Operation
 In typical deployment, one squad of two MILAN firing posts can be assigned at company level and
three or four squads form a platoon used at regiment or battalion level.
The launch crew consists of two:
 the gunner who carries the firing
post and
 the loader or assistant gunner who
carries two missiles.
Launcher
Materials

metal

plastic

rubber
Dimensions

general: Length 126 cm

general: Depth 260 mm
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The gunner places the sight mark on
the base of the target and presses the
firing button. The missile is launched
from the launch container and the
launch tube is ejected to the rear of the
launcher. The launcher can then be
reloaded.

9K32
Strela 2M/
SA-7
Man portable surface-to-air missile launcher
Specification *
Weight
9.8 kg (21.6 lb) (Strela-2M missile)
15 kg (33.1 lb) (system, ready to fire)
Length
1.44 m
Diameter
72 mm
Maximum firing range
4200m (Strela-2M)
Warhead weight
1.15 kg directed-energy blast fragmentation warhead (Strela2M), 370g HE content.
Detonation mechanism
non-delay impact and grazing fuses,
14–17 second delay self-destruct.
Wingspan
0.3 m
Flight altitude
50–2300 m (Strela-2M)
Speed
500 m/s (Strela-2M)
Guidance system

Proportional navigation logic

Strela-2M’s predecessor, Strela-2, could engage targets flying at relatively
 slow airspeeds and
 low altitudes and then only from
 rear hemisphere,
It suffered from poor guidance reliability (particularly in the presence of natural or man-made
background IR radiation sources), and even when a hit was achieved, it often failed to destroy the target.
Poor lethality was an issue especially when used against jet aircraft: the hottest part of the target was
the nozzle behind the actual engine, which the missile therefore usually hit – but there its small warhead
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often failed to cause significant damage to the engine itself.
Improvements on Strela-2M were made particularly to increase the engagement envelope of the new
system:[5]
 higher thrust propellant increased slant range from 3.4 to 4.2 km and ceiling from 1.5 to 2.3 km
 improved guidance and control logic allowed the engagement of helicopters and propeller-driven
aircraft (but not jets) approaching at a maximum speed of 150 m/s
 maximum speed of receding targets was increased from 220 m/s to 260 m/s
 more automated grip stock provided a simplified firing method against fast targets: a single trigger
pull followed by lead and super elevation replacing the separate stages of releasing the seeker to
track, and launching the missile
The only defense against infra-red countermeasures remained the seeker head's narrow field of view,
which could be hoped to help the rapidly slowing flare fall off the missile field of view as it was tracking a
fast-moving target.
In practice, chaff flares proved to be highly effective countermeasure against both versions of the Strela2.
The seeker is commonly referred to as a hot metal tracker. The seeker can only see infrared energy in the
near infrared (NIR) spectrum, emitted by very hot surfaces only seen on the inside of the jet nozzle.
This allows only rear-aspect engagement of jet targets, earning the weapon its other moniker as a
revenge weapon, since the
 missile has to "chase" an aircraft after it has already passed by
The missile launcher system consists of the
 green missile launch tube containing the missile,
 a grip stock and
 a cylindrical thermal battery.
The launch tube is reloadable at depot, but missile rounds are delivered to fire units in their launch tubes.
The device can be reloaded up to five times.
Strela being aimed, the lens of the seeker clearly visible
When engaging slow or straight-receding targets, the operator tracks the target with the iron sights in
the launch tube and applies half-trigger.
This action "uncages" the seeker and allows its attempt to track.
If a target IR signature can be tracked against the background present, this is indicated by
 a light and a buzzer sound.
 The shooter then pulls the trigger fully, and
 immediately applies lead and super elevation.
This method is called a manual engagement.
An automatic mode, which is used against fast targets, allows the shooter to fully depress the trigger in
one pull followed by immediate lead and super elevation of the launch tube.
The seeker will uncage and will automatically launch the missile if a strong enough signal is detected.
The manufacturer lists reaction time measured from the carrying position (missile carried on a soldier's
back with protective covers) to missile launch to be 13 seconds, a figure that is achievable but requires
considerable training and skill in missile handling.
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With the launcher on the shoulder, covers removed and sights extended, reaction time from fire
command to launch reduces to 6–10 seconds, depending greatly on
 the target difficulty and
 the shooter's skill.
After activating the power supply to the missile electronics, the gunner waits for
 electricity supply and
 gyros to stabilize,
 puts the sights on target and
 tracks it smoothly with the launch tube's iron sights, and
 pulls the trigger on the grip stock.
This activates the seeker electronics and the missile attempts to lock onto the target.
If the target is producing
 a strong enough signal and
 the angular tracking rate is within acceptable launch parameters,
 the missile alerts the gunner that the target is locked on by illuminating a light in the sight
mechanism, and
 producing a constant buzzing noise.
The operator then has 0.8 seconds to provide lead to the target while the missile's on-board power
supply is activated and the throw-out motor ignited.
Should the target be outside acceptable parameters, then the light cue in the sight and the buzzer signal
tell the gunner to re-aim the missile.
On launch, the booster burns out before the missile leaves the launch tube at 32 m/s and rotating at c. 20
revolutions per second.
As the missile leaves the tube, the two forward steering fins unfold, as do the four rear stabilizing tail fins.
The self-destruct mechanism is then armed, which is set to destroy the missile after between 14 and 17
seconds to prevent it hitting the ground if it should miss the target.
Once the missile is five and a half meters away from the gunner, c. 0.3 seconds after leaving the launch
tube, it activates the rocket sustainer motor.
The sustainer motor takes it to a velocity of
 430 meters per second, and
 sustains it at this speed.
Once it reaches peak speed, at a distance of around 120 meters from the gunner, the final safety
mechanism is disabled and the missile is fully armed.
The booster burns for 0.5 second and the driving engine for another 2.0 seconds

The missile's uncooled lead sulphide passive infra-red seeker head detects infrared radiation at below
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2.8 μm in wavelength.
It has a 1.9 degree field of view and can track at 9 degrees per second.
The seeker head tracks the target with an amplitude-modulated spinning reticle (spin-scan or AM
tracking), which attempts to keep the seeker constantly pointed towards the target.
The spinning reticle measures the amount of incoming infrared (IR) energy. It does this by using a
circular pattern that has solid portions and slats that allow the IR energy to pass through to the seeker.
As the reticle spins IR energy passes through the open portions of the reticle.
Based on where the IR energy falls on the reticle the amount or amplitude of IR energy allowed through
to the seeker increases the closer to the center of the reticle.
Therefore, the seeker is able to identify where the center of the IR energy is.
If the seeker detects a decrease in the amplitude of the IR energy it steers the missile back towards where
the IR energy was the strongest. The seeker's design creates a dead-space in the middle of the reticle.
The center mounted reticle has no detection capability.
This means that as the seeker tracks a target as soon as the seeker is dead center, (aimed directly at the
IR source) there is a decrease in the amplitude of IR energy. The seeker interprets this decrease as being
off target so it changes direction.
This causes the missile to move off target until another decrease in IR energy is detected and the process
repeats itself.
This gives the missile a very noticeable wobble in flight as the seeker bounces in and out from the deadspace. This wobble becomes more pronounced as the missile closes on the target as the IR energy fills a
greater portion of the reticle. These continuous course corrections effectively bleed energy from the
missile reducing its range and velocity.

9K34
Strela 3
SA-14
Specification *
Weight
Length
Operational range
Flight altitude
Speed

10.3 kilograms (23 lb)
1.47 meters (4.8 ft)
4100 m
2,300 meters (7,500 ft)
410 meters per second (1,500 km/
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new infra-red homing seeker head.
The new seeker worked on FM modulation (con-scan) principle, which is
 less vulnerable to jamming and
 decoy flares than the earlier AM (spin-scan) seekers, which were easily fooled by flares and
 even the most primitive infrared jammers.
The new seeker also introduced detector element cooling in the form of a pressurized nitrogen bottle
attached to the launcher.
The effect of cooling was to
 expand the seeker's lead sulphide detector element's sensitivity range to
longer wavelengths (slightly over 4 µm as opposed to 2.8 µm of uncooled PbS elements).
In practice this made possible the tracking of
 cooler targets over longer ranges, and
 enabled forward-hemisphere engagement of jets under favorable circumstances.
The seeker also had better tracking rate, enabling the missile to track
 maneuvering of fast and
 approaching targets.

9K310
“Gimlet”
SA-16
Man-portable air-defense systems
Specification
Weight
Length
Diameter
Warhead
Detonation mechanism
Engine
Operational range
Flight ceiling
Speed
Guidance system

10.8 kg (24 lb)
1.574 m (5.16 ft)
72 mm
1.17 kg (2.6 lb) with 390 g (14 oz) explosive
contact and grazing fuzes
solid fuel rocket motor
5.2 km (3.2 mi)
3.5 km (11,000 ft)
570m/s[1] (peak), about Mach 1.9
dual waveband infra-red (S-version)[2]

The SA-16 Gimlet or 9K310 IGLA-1 is a man-portable air defense missile system with solid propellant
guided missile. It is a simplified version of IGLA (SA-18 Grouse) portable anti aircraft missile system. SA16 GIMLET (Igla-1 9K310) man-portable surface-to-air missile system, a further development from
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the SA-7 & SA-14 series. The SA-16 Gimlet and its 9M313 missile were accepted into service in the
Russian army on March 1981. The SA-16 Gimlet MANPADS carries the nomenclature Igla-1 9K310 in
Russia for the whole system, while the missile itself is designated 9M313. The SA-16 Gimlet is a more
cheaper than the SA-18 Grouse and yet more effective than the older Russian MANPADS. The Igla-1 can
also be fired from helicopters using the Strelets launcher.
The main differences from the Strela-3 included an optional identification
 Friend or
 Foe system
to prevent firing on friendly aircraft, an automatic
 lead and
 super elevation to simplify shooting and
 reduce minimum firing range,
 a slightly larger rocket,
 reduced drag and
 better guidance system
 extend maximum range and
 improve performance against fast and
 maneuverable targets,
 an improved lethality on target achieved by a combination of delayed impact fuzing, terminal
maneuver to hit the fuselage rather than jet nozzle,
 an additional charge to set off the remaining rocket fuel (if any) on impact,
 an improved resistance to infrared countermeasures (both decoy flares and ALQ-144 series jamming
emitters), and
 slightly improved seeker sensitivity.
The seeker has two detectors –
 a cooled MWIR InSb detector for detection of the target and
 uncooled PbS SWIR detector for detection of IR decoys (flares).
The built-in logic determines whether the detected object is a target or a decoy.
The 9M313 missile features an aerospike mounted on a tripod,
which reduces
 a shock wave,
 thus providing less dome heating and
 greater range. The name Igla is derived from these
devices.
Like many other MANPADS, Igla-1 and Igla feature so-called
rolling airframe missiles.
These missiles roll in flight (900 – 1200 rpm) so steering the
missile requires just a single pair of control surfaces, unlike
roll-stabilized missiles, which require separate control
surfaces for pitch and yaw.
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Both 9M313 and 9M39 missiles contain a gas generator, which drives a small gas turbine to provide
 electrical power, and
 the pistons, which move the canards used to steer the missile in a bang-bang mode.
In addition to that, two exhaust tubes of the gas generator are placed perpendicular to the steering
canards to provide maneuverability immediately after launch when the missile airspeed is too low for
canards to be effective.
Later versions of Igla are reported to use proportional control to drive the canards, which enables
greater precision and less oscillation of the flightpath.
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9K38
“Grouse”
SA-18
Man-portable air-defense systems
Specification
Weight, full system,
ready to shoot
Weight, missile
Weight, warhead
Warhead type
Fuse type
Flight speed, average / peak
Maximum range
Maximum target speed, receding
Maximum target speed, approaching
Seeker head type
Seeker scanning
Seeker notes
Reaction time
Guidance system

17.9 kg (39 lb)
10.8 kg (24 lb)
1.17 kg (2.6 lb), 390 g (14 oz) HMX
Directed-energy blast fragmentation
Delayed impact, magnetic and grazing.
600 m/s (1,300 mph) / 800 m/s (1,800 mph)
5,200 m (17,100 ft)
360 m/s (810 mph)
320 m/s (720 mph)
Nitrogen-cooled, Indium antimonite (InSb)
and uncooled lead sulfide (PbS)
FM-modulated
Aerospike to reduce supersonic wave drag
5 to 10 sec.
Passive IR homing device and night vision (operating in the
medium IR range)

The full-capability 9K38 Igla with its 9M39 missile was accepted into service in 1983.
The main improvements over the Igla-1 included
 much improved resistance against flares and jamming,
 a more sensitive seeker,
 expanding forward-hemisphere engagement capability to include straight-approaching fighters (allaspect capability) under favorable circumstances,
 a slightly longer range,
 a higher-impulse,
 shorter-burning rocket with higher peak velocity (but approximately same time of flight to
maximum range).
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The Igla–1M missile consists of a
 Ground Power Supply Source
(GPSS),
 Launching Tube,
 Launching Mechanism & Missile

As with the earlier portable man pads family, the SA-18 uses of
 a similar thermal battery/gas bottle, and
 the SA-18 has the same 2 kilogram high-explosive warhead fitted with a contact and grazing fuse.
But the missile of entirely new design with substantially improved
 range and
 speed.
SA-18 Grouse features
 a dual-channel IR seeker and
 highly sophisticated FM-tracking logic target discrimination selection unit to defeat sophisticated
(pyrotechnically, blinking and modulated) IR decoys.
The new seeker and aerodynamic improvements extend its
 effective range, and
 its higher speed enables it to be used against faster targets.
The seeker is believed to operate in
 the 1.5 to 2.5 and
 3.0 to 5.0 µm infra-red waveband regions.
The SA-18 uses the 9M39 missile.
The 9M39 missile SA-18 employs an IR guidance system using proportional convergence logic.
The new seeker offers
 better protection against electro-optical jammers;
 the probability of kill against an unprotected fighter is estimated at 30-48%, and
 the use of IRCM jammers only degrades this to 24-30%.
The SA-18 missile has a maximum range of 5,000 m & a maximum altitude of 3,500 m.
When engaging slow or straight-receding targets, the operator tracks the target with
 the iron sights in the launch tube and
 applies half-trigger.
The shooter then pulls the trigger fully, and immediately applies lead and super elevation.
This method is called a manual engagement.
 An automatic mode, which is used against fast targets, allows the shooter to fully depress the trigger
in one pull followed by immediate lead and
 super elevation of the launch tube.
The SA-18 Grouse is Intended
 to engage low-flying targets on head-on and
 pursuit courses in clutter and IR jamming environments.
The Igla system comprises
 a missile kept in
 a launch tube with
 a power supply source,
 launch mechanism,
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 training aids and
 maintenance facilities

9K338
“Grinch”
SA-24
Specification
Weight, full system,
ready to shoot
Weight, missile
Weight, warhead
Warhead type
Fuze type
Flight speed, average / peak
Maximum range
Maximum target speed, receding
Maximum target speed, approaching
Seeker head type
Seeker scanning
Seeker notes

19 kg (42 lb)
11.7 kg (26 lb)
5.5 lb (2.5 kg),
20.6 oz (585 g) HMX
Directed-energy blast fragmentation
Delayed impact, magnetic and grazing.
6,000 m (20,000 ft)
400 m/s (890 mph)
320 m/s (720 mph)
FM-modulated

Currently available is the improved 9K338 (Igla-S) missile.
This enhanced system provides twice to three times improvement in combat effectiveness, compared
with baseline Igla versions, especially when used against
 cruise missiles and
 small-size air targets.
The newest variant, which is a substantially improved variant with
 longer range,
 more sensitive seeker,
 improved resistance to latest countermeasures, and
 a heavier warhead with larger High Explosive (HE)charge and
 enhanced fragmenting,
 laser impact/proximity fuse and
 improved homing system,
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 featuring an improved homing device providing higher accuracy and
 increased (to 6 km) killing range.
Igla-S MANPADS system has the same
 weight and
 size as the predecessor, as well as
 launch preparation and
 maintenance procedures.
The new missile uses the 9M39's aerodynamic spike design, but is fitted with
 much improved seeker and
 digital guidance systems offering improved head-on engagement capability,
 better immunity to advanced thermal countermeasures and
 better handling of background clutter.
As the earlier systems, Igla-S can be prepared for launch within 13 seconds.
Igla-S can engage
 large and small,
 low flying targets,
 including UAVs and
 cruise missiles,
 intercepting at closing speed as fast as 400 m/sec (head on) or 320 m/sec (in tail chase).
Operator training can be provided by the 9F859 Konus versatile simulator, developed specifically for the
Igla-S system. It also includes training means for Igla and Igla-1 system operator
The Strelets is designed for remote automated firing of the
 Igla and
 Igla-S surface-to-air missile by
 single shot, ripple or
 in salvo.
A turret for ships that is equipped with Igla missiles

The Igla-1 / Igla-S missiles can also be mounted on the Strelets
launcher.
 This a vehicle mounted system can be loaded with four,
six or eight missiles, and
 target acquisition systems,
 remotely controlled from within the vehicle or
 by remote console.
The system is designed to enable simultaneous firing of missile salvos against a target, therefore
increasing kill probability by improving the missile's no-escape zone.
Each Strelets module comprises two missiles.
The kit includes two to four modules enabling the gunner to fire up to eight missiles successively or in a
salvo
IGLA
Igla 1
IGLA- S (9K338)
(9K39)
(9K310)
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Weight:

11 kg

Missile designation:

9M39

Warhead:

1 - 1.2 kg
HE, FRAG

Warhead initiation:

Proximity

Length:
Diameter:

1.7 m
7.2 cm
500 5,200 m
3500 m

Range (Max):
Altitude (max):

IR
(Passive)

Sensor:

12 kg
9K310 /
9K313

12 kg

2 kg

2.5 (?)

Contact
+ graze
1.7 m
7.2 cm
500 5000 m
3500 m
passive
2-color
IR and
UV

Proximity (laser) triggered within 5m'
radius
1.7 m
7.2 cm

9M342

500 - 6000 m
10 - 3500 m
Passive IR

9K333
“Verba”
SA-25
Man-portable air-defense systems
Specification
Weight with launcher
Missile length
Missile diameter
Engine
Flight ceiling
Warhead
Warhead type
Guidance system
Maximum target speed, receding
Range

~ 18 kg
1.64 m
~ 0.07 m
Solid fuel rocket motor
4.5 km (15,000 ft)
1.5 kg (3.3 lb)
High explosive blast fragmentation - HE
Three-channel optical seeker (ultraviolet-UV, near-infrared-IR,
mid-infrared-IR)
up to 500 m/s
more than six kilometers,
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Verba is positioned to compete requirement for Very Short Range Air Defense (VSHORAD) man-portable
air defense (MANPAD) missile.
The new missile looks like its predecessor, the Igla man-portable air-defense system (MANPAD) that is
already used, but represents a major improvement in counter-countermeasures and engagement of
 small and
 illusive targets at low-level, such as
 cruise missiles,
 helicopters and
 drones.
Originally developed as a replacement for the 9K38 Igla
The missile uses
 a new tri-band optical seeker, along with
 modern avionics and
 improved warhead activated by an adaptive
contact/proximity faze.
The Verba's primary feature is its multispectral optical seeker, using three sensors as opposed to the IglaS' two.
Cross-checking sensors against one another
 better discriminates between relevant targets and decoys, and
 decreases the chance of disruption from countermeasures,
 including lasers that attempt to blind missiles
 harder for a target aircraft to disrupt the system using decoys
 allows projectiles to better distinguish between aircraft and heat pockets that might throw off a less
advanced weapon's targeting system.
 increases the weapon's accuracy and
 speeds up its target acquisition
Sensor inputs are crosschecked to determine the targets against decoys thereby improving accuracy and
avoids countermeasures deployed by targets.
The seeker has the capability to trace the heat buildup in wings and fuselage due to air resistance, apart
from the conventional engine heat tracing methods.
This enables a head-on approach of target engagement.
Four of Russia’s airborne troop units received the newest combat
equipment supplied in bundles which included the Verba manportable surface-to-air defense system with
 the Barnaul-T automatic control system, as well as
 a single learning and
 training set,
The missile also uses a new solid rocket motor and heavier explosive charge, compared to its Igla-S
predecessor.
The system also includes integrated automated control system.
This enables data usage from both
 ground and
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 early radar warning aircraft.
Thus targets can be traced in advance and passed to operators for engagement. Conventional work by
firing after target passes thereby relying on a pursuit based approach.
The early warning systems integrated into Verba enables an early engagement of aircraft.
This improves strike chances and the head-on approach avoids the rear flare decoys used by most
aircrafts today.
The Verba outweighs every other developed so far, globally.
Its accuracy, operating parameters and seeker capability makes it a formidable air defense weapon
system
The Verba air-defense missile complex comprises combat equipment such as
 9M336 missile,
 9V861 mobile checkpoint,
 1L229V ground-based interrogator (friend-or-foe),
 1L122 compact radar detector,
 9S935 gunner's automation kit,
 9S933 portable fire-control unit (for brigade),
 9S933-1 built-in mounting kit (for division),
 9P521 launcher,
 9S931 planning module,
 9S932-1 intelligence and control module, and
 maintenance and training aids.
The missile launcher is coupled to an Andromeda-D automated control system (ACS), which is used for
the control of air defense system using
 the data received from ground radars and
 early radar warning aircraft.
The control system transmits target designations to launchers in real time.
It allows the operators to
 detect single or multiple aerial targets,
 acquire target information in advance,
 determine flight parameters and
 coordinates, and
 distribute data among air defense system weapon operators
The missile is capable of engaging 8 maneuvering targets simultaneously.
It can be deployed in both
 day and
 night,
 under different weather conditions.
The Verba MANPADS can be also mounted on various
 land,
 maritime and
 airborne platforms.
Joint employment of the 9M336 missiles of the Verba MANPADS, combat control set of equipment and
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launch modules makes it possible to build on their basis lightweight mobile close-in air defense missile
systems, or to include these assets into existing air defense missile and artillery systems.
Verba is positioned to compete requirement for Very Short Range Air Defense (VSHORAD) man-portable
air defense (MANPAD) missile.

Dingo

Specification of the DINGO 2 Base version*
Weight
12.5 t
Engine performance
163 kW
Cruising range
> 1000 km
Maximum speed
> 90 km/h
Height (to roof)
2000 mm
Length
6800 mm
Width
2390 mm
Crew
up to 8
Armament
Remote-controlled weapon station with MG 5.56 / 7.62 / 12.7
mm or 40 mm grenade launcher
 Safety concept offers its passengers the highest possible protection against anti-tank and antipersonnel mines, IEDs, small arms and fragments from artillery and mortar ammunition. In addition,
the DINGO 2 comes equipped with a protection kit against NBC agents
 Its basis is a militarized UNIMOG chassis. Low cost for training and instruction of drivers and
mechanics for maintenance of durable diesel engine.
Protection System
 40 mm WEGMANN-Adaptable and self-sufficient light protection system against threats from a distance
of 20 meters.
Camouflage
 The 40 mm WEGMANN-Launching System enables an efficient concealing from enemy reconnaissance
and enemy fire when adapted to a modern weapon station or in independent use as a vehicle
protection system, or for the protection of buildings/objects or for camp defense.
Efficiency
 In the version as a smoke grenade launching device, the protection system offers an effective passive
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protection for the vehicle and crew through the electronically controlled firing of half and full salvoes.
The agent of the smoke grenades disrupts the enemy surveillance of the vehicle with day and night
vision devices as well as the target acquisition and pursuit of the vehicle.
Capabilities
 In the version as a multipurpose launching system, the protection system is optimized for the use of
enhanced munitions with new detonators and possible special charges. The special charges are fired
singly.

FLW 100
Remote controlled light
weapon station
Remote controlled active self-defense with an effective range of up to ca. 1000 m.
Modular & efficient
 The remote controlled Light Weapon Station FLW 100 is a completely modular design.
 Standardized interface weapons of calibers 5,56 and 7,62 can be integrated quickly and safely. The
interface and operating software permit the weapon system to be changed within minutes.
Adequately encountering any threat
 the FLW 100 can be employed across almost all vehicle types and also autonomously. The same
weapon station, can be moved from a MBT to a low-protection patrol vehicle.
 Automatic vehicle detection, weapons, optoelectronic module, standardized operating and display
concept, as well as cross-system standardized operating and display concept as well as an efficient
safety and test system guarantee simple integration and operability.
Everything in sight
 Modular optoelectronic sensor systems also guarantee optimized field surveillance, target acquisition
and combat by day, night or under poor visibility.
 The system comprises a high-resolution CCD color camera with zoom, a powerful thermal imaging
device (cooled or non-cooled), a unique image fusion function and a laser rangefinder for the modular
surveillance, operating and display concept of the weapon stations.
The FLW 100 additionally allows:
 Adaption of protection systems (fog, NLW, etc.)
 Adaption of further weapons of similar caliber
 Adaption of ballistic protection elements
 Integration sensors, such as „sniper detection“
 Scan mode
 Adaption to command and simulation systems, recording software, etc.
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The integration of KMW armament
systems means additional security
and a wider range of options for
action, especially in today's tactical
situations. In response to the
increased demand for protection,

FLW 200
Remote controlled active self-defense with an effective range of up to ca. 2000 m.
Modular and efficient.
 The remote controlled Light Weapon Station FLW 200 is constructed in a completely modular design.
 Standardized interface weapons of calibers 7,62/12,7 mm up to a 40 mm grenade launcher can be
integrated quickly and safely. The interface and operating software permit the weapon system to be
changed within minutes. The respective armaments – from the machine gun to the grenade launcher –
are automatically detected and the weapon station adapts its ballistics accordingly.
Adequately encountering any threat
 the FLW 200 can be employed across all vehicle types and also autonomously.
 The same weapon station, can be moved from a MBT to a low-protection patrol vehicle.
 Automatic vehicle detection, weapons, optoelectronic module, standardized operating and display
concept, as well as cross-system standardized operating and display concept as well as an efficient
safety and test system guarantee simple integration and operability.
 The safety system of the weapon station takes into account the vehicle contours as well as the vehicle
specific array of hatches, doors and sectors – the possibility of accidentally firing at the own vehicle is
thereby eliminated.
Everything in sight
 Modular optoelectronic sensor systems also guarantee optimized field surveillance, target acquisition
and combat by day, night or under poor visibility.
 The system comprises a high-resolution CCD color camera with zoom, a powerful thermal imaging
device (cooled or non-cooled), a unique image fusion function and a laser rangefinder for the modular
surveillance, operating and display concept of the weapon stations.
 .
The FLW 200 allows:
 Adaption of protection systems
(fog, NLW, etc.)
 Adaption of further weapons of
similar caliber
 Adaption of ballistic protection
elements
 Integration sensors, such as
„sniper detection“
 Scan mode
 Adaption to command and
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simulation systems, recording
software, etc

Mowag Eagle

Weight
Length
length
Width
Height
Crew
Armor
Main armament
Engine
Payload capacity
Transmission
Suspension
Ground clearance
Fuel capacity

4x4:7,000 kg (15,000 lb) (curb)
4x4:10,000 kg (22,000 lb) (GVM)
5.37 m (211 in)
6x6: 6.9 m (270 in)
3.53 m (139 in) (wheelbase)
2.16 m (85 in)
2.0 m (79 in)
1+4
STANAG 4569
Ballistic level 2
Mine level 2a
remote weapon system
Cummins ISBe 5.9L
184 kW (250 hp)
2,200 kg (4,900 lb) (at protection level 2/2a)
6x6: 7,300 kg (16,100 lb)
Allison 2500SP
4x4 or 6x6 wheeled
0.4 m (16 in)
180 L (48 US gal; 40 imp gal)
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Operational range
650 km (400 mi)
Speed
110 km/h (68 mph
Description
It is based on the US AM General High Mobility Multipurpose Wheeled Vehicle (HMMWV) chassis, which
has been fitted with a new armored body developed by MOWAG. This provides the occupants with
protection against small-arms fire, shell splinters and anti-personnel mines.
 Light tactical armored vehicles in the weight class up to 10 tons.
 Suitable for reconnaissance, communication, patrol and observation missions.
 The EAGLE is based on the advanced GDELS-Mowag DURO chassis technology with its patented roll
stabilizer and the proven De-Dion-type axle system.
 The distinguishing vehicle features include a very high payload for the GVW, a high ballistic and mine
protection level as well as exceptional mobility, both on- and off-road.
 All MOWAG Eagle vehicles, both 4x4 and 6x6 are powered by the same Cummins ISB 6.7 E3 245
turbocharged diesel engine, developing 245 hp. Despite that engine of the 6x6 delivers slightly more
torque. Engine is mated to Allison 5-speed automatic transmission. Vehicle has a full-time all-wheel
drive. A central tire inflation system is fitted as standard. A self-recovery winch is optional
 The EAGLE provides protection against ballistic weapons and mines in accordance with international
standards.
 Equipped with NBC overpressure system, central tire inflation system (CTIS), winch, mission-specific
cargo module, EURO V engine and other optional equipment.
 Eagle has a MRAP class mine protection. Vehicle has a double V-shaped hull to minimize mine blast
penetration. Interior is fitted with blast-absorbing seats.
 The crew is protected with ballistic armor comprising aluminum plates internally lined with
composite armor. Special mine protection enhances the overall level of protection.
 The armor increases the width of the vehicle by 100mm compared to the width of the basic HMMWV
vehicle and provides protection against 7.62mm and 5.56mm BALL projectiles fired from a range as
close as 30m or against 7.62mm steel core projectiles from 100m. The windscreen and windows are
bulletproof
 The 4x4 version accommodates the driver and 3 to 5 troops. There is also a cargo version with a twoseater cab. It has payload capacity of 3.3 to 3.6 t. The 6x6 version accommodates the driver plus about
14 troops. It can carry 6.5 to 6.9 t of payload.
 Eagle also features a battle management system and ballistic and mine protection for crew and engine
compartments, Cummins ISBe 5.9l engine.
 The vehicle is fitted with a raised roof, panoramic bulletproof windows and an air conditioning
system. Eagle III is protected by high-hardness armored steel and by composite armor. It can also be
fitted with mine protection.
 The electro-optical target acquisition system combined with a land navigation system is used to
provide accurate positional coordinates of a target.
Mowag MBK2 observation cupola
 A Mowag MBK2 observation cupola is installed in a central position in the roof. The cupola rotates
through 360° and is equipped with a thermal imager providing the capability of all round observation
by night and by day, while the crew is fully NBC protected.
Observation system is installed on a retractable roof-mounted mast and it comprises:
 thermal camera with a range of up to 7km, video camera and eye safe laser rangefinder, both with a
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range of up to 10km.
 Honeywell developed the navigation system with an inertial navigation system and GPS.
 For targets at a range up to 7km the target acquisition system provides the positional accuracy of the
target to within 50m in the x and y axes and to within 15m in the z axis.
 When the target has been acquired and identified, the communications operator transmits the
acquisition data using the online radio data transmission link to the integral artillery fire command
and control system and to the firing units.
Armament:
 Vehicle can be fitted with remotely
controlled weapon station for selfdefense. It can be armed with 5.56mm, 7.62-mm or 12.7-mm machine
gun, or 40-mm automatic grenade
launcher.
 A 7.62mm machine gun armed with
400 rounds of ready-to-fire
ammunition is installed on the right
of the cupola. The gun can be aimed
and fired by the crew within the
protection of the turret. A bank of
six grenade launchers is installed on
the rear of the turret. The cupola's
traverse and elevation drives are
mechanical

Ready for delivery
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Puma M36 Mk5A

Puma M36 Mine and Blast Protected Vehicle
The V-shaped hull Puma M36 4×4 is an armored personnel carrier (APC) with mine and IED protection. It
is an evolutionary and larger extension of the Puma M26 and is also built on a commercial truck
driveline. The main users are military and police during peace keeping, homeland security and other
asymmetric warfare operations. Other roles include, high mobility mine protected patrol vehicle,
ambulance, mine protected weapon carrier and mine protected command vehicle
Engine
Type
HA 57L 165
Configuration
6 Cylinder in line turbo inter cooler
Displacement
5,7 litre
Max power
165 kW (220 hp) @2 500 rpm
Max Torque
800 Nm @ 1 400 - 1900 rpm
Fuel type
diesel
Transmission
Type
ZF 6S 850 GB synchromesh
No of gears
6 Forward, 1Reverse
Transfer Case
Type
2-speed 4x4
Steering
Type
hydraulic power assisted
Right hand drive configuration
Left hand Drive optional
Brakes
Service brakes
Dual air system
Park brake
Spring break air release
Auxiliary brake
Engine exhaust brake interlinked with service brake
Suspension
Springs
Semi elliptic leaf springs
Shock absorbers
Double acting telescopic hydraulic
Wheels and Tires
Wheels & tires
Rims: 8.00 x 20.Tyres: 1400 R20 - 18PR or 365/85-20.
Run flat inserts
Optional
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Configuration
Seating: total crew
Models
Entrance doors
Standard Equipment
Air conditioner
Defense ports
Seat belts
Electrical System
Dimensions
Overall length
Overall width
Overall height
Ground clearance (min)
Fuel capacity
Vehicle Mass
Tare
Gross vehicle mass (GVM)
Pay load
Performance
Max speed
Sustained road speed
Fuel autonomy
Max gradient
Protection

12
(APC)
APC, Command, Ambulance
One main rear door plus 2 side doors in drivers Compartment
yes
11 in crew compartment + 2 in drivers compartment
Fitted to all seats
24 Volt
6 643 mm
2 551mm
2 767 mm to top excluding external mounts & fittings
300 mm
290 litres
1 000 12 100 kg depending on protection level
14 000 kg
Depends on protection level
100 km/h
80 km/h
> 800 km on roads
60%
The V-shape monocoque hull protects the crew against
rifle fire, anti-tank mines and lED's

• Armor protection should be at an optimum, meaning strong enough to resist bullets and fragments.
• The M36 can be used as an armored personnel carrier, command and control vehicle or ambulance.
The interior can easily be reconfigured by replacing any number of the individually mounted seats
with purpose designed modules like additional radio racks, command and control modules,
ambulance equipment, etc.
Ready for delivery
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• Robust, reliable and proven drive
line
• Excellent road and rough terrain
mobility
• Low maintenance costs
• Multi-role capabilities
• Comprehensive product support

Casspir

Entered service
Crew
Personnel
Dimensions and weight
Weight
Length
Width
Height
Wheelbase
Overall Length
Overall Height
Overall Width
Overhang
Ground Clearance
Hull
Design
Seating
Armament

1981
2 men
10 men
12.5 t
6.87 m
2.5 m
2.85 m
4 200 mm
6 900 mm
3 125 mm
2 450 mm
Front 1 234 mm
Rear 1 436 mm
Front 330 mm
Rear 360 mm
Monocoque, “V” Hull
Driver + 13 (max)
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Machine guns
Ballistic protection
Land Mine protection
Under Center Hull 2
Under Any Wheel 3
Mobility
Engine
Engine power
Maximum road speed

Transmission system

Clutch
Gearbox Manual
DRIVE AXLES
Front:
Rear:
Brakes
Service brake
Suspension

Tires
Tire pressures
Maneuverability
Range
Gradient
Side slope
Vertical step
Trench

up to 3 x 7.62-mm
7.62mm x 51mm ball.
3 x TM57 (21kg TNT) under any wheel, or
2 x TM57 (14kg TNT) centrally under hull.
No of 7-kg Blast Type Landmine
No of 7-kg Blast Type Landmine

ADE 352T diesel
170 hp
90 km/h
Clutch Single plate, dry disc clutch
Gearbox Manual- 5 speed forward (all synchromesh)
and 1 reverse
Transfer Case Two speed
Operation Pneumatic
Single plate, dry disc clutch
5 speed forward (all synchromesh)
and 1 reverse
Transfer Case Two speed
Operation Pneumatic
Mercedes Benz (MB)
Single reduction, pallid drive, and steering axle.
Single reduction, hypoid drive axle with different lock.
Dual circuit, air assisted hydraulically operated drum brakes
on front and rear axles.
Semi-elliptical leaf spring front and rear. Telescopic double
acting oil fi lled shock absorbers. Front and rear. Front axle
articulation limited by check straps.
Cross ply multipurpose 14.00 x 20 x 18 ply rating
Paved Road 500 Kpa
Off-road 310 Kpa
850 km
65%
40%
0.5 m
1m
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Fording
Wheel Base
Wheel track
Turning Circle

1m
4 200 mm
Front 2 100 mm
Rear 2 060 mm
17 meters

 4-wheeled armored vehicle, used for transport of troops. It can hold a crew of two, plus 12 additional
soldiers and associated gear. The Casspir is unique in design, providing for passive mine defense.
 Originally based on a Bedford heavy commercial truck chassis but this was gradually modified and
strengthened so that the Casspir can be taken as an original design.
 Armored truck with the armor extending to specially-shaped under-hull plates intended to reduce the
effects of land mines. During its service life Casspir demonstrated that they can indeed survive heavy
mine detonations, some have been specially equipped for detecting and clearing mines from roads in
remote areas
 The cab roof has provision for a weapon station, usually a single 7.62-mm machine gun.
 The troops are seated on outward-facing bench seats down the center of the rear compartment and
are provided with vision blocks and firing. Entry to the rather high off the ground compartment is via
a door in the rear - large roof hatches are provided.
 All seats are fitted with safety belts. The driver’s seat is adjustable offering most drivers extremely
good visibility.
 Low noise levels make internal communication easy.
 The main body of the vehicle is raised above the ground, so that if a mine is detonated, the explosion is
less likely to damage the crew compartment and kill the occupants. The vehicle is also armored for
added mine safety, as well as protection from small arms fire.
 Casspir is certified to protect its occupants against the effects of a triple TM-57 mine blast (equivalent
to 21kg of TNT) under any wheel, or a double mine (14kg of TNT) anywhere under the hull.
 Offers higher degrees of field reparability after mine detonations than any other MPV in service. The
Casspir hull consists of a welded all-steel monocoque capsule to which the highly-effective leaf-spring
suspension is attached, and within which the main automotive and other components and protection
to both occupants and main components are housed to facilitate rapid field repair.
 Two pneumatically operated rear doors and a partially open roof with hatches above the driver and
co-driver's positions. A full armored roof with hatches is available as an option.
 The hull shape ensure limited damage should a landmine be detonated by a wheel. Under normal
conditions modular replacement repair of components will have the CASSPIR back and running in
approximately twelve hours.
 Bullet resistant glass and a welded armor hull will resist small arms fi re as well as landmine blasts
protecting not only its personnel but all vital automotive components housed inside the hull.
 A variety of weapons can be mounted and firing ports are fitted below or in the armored windows for
the employment of personal weapons
 The CASSPIR suspension consists of heavy duty leaf springs with heavy duty double action shock
absorbers. Check straps limit the maximum axle movement allowed by the leaf spring suspension.
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A variety of weapons can be mounted
and firing ports are fitted below or in
the armored windows for the
employment of personal weapons

A basic CASSPIR APC Mk-I comes with the following equipment fitted as standard:
• 200 liter drinking water tank.
• 2 Spare wheels.
• Tarpaulin Cover for Roof Opening –(Steel Cover and
• Air-conditioning is optional)
• Front and Rear Tow Hitch.
• 2 Fire Extinguishers Onboard.
• Tow Bar Mounted On Roof Side.
• Dual Fan Ventilation.
Repair
 The CASSPIR Mk-I has been designed to ensure that the cost of repair of mine damaged vehicles
remains within reasonable cost limits.
 The degree of mine protection is such that repair costs are highly favorable compared to cost of
purchase of a new vehicle.
 Interchangeability of components and protection given to vital and expensive components make the
CASSPIR series very economical in mine clearing operations.
Maintenance
Ready for delivery
 Although all vital components are well protected they are
easily accessed. Routine maintenance can be carried out
under field conditions. (i.e. The braking system is modular
and contained within a single compartment.)
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 Apart from the shell which is landmine resistant, external
components are also protected against blast and bush
Impact. Special features are; Blast proofing of the battery
box, engine sump drain, front differential and transfer case
protection. Magnetic fuel cap is in a blast proof protector.

Ratel

Crew
Weight
Length
Width
Height
Crew
Overall length
Overall width
Overall height
Ground clearance
Fuel capacity
Drinking water
Tare
Combat mass
Payload
Performance
Max speed
Sustained road speed
Fuel autonomy
Max gradient

3+7
18.5 tones (18,500 kg)
7.212 meters (23.66 ft)
2.516 meters (8.25 ft)
2.915 meters (9.56 ft)
3+7
7120 mm
2 700 mm
2 395 mm
350 mm
480 liter
100 liters
16 000
18 500 kg
2 500 kg
105l<m/fl on roads. Oft-road Determined by terrain
80 km/h
1 000 km on roads
60%
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Armor
Main armament
Secondary armament

20 mm (0.79 in) autocannon
 1 x 7.62 mm (0.30 in) MG (coaxial),
 1 x 7.62 mm (0.30 in) MG (anti-aircraft),
 2 x 2 smoke grenade dischargers

Engine

Type
Configuration
Displacement
Max Power
Fuel type
Transmission
Type
No of gears
Type
Steering wheel orientation
Brakes
Service brakes
Park brake
Crawl brake
Auxiliary brake
Rims
Tire size
Configuration
Seating total crew:
Variants
Entrance doors
Run Flat Inserts
Seat belts
Power/weight
Suspension
Operational range
Protection

D 3256 BTXF 6-cylinder in-line turbocharged diesel
282 hp (210 kW)
Bussing turbo charged water cooled
6 Cylinder in line
12 liter
230 kW (306 hp)@ 2 200 rpm
Diesel
Rank fully automatic with manual override and mechanical
emergency
6 Speed forward and 2 reverse
Integrated in transmission. Selectable 6x6, 6x4, 6x2
Hydraulic support
Centre
Air over hydraulic on front wheels and pneumatic on 4 rear
wheels
Mechanical on 4 rear wheels
Pneumatic on 4 rear wheels
Foot operated retarder on transmission and engine
10 x 20 bolt together split rims
14.00-20
Driver, Gunner, Commander + 8 (APC
APC, 90 mm Fire Support, Command
2 Side doors and 1Rear service door
Optional Extra
Fitted to all seats
15.24 hp/tons
Wheeled 6x6, 350 mm (14 in) clearance
1,000 kilometers (620 miles)
All round protection against rifle and machine gun fire as well
as artillery shrapnel

 Ratel have a 6x6 drive configuration with the long armored steel hull being specially contoured
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underneath to minimize land mine damage, if necessary the Ratel can travel with two wheels missing.
 This baseline version is used as a troop transport. Firing ports and vision devices are provided for
most occupants of the crew compartment which is entered through side doors or another at the rear
 Vehicle is powered by a turbocharged diesel engine, developing 282 hp. Engine is located at the rear.
 Vehicle has a cross-country performance similar to that of the tracked vehicles. This infantry fighting
vehicle is not amphibious. Almost any Ratel can be rapidly converted into a light ARV by adding a
small jib crane to the hull rear






Robust combat proven IFVIAPC
Excellent mobility
Fire Support Vehicle, Command
Vehicle
Comprehensive spares and logistic
support

The Ratel can be fitted with a variety of weapon systems including
 90mm gun,
 12,7mm machine gun, in a two-man turret,
 14.5mm machine gun, one coaxial one over the turret and one on a pintle mounting over a hatch in the
rear hull roof.
 40mm automatic grenade launcher or even with an anti-tank guided missile in the tank hunter role.
Ready for delivery
Service kit
 Basic Service Kit Per Truck
 Filters (air, oil and fuel) x 2
Services
 Drive belts x 2 Services, Jack,
Wheel spanner, and tire inflator

Documentation



Assistance with approval from the NCACC
Export Documentation including Police Clearance F178 and ITAC Documents
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Piranha Mark I
APC's 4x4

Weight
Length
Width
Height
Crew
Main armament

Engine
Transmission
Suspension
Fuel capacity
Operational range
Speed
Steering system

6,300 kg (13,900 lb)
5.40m
2.5m
1.85m /
7: driver, commander, gunner + 4 more people
1× 12.7 mm MG in the turret or wildcat AAA with 2×30mm
gun, or TSE 5000 Crotale, or ADATS, or Rheinmetal 105mm
Canon
Chrysler V8 gasoline engine 360-1 Displacement 6,780 cm³
125 kW
NP 540 Chrysler mechanics transmission, 5 forward gears, 1
reverse gear
4×4 wheeled, tyres 13.00 × 20 run-flat (insert)
200 l
700 km (41l/100km).
100 km/h (62 mph), water 10 km/h (6 mph)
System 1 axle

 Light vehicle with the purpose of a rapid reconnaissance and attack vehicle.
 It could take part in amphibious operations thanks to twin propellers
 Could operate in NBC contaminated areas.
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Autonomy on roads 700km

Piranha Mark
III/IV APC's

Crew:
Length:
Width
Height:
Weight:

Armor
Engine:
Horsepower:
Transmission:

1 (2) and 10
soldiers
6.96 m (271
inches).
2.85 m (111
inches).
2.66 m (104
inches).
18.500 kg
(40.700 lb.).

3+8 soldiers
6.26 m – 7.54 m
2.5-2.66 m
1.8-1.98
9.300 kg- (20.500 lb)

The Piranha protects against fire from 7.62 mm guns down to
100 m.
V6-cylinder MTU, type 6V183TE22, 10.960 cm3 (665 cubic
inches) displacement, turbo-charged, inter-cooler, air-cooled.
400 at 2.200 rpm.
ZF 7HP600 automatic
Allison MT-653 automatic 6 gearbox (7 forward, 1
speed planetary gearbox
reverse).
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Transfer case
2-speed.
Electrical system
24 volt, negative ground.
Brakes
N/A.
Tires:.
12.00 - R20XML
Fuel type
Diesel.
Fuel capacity
300 liter (66 gallons).
Range:
600 km (375 miles).
700 km
Slew rates in Elevation (deg/sec)
36
Depression (degree)
-7
Elevation (degree)
59
Slew rates in Azimuth (deg/sec)
45
Traverse arc (degree)
360
Armament
Ammunition of the main gun
240
Ammunition of the auxiliary gun
400
Grenade launcher caliber (mm)
76
Number of smoke grenade launchers
8
Auxiliary gun caliber (mm)
7.62 mm
12.7 mm
Main weapon caliber (mm)
25
30 mm
Max. road range (km)
500
Vertical obstacle (mm)
600
Trench (mm)
2000
Side slope (%)
30
Gradient (%)
60
Max. water speed (km/h)
10
Max. road speed (km/h)
100
Ground clearance (mm)
595
Height to hull top (mm)
2170
Width (mm)
2660
Length (mm)
7580
Weight for transportation (kg)
12500
Weight (kg)
18000
Number of wheels
8
Number of drive wheels
8
Payload (kg)
6000
Slew rates in Elevation (deg/sec)
36
• Modern, multi-role vehicle, which is well-suited to practically any battlefield or peace-keeping/peaceenforcing role anywhere in the world, either as a best possibly protected APC or an ideal platform for
a complete range of weapons systems from small caliber turrets up to the high firepower of a 105 mm
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gun.
The PIRANHA III has key design features have again been retained. These include:
• The modular family approach; power pack on the front, right-hand side; central driveline system;
independent wheel suspension; amphibious capabilities and large useable volume at the rear for
weapons stations, equipment and troops. These features are identical throughout all vehicle versions.
• PIRANHA III offers a payload versus GVW which is unrivalled on today's vehicle market when
comparing the protection levels, internal volume and constant excellent mobility.
• Whilst retaining the original PIRANHA concept, the PIRANHA III family incorporates a whole pallet of
state-of-the-art features designed to counter threats and meet requirements well into the next
century. Such features include:
• A new, basic light-weight hull design, which provides an increased variable ballistic protection
concept with the use of add-on armor packages including enhanced mine protection;
• Higher payload versus Gross Vehicle Weight (GVW) and increased useable internal volume;
• A hydro pneumatic suspension system at all wheel stations in combination with an optional
suspension height adjustment system;
• A new wheels system with provision for an integral Central Tire Inflation System (CTIS) and Antilocking Brake System (ABS);
Armament:
The Piranha IIIH/IV could be fitted with various weapons, depending on customer requirement.
• A baseline armored personnel carrier is typically fitted with remotely-controlled 12.7-mm machine
gun and
• Coaxial 7.62-mm machine gun, or 40-mm automatic grenade launcher.
• Turrets and 25-mm or 30-mm cannons.
• Vehicle is operated by a crew of 2 or 3. It can carry 8-9 fully-equipped soldiers. Troops enter and leave
the vehicle via rear doors.
• There are roof hatches for observation, firing and emergency exit.
• The Piranha is mounted with a German Krauss - Maffei - Wegmann 1530 turret housing a 12.7 mm
(cal. 0.50) machine-gun with day/night-sight (4/6 x) and 6 smoke dischargers.
The remote weapon station is included in the delivery but without the 12.7mm machine-gun which can
additionally be supplied at extra cost.
Additional:
• The vehicle is a 8x8 and equipped with run-flat tires, ABS and CTIS-system (Central Tire Inflation
System).
• The CTIS has 4 pre-selected tire-pressures for road, terrain, sand and emergency. The pressure of each
wheel is controlled every 30 seconds. It’s prepared for air-condition and mounting of add-on-armor.
• The body can be lifted up to 23 cm through a hydro pneumatic suspension system when driving
through mud etc.
• It's air-portable in e.g. C-130 Hercules.
The APC is fitted with "Eberspächer" D9W heater and "Behr" air conditioning system.
Piranha IV
 a higher level of armor protection (its modular armor package, which can be tailored to meet specific
user requirements).
 The baseline Piranha IV fitted with a roof-mounted 12.7mm machine gun is fully air-portable in a C130 Hercules aircraft with shoring.
 fitted with the enhanced armor package and a two-person General Dynamics Land Systems turret,
armed with a 30mm cannon, it can weigh up to 25 tones.
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 Standard equipment for the Piranha IV includes
 digitized vehicle information system,
 height-adjustable semi-active hydro pneumatic suspension,
 a central tire-inflation system with run-flat cores,
 anti-lock braking system and
 Powered steering on the front four wheels.
 Unlike earlier Piranha vehicles, the latest Piranha IV is not amphibious
Ready for delivery

Autonomy on roads 500km

BTR-60

Entered service
Crew
Personnel
Dimensions & weight
Weight
Length
Width
Height
Armament
Machine guns
Ammunition load

1966
2 men
8 men
10.2 - 10.3 t
7220 mm
2830 mm
2420 mm
1 x 14.5-mm, 1 x 7.62-mm
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Machine guns
Mobility
Engine
Engine power
diesel, 4-stroke, 6-cylinders in-line,
with turbine loading, fuel system
"Common rail", type
KAMAZ diesel engine
Gear box:
KAMAZ engine clutch
Transmission

Maximum road speed
Amphibious speed on water
Range
Acceleration
Got over declivity

Hydraulic
Maneuverability
Gradient
Side slope
Vertical step
Trench
Fording
Heating system
Air condition,
anti-fire system
Camouflage system
Electric system:.
Radio station:
Gun-sights and observation devices
Tires

500 x 14.5; 2 000 x 7.62
2 x GAZ-49B petrol
2 x 90 hp
"CUMMINS", ISB"250.30, EURO 3
 rated power: 184 kW (250 hp) - 2 500 rev/min;
 engine torque: 950 Nm -1200...1800 rev/min;
 fuel: diesel or F34
260 hp; 2600 rev/min
(5+1), automatic with remote control "Allison", type MD3060P,
with torque converter
with pneumo-hydraulic amplifier + 2 pcs - available gear
boxes, fixed to the additionally built-in multiplier
multiplicator and distribution boxes with electric - pneumatic
control to the distribution
boxes and parking brake.
80 - 95 km/h
9 - 10 km/h
Water fording 1.8 meters
500 - 800 km
from 0 to 50 kmh is 16 seconds
longitudinal/transverse - 30°/25°
Up to 80 km/h speed acceleration time - 28 s.
Up to 80 km/h speed acceleration distance - 432 m
operate to the ship's propeller and jinney, with remote control
60%
40%
0.6 m
2m
Amphibious
Type "Webasto".
Type "Webasto".
Automatic double operation anti-fire defense system
"TUCHA".
24V , DC
R 173.
Night Vision - passive type
Bullet resistant tires – all 8 tires are to be run-flat, no on-board
spares
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Two types and points for egress (top, side rear
Additional
Two rotating bearing-type roof turrets combined to provide 360 degrees field of fire capable of
mounting PKM or PKC and DshK, with free-traversing turrets, multiple locking sections and all angle
of shields around turrets
 Shooting ports with spring-loaded inserts in the glass allow 360 degree coverage and able to shoot
both up and down
 Doors both sides (double wing) and top
 Anti-lock braking system capable of braking from 32 kmh to a full stop within 11 meters at GCW
 Complete tool kit to perform operator emergency maintenance, tire changes belt
replacement/tightening, hoses, oil changes, etc
Included items are:
 tow hook, fire extinguisher, tow bar locking clamps, all materials needed for towing, hydraulic jack
capable of lifting vehicle and its on-board equipment
 Tow bar for self-recovery, other vehicle
Ready for delivery


BTR-80

Entered service
Crew
Personnel
Dimensions & weight
Weight

1986
2+1
8
13.6 mt (15.0)
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Length
Width
Height
Wheelbase
Turn radius
Wall
Trench
Gradient
Fording
Armor
NBC equipment
Night vision
Smoke
Armament
Machine guns

7.7 m (25.3 ft)
2.9 m (9.5 ft)
2.41 m (7.9 ft)
Wheeled chassis, 8x8,
4.4 m wheelbase, 2.41 m track
13.2 m
0.5 m
2m
60% gradient, 42% slope
Amphibious
Steel
Yes
Yes
6x 81mm smoke grenade discharger

14.5 mm KPVT machine gun
7.62 mm PKT machine gun or
30mm 2A72 automatic cannon

Ammunition load

Machine guns

Mobility
Engine
Engine power
diesel, 4-stroke, 6-cylinders in-line, with
turbine loading, fuel system "Common
rail", type
KAMAZ diesel engine
Gear box:
KAMAZ engine clutch
Transmission
Maximum road speed
Amphibious speed on water

30mm 2A72 autocannon in turret
300 rounds, all ready to fire
-5 to +70° elevation
360° traverse
non-stabilized
14.5mm KPVT heavy machine gun in turret; 500 rounds, 50
ready to fire
2.000 rounds, 250 ready to fire traverse and elevation as
main armament
KaMAZ-7403 V8 diesel, 260 hp
19.1 hp/t

KamAZ-7403; 260 hp (190 kW)

Manual, 5 forward, 1 reverse
90 km/h on road,
10 km/h in water
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Range
Acceleration
Got over declivity

Hydraulic
Maneuverability
Gradient
Side slope
Vertical step
Trench
Fording
Heating system
Air condition,
anti-fire system
Camouflage system
Electric system:.
Radio station:

Water fording 1.8 meters
600 - 800 km
from 0 to 50 kmh is 16 seconds
longitudinal/transverse - 30°/25°
Up to 80 km/h speed acceleration time - 28 s.
Up to 80 km/h speed acceleration distance - 432 m
operate to the ship's propeller and jitney, with remote
control
60%
40%
0.6 m
2m
Amphibious
Type "Webasto".
Type "Webasto".
Automatic double operation anti-fire defense system
"TUCHA".
24V , DC
R 173.
Night Vision - passive type
Bullet resistant tires – all 8 tires are to be run-flat, no onboard spares
Two types and points for egress (top, side rear

Standard equipment includes
 TNPO vision blocks,
 TNP-B and TKN-3 optical devices for the driver and commander, an
 OU-3GA2M infra-red search light, six 81 mm smoke grenade launchers 902V "Tucha", a
 radioset (R-173 or R-163-50U), an
 intercom, and hydrojets for amphibious propulsion.
The Soviets modified the truncated cone turret used on the BTR-70 for the BTR-80 by redesigning
the mantel that allows
 the 14.5 mm (0.57 in) KPVT and coaxial 7.62 mm (0.3 in) PKT machine guns to be elevated to a
maximum of 60 degrees.
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This high angle of fire is useful in engaging targets on steep slopes, in urban fighting, and for engaging
low slow flying air targets. Was also modified the design and positioning of the firing ports; the ports are
now round, rather than tear-shaped, and have ball mounts similar to those used on the BMP-1. The
forward firing ports now sit in angled recesses, which allows infantry to fire from the front of the vehicle
BTR 80K
The BTR-80K APC allows the battalion commander to command and control his troops, report to higher
headquarters and participate in combat actions.
It is a modified BTR-80 APC retaining basic combat and technical characteristics of the latter.
The updates comprise:
 battalion commander workstation instead of the APC commander station;
 additional two workstations for vehicle commander/senior radio operator and gunner/radio
operator;
 additional communications, navigation and aiming aids;
 stowage place for TA-57 telephone set with a 500m cable reel;
 Equipment of the workstations with tables, lighting, ventilation and heating devices.
Navigational aids provide vehicle position and bearing automatic calculation and indication in relation to
the assigned point of destination. A special sighting device for navigational purposes is mounted on the
roof of the turret

BMP 3

Protection
Armor, Turret Front (mm)

30-35 front glacis
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Applique Armor (mm)
Explosive Reactive Armor (mm)

Yes on turret
Available

Active Protective System

N/A

Mine clearing Equipment

KMT-8 plow available

Self-Entrenching Blade
Smoke Equipment

Yes
6 smoke grenade launchers, VEESS

Armament
Main Armaments
Caliber, Type, Name
Rate of Fire (rd/min)
Loader Type
Ready/Stowed Rounds
Elevation (°)
Fire on Move
Caliber, Type, Name
Rate of Fire
Loader Type
Ready/Stowed Rounds
Elevation (°)
Fire on Move
Auxiliary Weapon
Caliber, Type, Name
Mount Type
Maximum Aimed Range (m)
Max Effective Range (m)
Day
Night
Fire on Move
Rate of Fire (rd/min)
Caliber, Type, Name
Mount Type
Maximum Aimed Range (m)
Max Effective Range (m)
Day
Night
Fire on Move
Rate of Fire (rd/min)

100-mm rifled gun 2A70
8-10
Autoloader gun rounds; manual for gun and ATGMs
22/18 for rounds, 3/5 for ATGMs
-5 to +60
Yes
30-mm automatic gun 2A72
350 rd/min (cyclic) in bursts
Dual-belt feed
500/ 0
-5 to +60
Yes
7.62-mm (7.62x 54R) machinegun, PKT
Turret coax
2,000
1,000
INA
Yes
250 practical / 650 cyclic, in 2-10 round bursts
7.62-mm (7.62x 54R) machinegun, PKT
Bow left and right
1,000
1,000/400-500 on the move
N/A
Yes
250 practical / 650 cyclic, in 2-10 round bursts
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ATGM Launcher
Name
Launch Method
Guidance
Command Link
Launcher Dismountable
Firing Ports
Fire control
FCS Name
Main Gun Stabilization
Rangefinder
Infrared Searchlight
Sights w/Magnification
Gunner
Day
Field of View (°)
Acquisition Range (m)
Night
Field of View (°)
Acquisition Range (m)
Commander Fire Main Gun
Main armament ammunition
Caliber, Type, Name
100-mm
Maximum Aimed Range (m)
Max Effective Range (m)
Day
Night
Tactical AA Range
Armor Penetration (mm)
Caliber, Type, Name
100-mm
Focused-fragmentation, electronicallyfuzzed
Maximum Aimed Range (m)
Max Effective Range (m)
Day
Night
Tactical AA Range

2A70 100-mm gun
Gun-launched
SACLOS, laser-beam rider
Encoded infrared laser-beam
No
2 on each side, 1 in left rear door
1K13-2
2-plane
Laser
Yes

1K13-2, 8x ; 1P3-10 antiaircraft, 2.6x; PPD-1 stand-by
INA
5,200
1K13-2 II night channel, 5.5x
INA
INA
Yes

HE 3UOF17
5,000
4,000
INA
4,000
25 (RHA)
HE-Shrapnel (HEF/MOD.96)

5,200
5,200
INA
4,000
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Armor Penetration (mm)
30-mm
Maximum Aimed Range (m)
Max Effective Range (m)
Day
Night
Tactical AA Range
Armor penetration (mm)
30-mm
Maximum Aimed Range (m)
Max Effective Range (m)
Day
Night
Tactical AA Range
Armor Penetration (mm)
30-mm
Maximum Aimed Range (m)
Max Effective Range (m)
Day
Night
Tactical AA Range
Armor Penetration (mm)
30-mm
Maximum Aimed Range (m)
Max Effective Range (m)
Day
Night
Tactical AA Range
Armor Penetration (mm)
Other Ammunition Types

INA
APFSDS-T M929
2,500
2,000+
INA
4,000
55 (RHA) at 1,000 m, 45 at 2,000 m
Frag-HE
4,000
4,000
INA
4,000
INA
AP-T
2,500
1,500
INA
4,000
18 (RHA, 60°) at 1,500 m
APDS
2,500
2,000
INA
4,000
25 (RHA) at 1,500 m

100-mm

HE-I,

30-mm

HEI-T

Antitank Guided Missiles
Name
Warhead Type
Command Link
Warhead Type
Armor Penetration (mm)

AT-10/Basnya
Shaped charge
Encoded laser-beam
Shaped charge (HEAT)
650 (RHA)
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Range (m)
Name
Warhead Type
Armor Penetration (mm)
Range (m)
Launcher Dismountable

4,000
AT-10 Improved
Tandem shaped charge
700 (RHA) behind ERA
4,000
No

 Appearance of the BMP-3 resembles a light tank.
 Vehicle is armed with a 100-mm gun, capable of firing 9M117 Bastion laser-guided anti-armor
missiles, as well as ordinary HE-FRAG projectiles. The 9M117 missile has a maximum range of 4 km. It
penetrates 650-750 mm behind ERA, providing this IFV a considerable anti-armor capability. HEFRAG rounds have a maximum range of up to 7 km. Vehicle is completed with an semi-automatic
loader and has a maximum rate of 10 rounds per minute. A total of 40 rounds are carried.
 The BMP-3 is also armed with coaxial 30-mm cannon and 7.62-mm machine gun. The 30-mm cannon
fires at a rate of 330 rpm and has a maximum range of 2 km against ground targets and 4 km against
low-flying helicopters.
 Vehicle is also fitted with two more bow-mounted, forward firing 7.62-mm MG, operated by the
dismounts.
 Hull and turret of this infantry fighting vehicle are welded of aluminum alloy armor. The front arc is
made of composite armor and provides protection against 30-mm armor-piercing rounds. All-round
protection is likely to be against 14.5-mm armor-piercing rounds. Protection can be enhanced with
add-on explosive reactive armor kit. Furthermore the Arena active protection and Shtora
countermeasures systems can be installed. Such systems are usually associated with main battle tanks.
 Vehicle is also fitted with NBC protection and automatic fire suppression systems.
 The BMP-3 is fitted with smoke grenade dischargers. It can also generate smoke screens by injecting
fuel into exhaust.
 This infantry fighting vehicle has a crew of three and can carry 7 troops. Two infantrymen are located
on each side of the driver and operate bow-mounted machine guns. Rest of the troops are seated to
the rear on two inward-facing bench seats, over the engine pack. It is worth mentioning, that the troop
compartment is cramped. Infantrymen enter and leave the vehicle via rear doors and roof hatches.
Ready for delivery
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BMP 2

Is a second-generation, amphibious infantry fighting vehicle introduced in the 1980s in the Soviet Union,
following on from the BMP-1 of the 1960s.
The BMP-2 is broadly similar to the BMP-1. The most significant changes are:
 A new two-man turret armed with the 2A42 30 mm autocannon and the 9P135M ATGM launcher
capable of firing SACLOS guided 9M111 "Fagot" (AT-4 Spigot), 9M113 "Konkurs" (AT-5 Spandrel)
and 9M113M "Konkurs-M" (AT-5B Spandrel B) anti-tank missiles.
 The commander now sits with the gunner in an enlarged turret.
 Only seven troops can be carried instead of eight.
 Two rear infantry roof hatches instead of three.
 Slightly improved armor.
In the center of the vehicle is the welded steel turret, which seats the commander and gunner, both of
whom have hatches.
The commander sits to the right and has three day vision periscopes,
 a 1PZ-3 day-sight designed for anti-aircraft use with 1x, 2x and 4x magnification, an OU-3GA2 infrared searchlight,
 a TNP-165A designator and
 a TKN-3B binocular sight with 4.75x day magnification and 4x night-sight magnification.
The gunner sits to the commander's left and has a smaller rectangular hatch with a rearward-facing day
periscope, additionally there are three other day periscopes facing forward and left.
The gunner has a
 BPK-1-42 binocular sight with
 a moon/starlight vision range of 650 meters,
 or 350 meters using the infra-red searchlight, and
 a TNPT-1 designator. An FG-126 infra-red searchlight is mounted coaxially to the 30 mm cannon.
The gunner sits to the commander's left and has a smaller rectangular hatch with a rearward-facing day
periscope, additionally there are three other day periscopes facing forward and left.
The gunner has a
 BPK-1-42 binocular sight with
 a moon/starlight vision range of 650 meters,
 or 350 meters using the infra-red searchlight, and
 a TNPT-1 designator. An FG-126 infra-red searchlight is mounted coaxially to the 30 mm cannon.
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The driver sits in the front left of the vehicle, with the engine in a separate compartment to his right. The
driver has his own entry hatch above him, with three day periscopes. The center TNPO-170A periscope
can be replaced with either a TNPO-350B extended periscope for amphibious operation or a TVNE1PA night vision scope.
An infantryman sits immediately behind the driver, and has a firing port and vision block.
TNPO-170A periscopes are used throughout the vehicle and are electrically heated.

BMP 1

The BMP-1 is a fully amphibious tracked vehicle, with a front-engined chassis developed especially for it,
a welded steel hull with a sharp, sloping front with a conspicuously ridged surface, a centrally located,
flat, truncated cone turret and a troop compartment at the rear
BMP-1 was a revolutionary design, its main armament, the 2A28 Grom and the 9S428 ATGM launcher
capable of firing
 9M14 Malyutka (NATO: AT-3A Sagger A) and
 9M14M Malyutka-M (NATO: AT-3B Sagger B) ATGMs, quickly became obsolete.
Therefore, the Soviet Union decided to produce an updated and improved version of the BMP-1. The
main emphasis was put on improving the main armament. In 1972, work got under-way to develop an
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improved version of the BMP-1.
Driver station
The driver sits in the front on the left side of the hull. He has three TNPO-170 periscope vision-blocks to
provide vision when his hatch is closed. The driver's center vision block can be replaced with a TVNO-2
active night binocular vision device for use in night and poor visibility conditions or with a TNPO-350B
extended periscope when swimming with the trim vane erected. The BMP was the first Soviet armored
vehicle to use a simple yoke steering system
Commander's station
The commander's station is located behind the driver's station and is provided with
 a removable OU-3GA2 or OU-3GK infrared searchlight with an effective range of about 400 meters
(440 yd).
 A dual mode (day/night) TKN-3B 5x/4.2x magnification binocular vision device is coupled to the
infrared searchlight.
 Two periscope vision blocks are also fitted with a heating and cleaning system. The commander's
station is equipped with an R-123M radio set
Turret
Gunner's station of a BMP-1 training turret at . Note the ammunition stowage.
The BMP-1 has a conical turret equipped with
 a fume extraction system and
 an electric traverse drive with a manual backup system.
The main gun has a dead-zone over the commander's hatch (between the 10:00 and 11:00 o'clock
positions), where the gun must be elevated over the infra-red searchlight to avoid crushing it. When the
gun is facing backwards, it prevents hatches on top of the troop compartment from opening. The low
profile of the turret makes it a difficult target. The same turret is used in the BMD-1.
Gunner's station
The gunner's station is located to the left of the main gun.
The gunner has a dual mode (day/night) 1PN22M1 6x/6.7x magnification image intensifying monocular
periscope sight, four day-use
 periscope vision blocks,
 an optical rangefinder and
 an OU-3GK removable infrared or white-light searchlight.
The 1PN22M1 sight has a maximum range of 400 meters (440 yd) at night, 900 meters (980 yd) with the
use of the infra-red searchlight. The sight is marked stadiametricly with the apparent size of a 2.7 meters
(8.9 ft) tall tank at various ranges.
The original sight was replaced with the 1PN22M2, which has an additional scale for the OG-15V HE-Frag
rounds used by the Ob'yekt 765Sp3, produced from July 1974. The new sight has two day scales for the
two projectiles – one from 200 to 1,600 meters (220 to 1,750 yd) and the other from 400 to 1,300 meters
(440 to 1,420 yd).
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Khrizantema
9M123

In service from

2005 - preset

Components:
 9P157 combat vehicle (based on 699-sb2 chassis using assemblies and units of BMP-3 infantry
fighting vehicle);
 9M123 antitank missile;
 9M123F antitank missile;
 9V945 test vehicle (for CV checks);
 9V990 test vehicle (for missile checks);
 9V946 test equipment (for missile checks);
 SPTA kits (individual, group, and repair);
 9F852 simulator;
 9M123 Prakt practice missile;
 9M123Maket training missile;
 9M123Uchebn. training missile with working onboard equipment;
 9M123 Razr. cut-away training missile;
 9M123F Razr. cut-away training missile;
 9F734 training target;
 set of instructional charts.
Specifications (9M123)
Weight
46 kg (54 kg with launch tube)
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Length
Diameter
Warhead
Warhead weight
Detonation mechanism

2057 mm
150 mm
Tandem HEAT (9M123),
Thermobaric (9M123F)
8 kg (9M123), 6 kg (9M123F)
Impact fuze

Wingspan
Propellant
Operational range
Speed
Guidance system
Steering system
Accuracy
Launch platform

310 mm
Solid-fuel rocket
400-6000m
400 m/s
ACLOS radar beam riding , SACLOS laser beam riding
Two control surfaces
<5 m
9P157-2 tank destroyer, Mi-28 Attack helicopter

Multi-purpose missile system that could defeat current and future armored units equipped with
advanced armor protection like explosive reactive armour (ERA). Khrizantema was envisaged as a
replacement for a variety of different types of anti-tank missiles that remained in service with the
Russian military, such as
 the 9K114 Shturm and
 the 9M120 Ataka-V.
The 9M123 missile
is supersonic, flying at an average speed of 400 m/s or Mach 1.2 and has a range of between 400 and
6,000 meters.
Propulsion is by way of a single solid fuel rocket motor with two exhausts on either side of the missile.
The off-set exhausts cause the missile to spin during flight.
Guidance control is provided by two pop-out control surfaces at the rear of the missile (four additional
surfaces help stabilize the missile during flight).
The Khrizantema is unique among Russian anti-tank guided missiles as, depending on the variant the
missile, it can either be guided by laser or radar.
The radar unit uses the millimeter wave band and the system automatically tracks the target and guides
the missile in the radar beam. This form of guidance is LOSBR (Line-Of-Sight Beam Riding) that is ACLOS.
When guided using a laser, a continuous laser beam is generated towards the target and a sensor in the
rear section enables the missile to ride the laser beam to the target. This form of guidance
is LOSBR (Line-Of-Sight Beam Riding) that is SACLOS.
This dual guidance system allows two missiles to be fired at two separate targets at once, with one
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missile guided by laser and the other by radar.
Each missile carries a tandem HEAT warhead with a reported penetration of 11001250 mm RHA behind explosive reactive armor (ERA), alternatively a thermobaric warhead can be
carried to engage soft-skinned targets, fortifications and manpower
BMP-3 chassis
Engine
UTD-29 diesel
Engine power
500 hp
Maximum road speed
70 km/h
Amphibious speed on water
10 km/h
Range
~ 600 km
Maneuverability
Gradient
60%
Side slope
40%
Vertical step
0.8 m
Trench
2.5 m
Fording
Amphibious
Gradient
60%
It is currently launched from the 9P157-2
Khrizantema-S tank destroyer, Mi-28 Havoc attack helicopter and most likely in the near future from the
Ka-52 Alligator attack helicopter as well.
The 9P157-2 Khrizantema-S is based on the BMP-3 chassis.
The 9P157-2 carries two 9M123 missiles on launch rails, which are extended from a stowed position, the
radar is also stowed during transit.
 Missiles are re-loaded automatically by the tank destroyer from an internal magazine with 15 rounds
(missiles are stored and transported in sealed canisters) and can also accept munitions manually
loaded from outside the vehicle.
The manufacturer claims that three 9P157-2 tank destroyers are able to engage 14 attacking tanks and
destroy at least sixty percent of the attacking force.
The dual guidance system ensures protection against electronic countermeasures and operation in all
climatic conditions, day or night. NBC protection is provided for the crew (gunner and driver) of each
9P157-2 in addition to full armor protection equivalent to the standard BMP-3 chassis and entrenching
equipment.
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SK-105
Kürassier

Weight

Width
Height
Crew
Weight
Armor
Main armament

17.7 tones (19.5 short tons; 17.4 long tons)
5.58 meters (18 ft 4 in)
7.76 m (25 ft 6 in) w/ main gun
2.5 m (8 ft 2 in)
2.88 m (9 ft 5 in)
3
17.7 tones (19.5 short tons; 17.4 long tons)
base: 8 mm (0.31 in) maximum: 40 mm (1.6 in)
105 mm rifled gun

Secondary armament

7.62×51mm NATO co-axial machine gun

Elevation range
Traverse range
Height to hull top (mm)
Ground clearance (mm)
Track (mm)
Track link width (mm)

- 8 to + 12 degrees
360 degrees
1413
400
2120
380

Length
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Length of track on ground (mm)
Max. road speed (km/h)
Fuel capacity (l)
Max. road range (km)
Fording depth (mm)
Gradient (%)
Side slope (%)
Vertical obstacle (mm)
Trench (mm)
Turning circle radius (mm)
Engine power output (h.p.)
Number of forward gears
Number of reverse gears
Ammunition load
Main gun
Machine guns
Heat: OFL-105-G1
APFSDS: OFL-105-G1
Penetration
Engine
Steyr 7FA /
Suspension
Operational
range
Maneuverability
Gradient
Side slope
Vertical step
Trench
Fording
Armor
Hull. Front
Flanks
Back
Turret Front:
Flanks
Back

3037
70
420
500
1000
75
40
800
2410
8500
320
6
1
43 rounds
1 000 - 2 000 x 7.62
Penetration: 380mm at 90°
Muzzle Velocity:1475 m/s
345mm at 60 °
6-cylinder diesel engine 320 hp (238 kW)
torsion bar, 5 road wheels
500 kilometers (310 mi)

75%
40%
0.8 m
2.4 m
1m
20mm
14mm
12mm
40mm
20mm
20mm

 The SK-105 was referred as a tank destroyer by Austrian army,
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 Hunting light tank.
 The SK-105 Kurassier uses improved chassis of the 4K 4FA armored personnel carrier and mounts an
improved French FL-12 turret of the AMX-13 light tank.
 Front armor protects the crew from 20-mm projectiles, while all-round protection is against small
arms bullets only. Some export vehicles were fitted with add-on armor.
Turret of the SK-105 has an unusual oscillating design. It is made from two parts:
 Lower part moves horizontally,
 While the upper part moves with the main gun vertically.
Armament:
The SK-105 Kurassier is armed with a 105-mm rifled gun.
This gun is completed with a semi-automatic revolving magazine type autoloader.
Allowed to reduce crew to three members.
Vehicle has two revolving magazines holding 6 rounds each. A total of 43 rounds for the main gun are
carried.
 The SK-105 Kurassier has a maximum rate of fire in 12 rounds per minute.
 Secondary armament consists of two 7.62-mm machine guns.
 One of them is mounted coaxially with the main gun, while the other is positioned on top of the roof.
Some tanks lack roof mounted MG.





The SK-105 Kurassier has a crew of three, including
 commander,
 gunner and
 driver.
The hull of the SK 105 is welded steel and is divided into three compartments:
 driver's at the front,
 fighting in the center and
 The engine at the rear.
 The driver sits at the front of the vehicle on the left. On the right side of the front section of the hull,
there is spare ammo for the main gun.
 There are three periscopes forward of his hatch cover and in wet weather a small windscreen with a
wiper is fitted. The driver's center day driving periscope can be replaced by a passive night vision
periscope if required.
 Ammunition and the vehicle's batteries are stowed to the right of the driver.
 The engine and transmission are at the rear part of the vehicle and the engine compartment is fitted
with a fire extinguisher which can be operated by hand or automatically.
 Combustion air is drawn in via a cyclone filter system.
 The oscillating turret is similar to that fitted to the AMX-13 light tank.
 The commander is seated on the left of the turret and the gunner on the right.
 The commander is provided with seven periscopes, a periscopic sight. The commander's infrared
night sight has a magnification of x6.
 The gunner has two observation periscopes, a telescopic sight and a one-piece lifting and swiveling
hatch cover. Due to the design of the oscillating turret all sights are always linked to the main and
secondary armament. For engaging targets at night an infrared periscopic sight is provided for the
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commander.
A CILAS TCV 29 laser range-finder (range of 400 to 9,995 m) is mounted on the roof of the turret.
The XSW-30-U 950 W infrared/white light searchlight is fitted on the left front plate of the oscillating
part of the turret.
A fixed fan in the turret draws out fumes when the main or secondary armament is fired.
All versions of the SK-105 have a 105 mm gun designated the 105 G1. This gun is completed with a
semi-automatic revolving magazine type autoloader. It allowed the reduction of the crew to three
members. The vehicle has two revolving magazines holding 6 rounds each. A total of 42 rounds for the
main gun are carried. Once the gun is fired the empty cartridge cases are ejected out of the rear of the
turret through a trapdoor hinged on the left.
The engine drives an oil pump with a variable output linked to a hydraulic motor acting on the
differential which controls the tracks. By acting on the steering gear and the speed of the engine the
driver can continuously adjust the speed ratio of both tracks. All turning radii can thus be obtained
until pivoting on the spot occurs, with both tracks turning in opposite directions at the same speed.
Since this system needs no action-from the brakes, the whole power produced by the engine is
constantly available at the tracks. The main brakes of the SK 105 are hydraulic and foot operated disc
brakes.

 The torsion bar suspension consists
of five dual rubber-tired road
wheels with the drive sprocket at
the rear and the idler at the front.
There are three track-return rollers
and the first and last road wheel
stations have hydraulic shockabsorbers. The vehicle has tracks
with rubber blocks, each track
having 78 links.

Ready for delivery
The SK 105 has individual NBC protection by means of face masks and a diesel operated heater is fitted
as standard on all models. The SK 105 is not amphibious but can ford to a depth of 1 m

2S31 Vena (120)
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Crew
Dimensions and weight
Total weight in combat order
Chassis length
Overall length
Overall width
Armament
Main gun
Machine gun
Traverse range
Elevation range
Maximum rate of fire
Combat load
Main gun
Machine gun
Projectile weight
Projectile initial speed
Maximum range of fire
Mobility
Engine power
Maximum road speed
Amphibious, maximum speed on water
Autonomy on roads
Maneuverability
Gradient
Side slope
Vertical step
Trench
Fording

4
~ 19.5 t
6750 mm
7400 mm
3150 mm
2A80 120-mm rifled gun
7.62-mm
360 degrees
- 4 to + 80 degrees
8 - 10 min
70
500
17.3 kg
560 m/s
7.2 - 13.0 km
500 hp.
70 km/h
10 km/h

60%
30%
0.8 m
2.5 m
Amphibious

The 2S31 Vena is a multipurpose, amphibious self-propelled tracked artillery, mortar system
 The 2S31 Vena is armed with a 120-mm rifled gun/mortar.
 The 2S31 Vena has longer firing range comparing with the 2S9 Nona-S, even though it uses the same

ammunition.
 This mortar system can be used as mortar or howitzer, delivering direct or indirect fire.
 Maximum range of fire is 7.2 km with mortar mines and 13 km with gun shells.
 Vena is fitted with a very advanced fire control system, which ensures a high first-round-hit
probability.
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 Fire control system includes reconnaissance, target acquisition, navigation and positioning systems.
 Gunner operates periscope sight and a separate sight for straight aimed fire.
 Vehicle commander's seat is placed in a separate turret right from the main gun. Commander operates

autonomic target designation system and uses his own observation devices.
 Commander's turret has a traverse range in 90 degrees and provides good front observation.
 Fire control system also includes navigation and topographic positioning systems
Ammunition
 Various munitions can be used, including HEAT, HE-FRAG, smoke.
 Vena is compatible with all munitions, developed for the Soviet/Russian 120-mm combined

gun/mortar systems.
 "Kitolov-2M" laser guided artillery projectile
 It can also fire any 120-mm mortar
"Kitolov-2M" laser guided artillery projectile
 Maximum firing range ......13.5 km
 Hit probability ....................not less than 0.8


On the battlefield Kitolov-M2 provides:
 direct first shot hit without fire adjustment;
 engagement of group (spaced) targets with the same fire
settings;
 firing with reduced meteo and ballistic preparation;
 top attack to hit the least protected target part;
“burst” fire (methodical fire) with 20-25s interval and laser
designator targeting in the interval between target
illumination cycles.

Designation range against tank-type target
 day/night .............................7.0/4.0 km
 large targets ......................15.0 км
COP hardware
weight
 for day operation ..............28.9kg
 for night operation............37.6 kg
AAFCS
travel position .......................three packs
Battery fire readiness .........not more than 15 s
On the battlefield the Malakhit system provides:
 target detection and recognition by day and night;
 measurements: target range and fixed/moving target coordinates;
 target designation (target lasing);
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 command/observation post (COP) and firing position (FP) localization;
 fire settings calculation;
 COP-FP data exchange;
 fire settings delivery at the gun;

Automated setting input (flight task) into the guided projectile. Main peculiarities
 COP kit – carried in packs;
 localization - automatic (GPS/GLONASS);
 communication means - compact, jam-proof , long-range ;
Round-the-clock operation (provided by thermal imager).
Ready for delivery

T 90S (MBT)
Main Battle Tank
TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
Third generation of Main battle tank
General Information
Combat weight, t
Crew
Length with gun, mm:
Gun forward
Gun model
Bore size, mm
Rate of fire, rounds/min
Loading
Ammunition allowance (including
automatic loading gear)

46.5
3
9430
2A46M
125
7
42 (22)
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Ammunition type
Stabilizer, type
Auxiliary armament: antiaircraft
machine gun mount
Bore size, mm
Model
Ammunition allowance, pcs
Auxiliary armament: machine gun
Bore size, mm
Control
Ammunition allowance, pcs
Guided weapon
Round of guided missile
Missile guidance system
Maximum range of fire, m
Fire Control System
Commander’s sighting and vision system
Gunner’s range finder
Double control of the fire from the
commander’s station
Gunner’s night sight
Night identification range of tank side
projection, m
Antiaircraft sight
Protection
Armor guard, type
Explosive reactive armor, type
Opto-electronic suppression system
NBC protection system
Mobility and Cross-Country Ability
Max highway speed, km/h
Fuel distance with barrels, km
Trench, m
Obstacle ability, m
Power Plant
Engine type
Gross horsepower, kW (hp)
Number of cylinders, pc

Electrohydraulic power elevation Electromechanical power
traverse

7.62
6P7K
2000
12.7
300
9K119
ZUBK14 with missile 9M119 ZUBK20 with missile 9M119 M
5000
T01-K04
1G46
Available
Thermal Imager ESSA
4000
PZU-7
Combined turret from the rolled armor
Multipurpose
Available
Crew protection
60
550
2.6 ... 2.8
0.85
B-92C2 (diesel)
736 (1000)
12
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Cylinder arrangement
Power Train
Type
Number of gears
Stopping brake
Drive control
Running Gear
Suspension, type
Shock absorbers, type
Number of road wheels and track
support rollers per one side
Track
Crew friendliness

V-type, at 60°
Mechanical, with transmission gear unit, two final gear
boxes and coaxial final drives
Seven-forward and one-reverse
Disk type. Oil operated
Drive control
Torsion
Hydraulic, vane-type (6pcs)
6 road wheel 3 track support roller
With stamped tracks and rubber-bushed gearing, adapted to
accommodate rubber pads
The conditioner is available

The T-90 Main Battle Tank (MBT) is a further development of the T-72. It was accepted to service with
Russian army in 1993 and its low-rate production commenced in 1994. Currently Russian Army operates
about 750 of these MBTs. Other sources claim, that there are about 1 000 T-90 main battle tanks of all
variants in service. It is the most modern tank currently in service with the Russian Army, which has a
requirement for about 1 500 of these tanks. Also currently, it is the only mass-produced MBT in Russia.
The T-90 is considered to be among the 10 best main battle tanks in the world. Currently it is the most
commercially successful main battle tank on the global market.
Export operators are Algeria (305), Azerbaijan (114), Turkmenistan (40) and Venezuela (50~100).
The largest export operator is India which obtained 620 tanks in knock-down kits for local assembly and
plans to produce 1 000 tanks locally.
The T-90 saw action during the military conflicts in Ukraine and Syria.
The T-90 MBT uses a well proven chassis of the T-72 and turret with all weapon systems of the T-80U.
Protection:
It has a welded composite armor hull with a built-in Kontakt-5 explosive reactive armor blocks. Its
protection is enhanced by Shtora-1 countermeasures system, which significantly reduces the chance of
being hit by enemy ATGW with semi-automatic guidance. Early production tanks had a cast turret.



The T-90S has a liquid-cooled V-84MS 618kW (840hp) four-stroke V-12 piston engine.
This engine can be fueled by T-2 or TS-1 kerosene and A-72 benzine, in addition to diesel.
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The prime mover is the B-92C (V-92S) diesel engine, built in the ChTZ. Different models of the T-90
tank are powered by various motors in its initial models, like the V-84MS 618 kW (840 hp) fourstroke V-12 piston engine, uprated 1,000 hp (750 kW) engines and 1,250 hp (930 kW)
The Т-90S with 1,000 hp (750 kW) engine can attain a top speed of 60 km/h on the road and up to
45 km/h on rough terrain. T-90 tank has typical drivetrain arrangement, with rear placed engine and
transmission.
The 1,000 hp (750 kW) engines are V-92 four stroke, 12 cylinder, multi-fuel diesel while 1,250 hp
(930 kW) engine is V-96.
The T-90 export version i.e. modified T-90S is fitted with increased power multi-fuel 1,000-h.p. diesel
engine with turbochargers.
The tank is also fitted with an air conditioning system for work in high temperature zones .
The tank can carry up to 1,600 liters of fuel in the main fuel tanks and fuel drums.
The fuel tanks are reinforced with armor plating.
The tank is provided with a snorkel for deep fording and can ford 5m of water with equipment which
can be deployed in 20 minutes.
The mechanical transmission includes primary reduction gear, two planetary final gearboxes and two
planetary final drives.
The running gear features torsion bar suspension with hydraulic shock absorbers at one, two and six
road wheel stations and tracks with rubber-metallic pin hinges.

Armament:













The T-90S armament includes one 125mm 2A46M smoothbore gun, stabilized in two axes and fitted
with a thermal sleeve.
The gun tube can be replaced without dismantling inside the turret.
The gun can fire a variety of ammunition including
 APDS (Armor Piercing Discarding Sabot),
 HEAT (high-explosive anti-tank),
 HE-FRAG (high-explosive fragmentation) as well as shrapnel projectiles with time fuses.
The T-90S gun can also fire the 9M119 Refleks (NATO designation AT-11 Sniper) anti-tank guided
missile system.
The range of the missile is 100m to 4,000m and takes 11.7 sec to reach maximum range.
The system is intended to engage tanks fitted with ERA (explosive reactive armor) as well as lowflying air targets such as helicopters, at a range of up to 5km.
The missile system fires either the 9M119 or 9M119M missiles which have semi-automatic laser
beam riding guidance and a hollow charge warhead. Missile weight is 23.4kg.
The guns automatic loader will feed both ordnance and missiles.
Also fitted is a coaxial 7.62mm PKT machine gun and a 12.7mm air defense machine gun. A 5.45mm
AKS-74 assault rifle is carried on a storage rack.
Like other modern Russian tanks the 2A46M in the T-90 is fed by an automatic loader , which
removes the need for a manual loader in the tank and reduces the crew to 3 (commander, gunner,
and driver). The autoloader can carry 22 ready-to-fire rounds in its carousel and can load a round in
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5–8 seconds

FCS - Fire control system







The T-90S has the 1A4GT integrated fire control system (IFCS) which is automatic but with manual
override for the commander.
The IFCS contains the gunner's 1A43 day fire control system, gunner's TO1-KO1 thermal imaging
sight that has a target identification range of 1.2km to 1.5km and commander's PNK-S sight.
The gunner's 1A43 day FCS comprises: 1G46-day sight / rangefinder with missile guidance channel,
2E42-4 armament stabilizer, 1V528 ballistic computer and DVE-BS wind gauge.
The commander's PNK-4S sight includes a TKN-4S (Agat-S) day / night sight which has identification
ranges of 800m (day) and 700m (night).
The driver is equipped with a TVN-5 infrared night viewer.

T 72S (MBT)
Main Battle Tank
TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
Third generation of Main battle tank
General Information
Crew
Combat weight, t
Length
Width
Height
Armor
Main armament
Secondary

3
41.5 tonnes (45.7 short tons), 44.5 tonnes (49.1 short tons)
(T-72B)[3]
9.53 m (31 ft 3 in) gun forward
6.95 m (22 ft 10 in) hull
3.59 m (11 ft 9 in)
2.23 m (7 ft 4 in)
steel and composite armour
125 mm 2A46M/2A46M-5[4]smoothbore gun
 7.62 mm PKT coax machine gun
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armament
Engine

Power/weight
Transmission
Suspension
Ground clearance
Fuel capacity
Operational range
Speed

 12.7 mm NSVT antiaircraft machine gun

V-12 diesel
V-92S2F (T-72B3 & T-72B3M)
780 hp (582 kw)
1130 hp (831 kW) for V-92S2F
18.8 hp (14 kW) / tonne
Synchromesh, hydraulically assisted, with 7 forward and 1
reverse gears.
Torsion bar
0.49 m (19 in)
1,200 L (320 U.S. gal; 260 imp gal)
460 km (290 mi), 700 km (430 mi) with fuel drums
60 km/h (37 mph)

The T-72 was the most common tank used
Original T-72 tanks had homogeneous cast steel armor incorporating spaced armor technology and were
moderately well protected by the standards of the early 1970s. In 1979, the Soviets began building T-72
modification with composite armor similar to the T-64 composite armor, in the front of the turret and the
front of the hull. Late in the 1980s, T-72 tanks in Soviet inventory (and many of those elsewhere in the
world as well) were fitted with reactive armor tiles.
Laser rangefinders have appeared in T-72 tanks since 1978; earlier examples were equipped with
parallax optical rangefinders, which could not be used for distances under 1,000 meters (1,100 yd).
Some export versions of the T-72 lacked the laser rangefinder until 1985 or sometimes only the
squadron and platoon commander tanks (version K) received them. After 1985, all newly made T-72s
came with
 reactive armor as standard,
 the more powerful 840 bhp (630 kW) V-84 engine and
 an upgraded design main gun, which can fire guided anti-tank missiles from the barrel.
With these developments, the T-72 eventually became almost as powerful as the more expensive T80 tank, but few of these late variants reached the economically ailing Warsaw Pact allies and foreign
customers before the Soviet bloc fell apart in 1990.
export vehicles have been offered with
 Thermal imaging night-vision gear of French manufacture as well (though it may be more likely that
they might simply use the locally manufactured 'Buran-Catherine' system, which incorporates a
French thermal imager).
Depleted uranium armor-piercing ammunition for the 125 mm (4.9 in) gun has been manufactured
in Russia in the form of the BM-32 projectile since around 1978, though it has never been deployed, and
is less penetrating than the later tungsten BM-42 and the newer BM-42M.
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The T-72's design has traded off interior space in return for a very small silhouette and efficient use of
armor, to the point of replacing the fourth crewmember with a mechanical loader.
The basic T-72 design has extremely small periscope viewports, even by the constrained standards of
battle tanks and the driver's field of vision is significantly reduced when his hatch is closed.
The steering system is a traditional dual-tiller layout instead of the easier-to-use steering wheel or
steering yoke common in modern Western tanks. This set-up requires the near-constant use of both
hands, which complicates employment of the seven speed manual transmission.
There is a widespread Cold War-era myth that T-72 and other Soviet tanks are so cramped that the small
interior demands the use of shorter crewmembers, with the maximum height set at 1.6 m (5 ft 3 in) in
the Soviet Army. According to official regulations, however, the actual figure is 1.75 m (5 ft 9 in)[34]
Armor protection
Armor protection of the T-72 was strengthened with each succeeding generation. The original T-72
"Ural" Object 172M (from 1973) turret is made from conventional cast HHS steel armor with no
laminates insert.
It is believed that the maximum thickness is 280 mm (11 in), the nose is 80 mm (3.1 in).
The glacis of the new laminated armor is 205 mm (8.1 in) thick, comprising 80 mm (3.1 in) HHS steel,
105 mm (4.1 in) double layer of laminate and 30 mm (1.2 in) RHA steel, which when inclined gives about
500–600 mm (20–24 in) thickness along the line of sight.
In 1977 the armor of the T-72 Object 172M was slightly changed. The turret now featured insert filled
with ceramic sand bars "kwartz" rods and the glacis place composition was changed.
It was now made up of 60 mm (2.4 in) HHA steel,105 mm (4.1 in) glass Tekstolit laminate and 50 mm
(2.0 in) RHA steel.
This version was often known in Soviet circles as T-72 "Ural-1". The next armor update was introduced
by the T-72A (Object 176), which was designed in 1976 and replaced the original on the production lines
during 1979-1985. T-72 Object 1976 is also known as T-72A. With the introduction of the T-72B (Object
184) in 1985, the composite armor was again changed.
New variants developed after the T-72 Base Model and T-72M/T-72G MBTs, featured a cast steel turret
that included a cavity filled with quartz or sand in a
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The T-72A featured a new turret with thicker but nearly vertical frontal armour.
The T-72M was identical to the base T-72 Ural model in terms of protection retaining the monolithic steel
turret.
The modernized T-72M1 was closer to the T-72A in terms of protection. It featured an additional 16 mm
(0.63 in) of High Hardness Steel appliqué armor on the glacis plate, which produced an increase of 43 mm
(1.7 in) in line of sight thickness.
It was also the first export variant with composite armor in the turret containing ceramic rods sometimes
called "sandbar armour". The turret armor composition was essentially identical to the T-72 "Ural-1"
where as Soviet only T-72A had slightly increased turret protection.
Several T-72 models featured explosive reactive armor (ERA), which increased protection primarily
against HEAT type weapons. Certain late-model T-72 tanks featured heavy ERA to help defeat modern
HEAT and AP against which they were insufficiently protected.
Late model T-72s, such as the T-72B, featured improved turret armor, visibly bulging the turret front—
The turret armor of the T-72B was the thickest and most effective of all Soviet tanks; it was even thicker
than the frontal armor of the T-80B.[42] The T-72B used a new "reflecting-plate armor", in which the
frontal cavity of the cast turret was filled with a laminate of alternating steel and non-metallic (rubber)
layers.
The glacis was also fitted with 20 mm (0.8 in) of appliqué armor. The late production versions of the T72B/B1 and T-72A variants also featured an anti-radiation layer on the hull roof.
Early model T-72s did not feature side skirts; instead, the original base model featured gill or flipper-type
armor panels on either side of the forward part of the hull. When the T-72A was introduced in 1979, it
was the first model to feature the plastic side skirts covering the upper part of the suspension, with
separate panels protecting the side of the fuel and stowage panniers.
Estimated protection level
The following table shows the estimated protection level of different T-72 models in rolled homogeneous
armor equivalency. i.e., the composite armor of the turret of a T-72B offers as much protection against an
APFSDS round as a 520 millimeters (20 in) thick armor steel layer.
Turret vs
APFSDS

Turret vs
HEAT

T-72 'Ural 1973

380–
410 mm

450–500 mm
(18–20 in)

T-72A(1979–1985/1988+Kontakt 1

410–
500 mm

500–560 mm
(20–22 in)

Model

Hull vs
APFSDS
335–410 mm
(13.2–
16.1 in)
360–420 mm
(14–17 in)

Hull vs
HEAT
410–
450 mm
(16–18 in)
490–
500 mm
(19–20 in)
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T-72M 1980
T-72M1
T-72B+Kontakt 1 1985
T-72B+Kontakt 5 1988

380 mm
(15 in)
380 mm
(15 in)
520–
540 mm
770–
800 mm

490 mm
(19 in)
490 mm
(19 in)
900–950 mm
(35–37 in)[54]
1,180 mm
(46 in)

335 mm
(13.2 in)
400 mm
(16 in)
480–530 mm
(19–21 in)
690 mm
(27 in)

450 mm
(18 in)
490 mm
(19 in)
900 mm
(35 in)
940 mm
(37 in)

The T-72 is equipped with the 125 mm (4.9 in) 2A46 series main gun,
Tanks is, the gun is capable of firing anti-tank guided missiles, as well as standard main gun ammunition,
including HEAT and APFSDS rounds.
The barrel had a length of 6350mm or 50.8 calibers and had maximum rated chamber pressure of 450
MPa.
The cannon had an electroplated chrome lining but lacked a thermal sleeve.
The cannon was capable of firing 3VBM-3 round with 3BM-9 steel projectile sabot and 3VBM-6 round
with 3BM-12 Tungsten sabot APFSDS projectile.
Allowing respectively 245 mm (9.6 in) and 280 mm (11 in) penetration of RHA steel at 2000m at 0
degree angle.
In addition to APFSDS rounds T-72 Object 172M could also fire 3VBK-7 round incorporating 3BK-12
HEAT warhead and 3VBK-10 round incorporating 3BK-14 HEAT warhead. HEAT rounds allowed
respectively 420 mm (17 in) and 450 mm (18 in) penetration of RHA steel at 0 degree angle.
The High Explosive rounds provided included 3WOF-22 with 3OF-19 warhead or 3WOF-36 with the 3OF26 warhead.
Even as the T-72 Object 172M (1973) was entering production new ammunition was developed to offset
armor developments in the West. Beginning in 1972, two new APFSDS rounds were introduced,
 the 3VBM-7 round with 3BM-15 Tungsten sabot projectile and
 the "cheaper" 3VBM-8 round with 3BM-17 sabot but without the tungsten carbide plug.
These allowed penetration of respectively 310 mm (12 in) and 290 mm (11 in) RHA steel at 2000m at 0
degree angle. At the same time, a universal Zh52 propellant charge was introduced. The 3VBM-7 was the
most common APFSDS round found in T-72 Object 172M tanks during the 70s.
The stated barrel life expectancy of the 2A26M2 model gun
 was 600 rounds of HE/HEAT equivalent to 600 EFC (Effective Full Charge) or
 150 rounds of APFSDS.
The main gun of the T-72 has a mean error of 1 m (39.4 in) at a range of 1,800 m (1,968.5 yd).
Its maximum firing distance is 9,100 m (9,951.9 yd), due to limited positive elevation. The limit of aimed
fire is 4,000 m (4,374.5 yd) (with the gun-launched anti-tank guided missile
The T-72's main gun is fitted with an integral pressure reserve drum, which assists in rapid smoke
evacuation from the bore after firing.
The 125 millimeter gun barrel is certified strong enough to ram the tank through forty centimeters of
iron-reinforced brick wall, though doing so will negatively affect the gun's accuracy when subsequently
fired.
The tank commander reputedly had to order firing by repeating his command, when the T-72 is on the
move: "Fire! Fire!" The first shout supposedly allowed the driver to disengage the clutch to prevent
wrecking the transmission when the gunner fired the cannon on the second order. In reality, this stillcommon tactic substantively improves the tank's firing accuracy and has nothing to do with recoil or
mechanical damage to anything.
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The vast majority of T-72s do not have FLIR thermal imaging sights, though all T-72s (even those
exported to the Third World) possess the characteristic (and inferior) 'Luna' Infrared illuminator.
Thermal imaging sights are extremely expensive, and the new Russian FLIR system, the 'Buran-Catherine
Thermal Imaging Suite' was only introduced recently on the T-80UM tank.

Autoloader
The T-72 is equipped with an automatic loading system, eliminating the need for a dedicated
crewmember, decreasing the size and weight of the tank.
However, the autoloader is of a noticeably different design.
T-72 carry their two-section 125 mm ammunition (shell and full propellant charge, or missile and
reduced propellant charge) in separate loading trays positioned on top of each other;
Accessing the hull required partial removal of the trays. The T-72 uses a design that has lower width
requirements and does not isolate the turret compartment:
 the trays are arranged in a circle at the very bottom of the fighting compartment;
 the trade-off is the reduction of the number of trays to 22.
The second difference is that in the T-64 the trays were hinged together and were flipped open as they
were brought into position, allowing both
 the shell/missile and
 propellant charge to be rammed into the breech in one motion;
in the T-72 the tray is brought to the breech as-is, with
 the shell in the lower slot and
 the charge in the upper one, and the mechanical rammer sequentially loads each of them, resulting in
a longer reloading cycle.
The autoloader has a minimum cycle of 6.5 seconds (ATGM 8 seconds) and a maximum cycle of 15
seconds for reload, in later versions the sequence mode allows to reload in less than 5 seconds, allowing
to reach 3 shots in 13 seconds.
 The autoloader system also includes an automated casing removal mechanism that ejects the
propellant case through an opening port in the back of the turret during the following reload cycle.
The autoloader disconnects the gun from the vertical stabilizer and cranks it up three degrees above the
horizontal in order to depress the breech end of the gun and line it up with the loading tray and rammer.
While loading, the gunner can still aim because he has a vertically independent sight. With a laser
rangefinder and ballistic computer, final aiming takes at least another three to five seconds, but it is
pipelined into the last steps of auto-loading and proceeds concurrently.
In addition to the 22 auto-loaded rounds, the T-72 carries 17 rounds conventionally in the hull, which can
be loaded into the emptied autoloader trays or directly into the gun — slowly and awkwardly due to the
absence of a human loader
Ammunition
APFSDS-T
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3VBM3/3BM9/10
Projectile dimension: 410 mm 10: 1 L/d
Projectile weight (including sabot): 5.67 kg
Projectile weight: 3.6 kg
Muzzle velocity: 1800 m/s
Muzzle energy: 5.8 MJ
Penetration: 245 mm at 0° at 2000 m, 70 mm - 150 mm at 60° at 2000
m, (energy at 2000 m is
3VBM6/3BM12/13







Projectile dimension: 410 mm 10: 1 L/d
Projectile weight (including sabot): 5.67 kg
Projectile weight: 3.6 kg
Muzzle velocity: 1800 m/s
Muzzle energy: 5.8 MJ
Penetration: 280 mm at 0° at 2000 m, 110 mm at 60° at 2000 m,
(energy at 2000 m is 4.2 MJ)[1]
3VBM7/3BM15/16







 Projectile dimension: 435 mm 12: 1 L/d
 Projectile weight (including sabot): 5.9 kg
 Projectile weight: 3.9 kg including 2.9 kg and 0.27 kg tungsten
carbide plug
 Muzzle velocity: 1785 m/s
 Muzzle energy: 6.2 MJ
 Certified Penetration: 310 mm at 0° at 2000 m, 120 mm - 150 mm at
60° at 2000 m
3VBM8/3BM17/18
 Projectile dimension: 450 mm 12: 1 L/d
 Projectile weight (including sabot): 5.9 kg
 Projectile weight: 3.9 kg
 Muzzle velocity: 1780 m/s
 Muzzle energy: 6.2 MJ
 Certified Penetration: 310 mm at 0° at 2000 m.
3VBM9/3BM22/23
Projectile dimension: 400 mm 11: 1 L/d
Projectile weight (including sabot): 6.55 kg
Projectile weight: 4.485 kg
Muzzle velocity: 1785 m/s
Muzzle energy: 7.0 MJ
Penetration: 380 mm at 0° at 2000 m, 170 mm - 200 mm at 60° at
2000 m
3VBM10/3BM29/30







 Projectile dimension: 450 mm 12: 1 L/d - including 250 mm core.
 Projectile weight (including sabot): 6.55 kg
 Projectile weight: 4.85 kg
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 Muzzle velocity: 1700 m/s
 Muzzle energy: 7.0 MJ
 Penetration: 430 mm at 0° at 2000 m, 210 mm at 60° at 2000 m.
3VBM11/3BM26/27
 Projectile dimension: 395 mm 11: 1 L/d
 Projectile weight (including sabot): 7.05 kg
 Projectile weight: 4.8 kg
 Muzzle velocity: 1720 m/s
 Muzzle energy: 7.5 MJ
 Penetration: 410 mm at 0° at 2000 m, 200 mm at 60° at 2000 m.
3VBM13/3BM32/33
 Projectile dimension: 380 mm 13: 1 L/d
 Projectile weight (including sabot): 7.05 kg
 Projectile weight: 4.85 kg
 Muzzle velocity: 1700 m/s
 Muzzle energy: 7.0 MJ
 Penetration 500 mm at 0° at 2000 m, 250 mm at 60° at 2000 m.
3VBM17/3BM44 "Mango"








Projectile dimension: 452 mm 15: 1 L/d
Round weight: 20.4 kg
Projectile weight: 4.85 kg [2]
Projectile weight (including sabot): 7.05 kg
Muzzle velocity: 1715 m/s
Muzzle energy: 7.0 MJ
Penetration: 450 mm at 0° at 2000 m, 230 mm at 60° at 2000 m.

3VBM19/3BM42M (3BM44M "Lekalo")[
 Projectile dimension: 570 mm 22: 1 L/d
 Round weight: ?
 Projectile weight (including sabot): 6.95 kg
 Muzzle velocity: 1750 m/s
 Muzzle energy: 7.4 MJ (estimated - assuming 4.85 kg projectile)
 Penetration: 650 mm at 0° at 2000 m
3BM46 (3BM48 "Svinets")
 Projectile dimension: 546 mm : 22? L/d
 Round weight: 4.85 kg
 Projectile weight (including sabot): ?.?? kg
 Muzzle velocity: 1700 m/s
 Muzzle energy: ?.? MJ
 Penetration: 650 mm at 0° at 2000 m, 300 mm at 60° at 2000 m
3BM46 (3BM48 "Svinets-2")[
HEAT-FS
3VBK7/3BK12
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Projectile dimension: 680 mm
Projectile weight: 19 kg
Max dispersion: 0.21 mil (0.21 mrad)
Muzzle velocity: 905 m/s
Charge: shaped charge, Steel liner, A-IX-1 (RDX phlegmatized with
5% wax), I-238 detonator
 Penetration: 420 mm RHA at 0 degrees.
3VBK10/3BK14






Projectile dimension: 680 mm
Projectile weight: 19 kg
Max dispersion: 0.21 mil (0.21 mrad)
Muzzle velocity: 905 m/s
Charge: shaped charge, Steel liner, phlegmatized 75% HMX,
25% TNT; 3V-15 detonator
 Charge weight: 1.62 kg
 Penetration: 450 mm RHA at 0 degrees






3VBK16/3BK18
Round weight: 29.0 kg
Projectile dimension: 680 mm
Projectile weight: 19 kg
Max dispersion: 0.21 mil (0.21 mrad)
Muzzle velocity: 905 m/s
Charge: shaped charge, copper liner, phlegmatized 75% HMX,
25% TNT; 3V-15 detonator
 Penetration: 500 mm RHA at 0 degrees.
3VBK17/3BK21







Projectile dimension: 680 mm
Projectile weight: 19 kg
Max dispersion: 0.21 mil (0.21 mrad)
Muzzle velocity: 905 m/s
Charge: shaped charge, copper liner, phlegmatized 75% HMX,
25% TNT; 3V-15 detonator
 Penetration: 550 mm RHA at 0 degrees.
3VBK25/3BK29












Round weight: 28.4 kg
Projectile dimension: 680 mm
Projectile weight: 18.4 kg
Muzzle velocity: 915 m/s
Penetration: 350mm to 400mm RHA at 60 degree tandem charge

HE-FRAG-FS
3VOF22/3OF19
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Round weight: 33.0 kg
Projectile weight: 23.0 kg
Muzzle velocity: 850 m/s
Max dispersion: 0.23 mil (0.23 mrad)
Charge weight: 3.148 kg
Charge: TNT

3VOF36/3OF26






Round weight: 33.0 kg
Projectile weight: 23.0 kg
Muzzle velocity: 850 m/s
Max dispersion: 0.23 mil (0.23 mrad)
Charge weight: 3.148 kg

ATGW/ATGM
9M112 Kobra
Projectile weight: 23.2 kg
Warhead weight: 4.5 kg
Guidance system: Radio-command guided
Range: 100 – 4000 metres
Penetration: Estimated at 600 millimetres (24 in) tandem charge
HEAT.
9M119 Refleks












Projectile weight: 16.5 kg
Warhead weight: 4.5 kg
Guidance system: Laser-beam riding
Range: 75 – 5000 metres
Penetration: Estimated at 900 millimetres (35 in) tandem charge
HEAT

The 9M119 Svir and 9M119M Refleks (NATO reporting name: AT-11 Sniper) anti-tank guided missile
has semi-automatic laser beam-riding guidance and a tandem hollow-charge HEAT warhead.
It has an effective range of 75 m to 5000 m, and
takes 17.6 seconds to reach maximum range.
Refleks can penetrate about 900 millimeters (35 in) of steel armor and can also engage low-flying air
targets such as helicopters
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2S1
Gvozdika

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
Self-propelled howitzer based on the chassis MT-LB APC, mounting the 122 mm 2A18 howitzer. "2S1" is
its GRAU designation
General Information
Weight
16 tones (35,273 lbs)
Length
7.26 m (23 ft 10 in)
Width
2.85 m (9 ft 4 in)
Height
2.73 m (8 ft 11 in)
Crew
4
Shell
separate loading, cased charge
Caliber
122 mm
Breech
Horizontal sliding wedge, semi-automatic
Elevation
-3 to +70 degrees
Traverse
360 degrees
Rate of fire
Maximum: 5 rpm
Sustained: 1-2 rpm
Muzzle velocity
680 m/s (2,200 ft/s)
Maximum firing range
Conventional: 15.3 km (9.5 mi)
Extended: 21.9 km (13.6 mi)

Armor
Main armament
Engine
Suspension
Operational range

20 mm (.78 in)
2A18 122 mm (4.8 in) howitzer
YaMZ-238N diesel 220 kW (300 hp)
torsion bar
500 km (310 mi)
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Speed

Maneuverability
Gradient
Side slope
Vertical step
Trench
Fording
Fording Depths (m)
Emplacement Time (min)
Displacement Time (min)
Radio
Protection
Armor, Turret (mm)
Armor Turret Top (mm)
Armor Hull (mm)
Self-Entrenching Blade
NBC Protection System
Smoke Equipment
Armament
Main Armament
Caliber, Type, Name
Barrel Length (cal)
Rate of Fire (rpm)
Burst
Normal
Sustained
Fire from Ground
Loader Type
Breech Type
Muzzle Brake Type
Traverse
Left
Right
Total
Elevation (-/+)
Fire Control
Indirect Fire

Road: 60 km/h (37 mph)
Off-road: 30 km/h (18 mph)
Swim: 4.5 km/h (2.8 mph)
60%
30%
0.6 m
2.4 m
Amphibious
Amphibious
2
1
R-123M
20
10
15
No
Yes
No

122-mm, canon, 2A31
36
5
4
1-2
INA
Semi-automatic
Horizontal sliding wedge
Double baffle
360
360
360
-3/+70
PG-2 Panoramic Telescope (PANTEL)
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Direct Fire
Collimator
Gun Display Unit
Fire Control Computer
VARIANTS

OP 5-37
K-1
None
None
None

The 2S1 is fully amphibious with very little preparation, and once afloat is propelled by its tracks.
A variety of wider tracks are also available to allow the 2S1 to operate in snow or swamp conditions. It is
NBC protected and has infra-red night-vision capability
The 2S1 Gvosdika is fitted with a D-32 122 mm rifled howitzer.
A modified variant of the D-30 towed howitzer.
Howitzer is fitted with a load assisting system.
Maximum rate of fire is 4-5 rounds per minute.
The Gvosdika is compatible with all 122 mm munitions developed for the D-30 howitzer.
These include fragmentation,
 HE-FRAG,
 HEAT,
 cluster,
 smoke and
 illumination projectiles.
A total of 40 rounds are carried, usually 35 HE-FRAG and 5 HEAT. Maximum range of fire with HE-FRAG
projectile is 15.2 km.
The 2S1 Gvosdika SPH has a crew of four, including commander, gunner, loader and driver.
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Hull and turret are welded from steel armor. It provides protection for the crew against small arms fire
and artillery shell splinters. It is fitted with NBC protection system.
The 2S1 Gvosdika is based on the modified MT-LB multi-purpose armored vehicle chassis.
The 2S1 has seven road wheels on each side; the running gear can be fitted with different widths of track
to match terrain.
The interior is separated into
 a driver's compartment on the left,
 an engine compartment on the right and
 a fighting compartment to the rear.
Within the fighting compartment
 the commander sits on the left,
 the loader on the right and
 the gunner to the front.
The all-welded turret is located above the fighting compartment. The 2S1 utilizes a 122 mm howitzer
based on the towed D-30 howitzer.
The gun is equipped with a power rammer, a double-baffle muzzle brake and a fume extractor
Vehicle is powered by the YaMZ-238V diesel engine, developing 240 horsepower. Vehicle is amphibious
if the ammunition load is reduced to 30 rounds.
On water vehicle is propelled by its tracks.
The 2S1 Gvosdika SPH can be airlifted by An-12, Il-76 or C-130 transport aircraft.
A 2S34 Hosta is a modernized version of the 2S1 Gvosdika.
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2S19 Msta
TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
is a self-propelled 152 mm howitzer
General Information
Platform (chassis)
Chassis Length Overall (m)
Weight
Length
Width
Height
Crew
Elevation
Traverse
Rate of fire
Maximum firing range

Armament
Main Armament
Caliber, Type, Name
Barrel Length (cal)
Deployment time
Unit of fire
Burst
Normal
Sustained
Fire from Ground
Loader Type
Breech Type

Modified T-72
11.91
42 tonnes (92,593 lbs)
7.15 m (23 ft 5 in)
3.38 m (11 ft 1 in)
2.99 m (9 ft 10 in)
5 (section of 7 with 2 in ammo carrier)
-4° to +68°
360°
6-8 rounds per minute
Base bleed: 29km (18 mi)
RAP: 36 km (22 mi)

152-mm, canon, 2A64
48
22 minutes
50 rounds
8
6
2
6-7
autoloader
Vertical sliding wedge
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Muzzle Brake Type
Traverse
Left
Right
Total
Auxiliary Weapon
Caliber, Type, Name
Mount Type
Direct Fire Range (m)
Max Effective Range (m)`
Day
Night
Fire on Move
Rate of Fire (rpm)
Fire Control
Indirect Fire
Direct Fire
Collimator
Gun Display Unit
Fire Control Computer
Variants
Main armament ammunition
Caliber, Type, Name
Indirect Fire Range (m)
Minimum Range
Maximum Range
Complete Projectile Weight (kg)
Muzzle Velocity
Fuze Type
Direct Fire Range (m)
Minimum Range
Maximum Range
Armor Penetration (mm)
Complete Projectile Weight (kg)
Muzzle Velocity
Fuze Type
Indirect Fire Range (m)
Minimum Range

Double baffle
(°)
360
360
360
12.7-mm NSVT machinegun
PZU-5 AA
2000
1500 (AA)/1500 (Ground)
N/A
Yes
800 (cyclic)
1P22 Panoramic Telescope (PANTEL)
1P23
K-1
None
None
None
152-mm Frag-HE, OF-72
6500
24,700
43.56 (OF-45)
864 m/s
RGM-2 PD 152-mm, HEAT, BP-540
0
1000
INA
27.00
655 m/s
GPV-3 PD 152-mm Frag-HE BB, OF-91
6710
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Maximum Range
Complete Projectile Weight (kg)
Muzzle Velocity
Fuze Type
Other Ammunition Types

29,000
42.86 (OF-61)
828 m/s
KZ-88 PD
All standard 152-mm artillery rounds

Engine
Power/weight
Suspension
Operational range
Speed
Cross-Country
Max Swim
Fording Depths (m)
Emplacement Time (min)
Displacement Time (min)
Radio
Protection
Armor, Turret (mm)
Armor Turret Top (mm)
Armor Hull (mm)
Self-Entrenching Blade
NBC Protection System
Smoke Equipment

Diesel V-84A 840 hp (626.39 kW)
20 hp/tonne
Torsion bar
500 km (311 mi)
60 km/h (37 mph)
INA
N/A
Unprepared 1.5
1-2
1-2
R-173

Maneuverability
Gradient
Side slope
Vertical step
Trench
Fording
Fording (with preparation)

15
15
15
Capable of digging a complete firing pit in 40- 60 minutes
Yes
Six Type 902 smoke grenade launchers and Vehi-cle engine
exhaust smoke system (VEESS)

60%
30%
0.85 m
2.8 m
1.2 m
5m
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It is fitted with a 152-mm / L47 howitzer, which is similar to that used on the 2A65 Msta-B towed
howitzer, additionally fitted with an semi-automatic loader and fume extractor.
This gun can be loaded at any angle. Maximum rate of fire is 7-8 rounds per minute. The Msta-S is
compatible with all standard 152-mm projectiles used by the D-20 towed gun-howitzer and 2S3
Akatsiya self-propelled howitzer.
The 2S19 fires a wide range of munitions, including standard and rocket-assisted HE-FRAG projectiles,
cluster projectiles with anti-tank submunitions, jammer carrying projectiles. It is capable of firing
Krasnopol precision guided munitions. Maximum range of fire is 24.7 km with standard HE-FRAG
projectile and 28.9 with rocket-assisted projectile.
The Krasnopol projectile has a maximum range of 20 km and a hit probability of 90%. It can also hit
moving vehicles. A total of 50 rounds are carried inside the Msta-S. This artillery system has a brief
reaction time. It can stop and fire its first round within 1-2 minutes from travelling.
A separate conveyer in the rear of the turret allows loading of ground ammunition. Two additional crew
members are required in order to fire using ground ammunition.
Secondary armament of the 2S19 Msta-S SPH consists of remotely controlled 12.7-mm machine gun
mounted on top of the roof. Vehicle is also fitted with smoke grenade dischargers.
The 2A64 ordnance of the 2S19 can fire the following types of ammunition, among others:
 HE (24.7 km),
 HEAT-FS,
 HE-BB (28.9 km),
 HERA (36 km),
 smoke,
 chemical,
 tactical nuclear,
 illumination and cargo (ICM).
 The laser-guided round “Krasnopol” (of the 9K25 system) can also be launched, as well as the
shorter "Krasnopol-M” which fits into the automatic loader.
Hull ant turret of the Msta-S are welded from steel armor. It provides protection for the crew against
small arms and artillery shell splinters. This artillery system is fitted with NBC protection and automatic
fire suppression systems.
Tracked chassis of the Msta-S SPH uses many components of the T-72 and T-80 main battle tanks. Hull of
the Msta-S resembles that of the T-72 MBT, however it has significantly thinner armor.
Vehicle is powered by a rear-mounted V-46-6 diesel engine, developing 780 hp. Some howitzers were
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fitted with a more powerful V-84A diesel engine, developing 840 hp. Additionally it is equipped with
auxiliary power unit, which powers all systems, when the main engine is turned off.
The Msta-S self-propelled howitzer is fitted with a deep wading kit. With preparation it fords water
obstacles up to 5 m deep.
Vehicle is also fitted with a self-entrenching blade.

Modern advances in armament and technology are having a revolutionary impact on the development
and application of combined arms doctrine and tactics. The technological advances in the development
and production of precision weapons and their components are excellent examples of this revolutionary
impact. The artillery precision weapon family of munitions includes:
 dual-purpose improved conventional munitions,
 semi active laser-guided projectiles,
 antipersonnel scatter able mines,
 antitank scatter able mines,
 terminally-homing sub munitions,
 terminally-homing cannon projectiles,
 terminally-homing mortar projectiles,
 sensor-fused sub munitions,
 radiofrequency homing munitions,
 flechette-filled shrapnel, and
 volumetric explosives (a volumetric explosive is commonly referred to as a fuel-air explosive or
enhanced-blast explosive).
The purpose of this article is not to discuss the entire artillery precision weapon family of munitions, but
rather the semiactive laser-guided projectile known as Krasnopol.

Krasnopol missile

Description
The Krasnopol is a Russian-developed and Russian-produced semi active laser-guided projectile designed
to effectively defeat:
 armored vehicles;
 multiple rocket launchers;
 self-propelled (SP) artillery systems;
 command, control, communications, computers, and intelligence (C4I) centers;
 defensive fortifications;
 bridges; and
 rossings.
The fielding of the Krasnopol provides a tube artillery unit the following advantages. First, tube artillery
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units are capable of firing at individual targets (to include pinpoint targets such as tanks, infantry fighting
vehicles, field fortifications) with a high probability of a first-round kill. Thus, the traditional requirement
for an area fire or artillery barrage is eliminated. Second, a tube artillery unit can fire at group targets
using the same gun settings computed relative to the center of mass of the group target. Third, the
Krasnopol can be fired without meteorological and ballistic data at a range of ten to twelve kilometers
The Krasnopol is produced in two variants.
The 152-mm Krasnopol is a two-section projectile
designed to operate with both towed (D-20, 2A36,
2A65 Msta-B) and SP (2S3 Akatsiya, 2S5 Giatsint, and
2S19 Msta-S) guns and howitzers.
A major drawback to this round is the incompatibility
with the autoloader of the 2S19 due to the
projectile's length. The Krasnopol-M (152-mm/155mm) was developed as a follow-on product
improvement that is fully compatible with the 2S19
autoloader and enhances the capability for the
projectile to be used with western-produced 155-mm
howitzers. 15% range difference (three kilometers)
between the Krasnopol & the Krasnopol-M.

CHARACTERISTICS
Caliber (mm)
Firing System (NOTE:
The following list of
systems are presented
as examples for each
projectile caliber.)
Range (km)
Warhead Type
Length (mm)
Weight (kg)
Projectile
Warhead
Explosive
Targets Engaged
Target Attack Profile
Guidance
Initial Phase

KRASNOPOL
152

20
Frag-HE
1,300

KRASNOPOL-M
152/155
TOWED: D-20, 2A36,
2A65 Msta-B, (US)
M114A2, M198 SP: 2S3,
2S5, 2S19 Msta-S, (US)
M109,
17
Frag-HE
955

50
20.5
6.5
Armored Vehicles, C4I
Posts, Field
Fortifications
Diving Top Attack

43
20
6.5
Armored Vehicles, C4I
Posts, Field
Fortifications
Diving Top Attack

62
22.5
6.7

Free Flight

Free Flight

Free Flight

TOWED: D-20, 2A36,
2A65 Msta-B SP: 2S3,
2S5, 2S19 Msta-S

COPPERHEAD
155
TOWED: M114A2, M198
SP: M109A2/3, M109A6
16
HEAT
1,370

Armored Vehicles
Laser Illuminated Point
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Middle Phase
Terminal Phase
Max Field Storage
Time w/o Shipping
Case
Seeker Head
Protection While
Handling The
Projectile.

Inertial
Inertial

Inertial
Inertial

No Restrictions

No Restrictions

Protected by a nose cap
discarded in flight.

Protected by a nose cap
discarded in flight.

Pre-Fire Preparation

Connect both parts of
projectile.

Same as a standard
conventional munition.

Requirements for
Loading

Same as a standard
conventional munition

Same as a standard
conventional munition

Inertial
Inertial
No longer than 72 hours
inside SP Arty systems
in a polyethylene bag.
None. Seeker head must
be protected from
impacts.
Before loading, entrance
pupil and tail fin slots
must be inspected for
damage and
contamination.
No sand, dust, or
moisture. The projectile
must be protected from
impact with other
surfaces
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TOS 1A

TECHNICAL
DESCRIPTION

The TOS-1A heavy flamethrower system is designed for providing fire support to infantry and
tanks, defeating enemy manpower from open and closed firing positions in a variety of offensive
and defensive combat, as well as disabling light armored vehicles and transport. Combined
target destruction is achieved through effects of high temperature and overpressure
The TOS-1A system includes:
• BM-1 combat vehicle with a launcher mounted on tank chassis (1 unit);
• TZM-T transporter/loader on tank chassis (2 units)
The system can be supplied with the TZM (563K) transporter/loader on an 8*8 off- road
chassis. Unguided artillery rockets with thermobaric warheads are used for firing.
The BM-1 combat vehicle is a multiple rocket launcher mounted on a tank chassis. It is
equipped with a fire control system, which includes: a laser periscope sight/rangefinder, digital
dedicated computer system with a sensor package, power electro-hydraulic actuators and firing
equipment. The BM-1 is also fitted with auxiliary systems and equipment (means of
communication, observation instruments, NBC protection system, fire-fighting equipment, selfentrenching equipment, etc.).
The TZM-T/TZM (563K) transporter/loader is fitted with rocket cradles, a hydraulic loader
crane, a removable ammunition armor kit, and loading facilities.
General Information
Weight, t:

BM-1 combat vehicle

44,3±1,5%

TZM-T transporter/loader with reload

39,0

TZM (563K)transporter/loader

23,4
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Basic chassis :
BM-1 and TZM-T

T-72A tank ° TZM (563K

Number of rockets carried on TZM-T/TZM (563K

24

Range of fire, m

min: 400-600 ° max: 6000

Coverage area against unsheltered and sheltered
manpower (at max range of fire), m2

up to 40,000

Time to fire on a visual target after the
stops, s

90

BM-1

Full salvo time, s

Paired launch

6

Single launch

12

Caliber

220mm (8,7 in)

Rate of fire

30 rounds /15s

Effective firing range

500–3,500 m (TOS-1)
6,000 m (TOS-1A)

Engine

V-84 Diesel

840hp (630 kw )
Operational range

550 km ( 340mi)

Speed

60 km/h (37 mph)
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2S23 Nona-SVK

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
2S9 Nona-S is an amphibious vehicle
General Information
Entered service
Crew
Dimensions and weight
Weight

1990
4 men
~ 14.5 t
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Length
Width
Height
Armament
Main gun
Barrel length
Machine guns
Projectile weight
Maximum firing range
Maximum rate of fire
Elevation range
Traverse range
Ammunition load
Main gun
Machine guns
Mobility
Engine
Engine power
Maximum road speed
Amphibious speed on water
Range

7.5 m
2.9 m
2.75 m

Night vision
Smoke
Maneuverability
Gradient
Side slope
Vertical step
Trench
Fording

Yes
2x3 smoke grenade dischargers

120-mm gun/mortar
24.2 calibers
1 x 7.62-mm
17.3 kg
7.15 / 8.85 / 12.8 km
8 - 10 rpm
- 4 to + 80 degrees
70 degrees
30 rounds
500 rounds
KamAZ-7403 diesel
260 hp
80 km/h
10 km/h
500 km

60%
30%
0.5 m
2m
Amphibious
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The 2S23 Nona-SVK self-propelled mortar system was developed in the late 80s.
It is a variant of the tracked 2S9 Nona-S, which was designed for the Soviet air assault divisions. The 2S23
Nona-SVK was specially developed for the Soviet motorized infantry and uses an 8x8 wheeled chassis.
First batch was delivered in 2012. Some sources report that Venezuela operates at least 18 of these
systems.
The Nona-SVK fitted with a slightly different turret, than the 2S9 Nona-S. This mortar system is armed
with a 120-mm 2A60 breech loaded mortar. It is a variant of the 2A51, used on the 2S9 Nona-S.
Both vehicles use specially developed rifled rounds, and any 120-mm mortar mines. This mortar system
can be used as mortar or howitzer, delivering direct or indirect fire. Maximum range of fire is 8.85 km
with ordinary projectiles, 12.8 km with rocket assisted projectiles and 7.15 km with mines. Some sources
claim, that a HE-FRAG projectile of the 2S23 is as effective as a standard 152-mm howitzer projectile. Its
armor-piercing round penetrates 600 - 650 mm steel plate at 1 000 m range.
It is breech-loaded and capable of firing





HE (high explosive),
HE Frag
white phosphorus and
smoke rounds

The 2S23 Nona-SVK is also compatible with the Kitolov-2 precision guided munitions. These laser-guided
rounds have a range of 9 km and a hit probability of 80 - 90%. Ammunition load was increased to 30
rounds. The Nona-SVK can also use ground ammunition.
Secondary armament consists of
 remotely controlled 7.62-mm machine gun, mounted on top of the roof.
 the 2S23 Nona-SVK also carries four AKS-74 assault rifles,
 two Igla shoulder-launched anti-aircraft missiles and
 15 hand grenades.
Front armor of the Nona-SVK provides protection against 12.7-mm projectiles. All-round protection is
against 7.62-mm armor-piercing rounds and artillery shell splinters. The Nona-SVK is fitted with NBC
protection and automatic fire suppression systems.
Vehicle has a crew of four, including
 commander,
 gunner,
 loader and
 driver.
Crew enter and leave vehicle through hatches in the turret roof and above commander's and driver's
station. Emergency hatch is provided between the second and third road wheels.
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The Nona-SVK is based on a modified BTR-80 armored personnel carrier chassis. Wheeled chassis of the
2S23 has a number of advantages over the 2S9 Nona-S, such as greater strategic mobility and lower life
cycle costs.
Vehicle is powered by the KamAZ-7403 diesel engine, developing 260 horsepower. It is fitted with
central tyre inflation system. Run-flat tires can also be fitted.
The 2S23 Nona-SVK is fully amphibious. On water it is propelled by two waterjets. The Nona-SVK may
also be used by Russian naval infantry units.

GRAN

Km-8 Guided Weapon System for 120 mm Mortars
Main specification
Designation range against
tank-type target day/night
large targets
COP hardware weight
for day operation
for night operation.
AAFCS travel position

7.0/4.0 km
15.0 km
28.9kg
37.6 kg
three packs

Designed to engage single and group targets – stationary and moving, hard and soft – as well as
engineering constructions by 120 mortars.
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Advantages and Performance Peculiarities
On the battlefield the Malakhit system provides:
 target detection and recognition by day and night;
 measurements: target range and fixed/moving target coordinates;
 target designation (target lasing);
 command/observation post (COP) and firing position (FP) localization;
 fire settings calculation;
 COP-FP data exchange;
 fire settings delivery at the gun;
 automated setting input (flight task) into the guided projectile

Commander’s Station

The Commander’s computer comprises GPS/GLONASS receiver to provided localization. Independent
power supply provides continuous operation for 8 hours. Weight with IPS is 5.5 kg.
The software provides the following artillery functions:
 automatic arrangement of target data received from the laser/thermal imaging sight;
 impact point and fire line prediction for moving target engagement;
 fire setting calculation;
 artillery battery mission control.
Field of view
wide
5.9х7.3 deg.
narrow
1.9х2.4 deg.
Maximum fire range provided
≥6000 m
Temperature contrast detection
≤0.1
Cooling system
Stirling
Continuous operation with one battery
≥2 hours
In-operation time
≤7 min.
TIS weight with battery
9.6 kg
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Components
 COP hardware:
(carried in 3 packs)
 Laser Designator/Rangefinder combined with Thermal Imaging Sight;
 commander’s Station;
 radio Station;
 FP hardware:
 commander’s Station;
 radio Station;
 gun Terminal Set.
 Training Aids.

The GRAN system is capable of day and
night operations and successfully
engages stationary and moving targets
by a first shot without fire adjustment.
Targets spaced by 300 m can be
destroyed not only using the same
firing angle but also without any
change to the fire settings programmed
into the projectile.
Simultaneous firing without mortar-tomortar interference, reduced meteo
and ballistic pre-fire procedure,
capability to fight moving targets in the
narrow pass ways and behind high
hills including targets located on the
back slopes, high firing accuracy at
night – all these attractive features
significantly increase mortar
performance in general, and on hard
terrain in particular to provide
successful operation where it is
impossible to arrange it with the
conventional artillery

GRAN mobility is provided by the specially designed Malakhit automated artillery fire control system
which ensures target detection and illumination (for night operation as well), FP and COP localization
and orientation in hard terrain conditions as well as automated fire settings calculation and input.
Effectiveness estimation results show that GRAN is capable to provide high mission performance using
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much reduced hardware and ammunition expenditure under the battlefield conditions where and when
conventional mortars and artillery guns appear to be practically useless.
Caliber

120 mm

Length

1200 mm

Weight
mine

27 kg

WH/explosive

11.2/5.3 kg

Warhead

HEF

Training Aids
Simulator is designed to provide individual and group training in main mission functions and integrated
interaction when the Krasnopol weapon system is used with Malakhit AAFCS. It is useful for artillery
crew, LDR switching operators (range measuring operators), commanders, battery senior officers and
gun crews.

BM-21
“GRAD”

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
Multiple rocket launcher
General Information
Entered service
Crew

1963
6 men
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Dimensions and weight
Weight
Length
Width
Height
Armament
Caliber
Number of tubes
Rocket weight
Warhead weight
Firing range
Sights
Full salvo duration
Reloading time
Mobility
Engine
Engine power
Maximum road speed
Range
Speed
Maneuverability
Gradient
Side slope
Vertical step
Trench
Fording

13.7 t
7.35 m
2.4 m
3.09 m
122-mm
40
66.6 kg
18.4 kg
1.6 - 21 km (new rocket 30 – 45 km)
PG-1M panoramic telescope
20 s
7 minutes
ZIL-375 petrol
180 hp
75 km/h
750 km
75 km/h (47 mph)
60%
40%
up to 0.6 m
~ 0.6 m
1.5 m

The BM-21 "Grad" (Russian: БМ-21 "Град"), is a Soviet truck-mounted 122 mm multiple rocket launcher
The complete system with the BM-21 launch vehicle and the M-21OF rocket is designated as the M-21
field rocket system.
The launch vehicle consists of a Ural-375D six-by-six truck chassis fitted with a bank of 40 launch tubes
arranged in a rectangular shape that can be turned away from the unprotected cab.
The vehicle is powered by a water-cooled V-8 180 hp gasoline engine,
 a maximum road speed of 75 km/h (47 mph),
 road range of up to 750 kilometers (470 mi), and
 can cross fords up to 1.5 m (4 ft 11 in) deep.
The original vehicle together with supporting equipment (including the re-supply truck 9T254 with 60
rockets) is referred to by the GRAU index "9K51"; the launcher itself has the industrial index of "2B5".
New version Ural-4320 six-by-six army truck.
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The three-member crew can emplace the system and have it ready to fire in three minutes.
The crew can fire the rockets from the cab or from a trigger at the end of a 64-meter (210 ft) cable.
All 40 rockets can be away in as little as 20 seconds, but can also be fired individually or in small groups
in several-second intervals.
A PG-1M panoramic telescope with K-1 collimator can be used for sighting.
The BM-21 can be packed up and ready to move in two minutes, which can be necessary when engaged
by counter-battery fire.
Reloading is done manually and takes about 10 minutes.

Each 2.87-meter (9 ft 5 in) rocket is slowly spun by rifling in its tube as it exits, which along with its
primary fin stabilization keeps it on course.
Rockets armed with
 high explosive-fragmentation,
 incendiary, or
 chemical warheads.
can be fired
 20 kilometers (12 mi) Newer high explosive and cargo (used to deliver anti-personnel or antitank
mines) rockets have a range of 30 kilometers (19 mi) and more. Warheads weigh around 20
kilograms (44 lb), depending on the type.
The number of rockets that each vehicle is able to quickly bring to bear on an enemy target makes it
effective, especially at shorter ranges.
One battalion of eighteen launchers is able to deliver 720 rockets in a single volley.
The system has lower precision than typical artillery and cannot be used in situations that call for
pinpoint precision. It relies on a large number of shells dissipating over an area for a certain hit rate on
specific targets. Nonetheless, because of the short warning time for the impact of the whole volley, the
BM-21 is still considered an effective weapon
w.
Designation
Type
Range
Length
Weight
head
9M22U (M-21OF)
Fragmentation-HE
20,380
2.87
66.6
18.4
9M28F
Fragmentation-HE
15,000
2.27
56.5
21.0
9M28K
Anti-tank mines
13,400
3.04
57.7
22.8
9M43
Smoke
20,000
2.95
66
20.2
9M217
Anti-tank sub munitions
30,000
3.04
70
25
9M218
HEAT sub munitions
30,000
3.04
70
25
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9M521
9M522

Fragmentation-HE
Fragmentation-HE

40,000
37,500

2.87
3.04

66
70

21
25

Version
BM-21: Original version known as the BM-21 launch vehicle.
 BM-21-1: Launch vehicles are mounted on a family of Ural-4320 truck chassis.
 2B17 or also BM-21-1
9P138 "Grad-1": lighter 36-round version,
BM-21V "Grad-V" 9А51 "Prima": 50-round launcher
"Grad-P Light portable rocket system":
BM-21PD "Damba" 40-round launcher
"Grad-M" - A-215 22-round naval version, entered service in 1978.
9K51M "Tornado-G": an advanced version of the original BM-21 vehicle with sophisticated fire control
system, satellite navigation, and automatic target aiming.

BM-30
Smerch
TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
Designation for the system is the 9K58, while the launching vehicle is the 9A52.
General Information
Entered service
1987
Crew
4 men
Dimensions and weight
Weight
43.7 t
Length
12.37 m
Width
3.1 m
Height
3.1 m
Armament
Caliber
300-mm
Number of tubes
12
Rocket weight
800 kg
Warhead weight
280 kg
Firing range
20 - 70 km
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Full salvo duration
Reloading time
Mobility
Engine
Engine power
Maximum road speed
Range
Maneuverability
Gradient
Side slope
Vertical step
Trench
Fording

38 s
36 minutes
D12A-525A diesel
525 hp
60 - 65 km/h
850 - 900 km
60%
30%
~ 0.6 m
~2m
1 - 1.1 m

The BM-30 Smerch (tornado) was developed in the early 1980s and was accepted to service with the
Soviet Army in 1987. At the time it was the most powerful multiple launch rocket system in the world.
Even today it remains one of the deadliest, if not the deadliest artillery rocket system.
The Smerch launching vehicle is based on the MAZ-543 8x8 heavy high mobility truck. Vehicle is
powered by the D12A-525A 38.9-liter diesel engine, developing 525 horsepower. It is fitted with a
central tyre inflation system.
The Smerch proved to be extremely effective against
 concentration of troops
 armored vehicles,
 artillery batteries,
 airfields and
 other area targets.
A full salvo of a single launcher covers an area of up to 67 hectares.
Sometimes the Smerch is even referred as weapon of mass destruction, as its rockets with cluster antipersonnel sub munitions destroy every living creature.
The BM-30 Smerch has 12 tubes for 300-mm rockets.
The standard rocket is 7.6 m long and weights 800 kg.
This multiple launch rocket system has firing range of 20 - 70 km.
Rockets are fitted with a range and direction correction system for better accuracy.
A number of rockets are developed for this vehicle, including
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 HE-FRAG,
 fuel-air explosive,
 incendiary,
 cluster with anti-personnel and
 anti-tank sub munitions or
 self-guided anti-tank munitions.
Launcher is capable of single or salvo firing.
The Smerch proved to be extremely effective against
 concentration of troops and
 armored vehicles,
 artillery batteries,
 airfields and
 other area targets.
A full salvo of a single launcher covers an area of up to 67 hectares.
Sometimes the Smerch is even referred as weapon of mass destruction, as its rockets with cluster antipersonnel sub munitions destroy every living creature.
The Smerch launch vehicle is prepared for firing within 3 minutes.
It takes the same amount of time to leave firing position.
Rockets are launched directly form the cab, or remotely form the vehicle.
A full salvo takes 38 seconds.
The Smerch launching vehicle is based on the MAZ-543 8x8 heavy high mobility truck. Vehicle is
powered by the D12A-525A 38.9-liter diesel engine, developing 525 horsepower. It is fitted with a
central tyre inflation system.
Reloading of the BM-30 is assisted by the 9T234-2 reloading vehicle.
It is based on a similar modified MAZ-543A chassis.
The reloading vehicle is fitted with
 hydraulic crane and
 carries a full set of 12 reload rockets.
Reloading takes 36 minutes. A Smerch unit is typically composed of six launchers and six reloading
vehicles. Reloading usually takes place away from the firing position, to avoid counter-battery fire.
The fire control system of the Smerch, the Vivari, can function automatically or under manual control.
The Vivari system is housed in a command vehicle and controls six launchers. It calculates ballistic and
targeting data of each launcher.
Components
The main components of the RSZO 9K58 "Smerch" system are the following:
 Rockets 9M55 or 9M528 (in containers);
 BM 9A52-2 launch vehicle;
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TZM 9T234-2 trans loader with an 850 kg crane and 12 spare rockets;
Automated fire control equipment in the command post 1K123 "Vivary";
Maintenance vehicle PM-2-70 MTO-V;
Set of arsenal equipment 9F819;
Training facilities 9F827 and 9F840.

The 300mm rockets with a firing range of 70 and 90 km and various warheads have been developed for
the Smerch MLRS.
The 9A52-2 vehicle with the automated system ensures:
 delivery of fire from an un-surveyed fire position;
 laying of the launch tube cluster with the crew staying in the cabin and without using aiming points;
 autonomous determination of an azimuth of the launch tube cluster’s longitudinal axis;
 visual representation of graphical information for the launch tube cluster laying, the route of vehicle
movement and location as well as a point of destination and direction of movement on the video
terminal;
 increase in MLRS survivability owing to reduced time of staying at a fire position;
 increased comfort for the laying operator, especially in adverse weather conditions and at night;
 increased independent operation owing to the navigation and survey equipment, which allows the
vehicle to rapidly change fire positions and move autonomously;
 reduction of the combat crew.

Ammunition
The 300mm rockets have various warheads.
The ammunition includes the following types of shells
With high-explosive/fragmentation warhead.
With detachable monoblack high-explosive/fragmentation warhead.
Cassette-type containing 72 fragmentation sub munitions.
Cassette-type containing 5 homing sub munitions.
Cassette-type for anti-tank mining.
Cassette-type with shaped-charge fragmentation sub munitions.
With thermobaric warhead
Name

9M55K
9M55K1

Variant
Type
Cluster
munition,
antipersonnel
Cluster

Weight

Warhead

S-destruct
Min

243 kg

72 × 1.75 kg, each
with 96 fragments

243 kg

5 × 15 kg

110 sec

20 km

Range
Max.

50 km
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9M55K4
9M55K5

9M55F
9M55C

munition,
self-guided
anti-tank
Cluster
munition,
HEAT/HEFragmenta
tion.
HEFragmenta
tion
Thermobar
ic

243 kg

25 × 5 kg mines

24 hour

243 kg

646 × 0.25 kg

260 sec

258 kg
243 kg

25 km

90 km

TOS 1A
“Buratino”

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
Heavy flamethrower system
General Information
Entered service
Crew
Dimensions and weight
Weight
Length
Width
Height
Armament
Caliber
Number of tubes

2001
3 men
44.3 t
7.24 m
3.58 m
3.07 m
220-mm
24
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Rocket weight
173 or 217 kg
Warhead weight
45 kg
Firing range
0.4 - 6 km
Rate of fire
30 rounds/15 s
Full salvo duration
6 / 12 s
Effective firing range
500–3,500 m (TOS-1); 6,000 m (TOS-1A)
Engine
V-84MS diesel
Engine power
840 hp
Maximum road speed
60 km/h
Range
550 km
Gradient
60%
Side slope
40%
Vertical step
0.85 m
Trench
2.6 - 2.8 m
Heavy Flamethrower System - 220mm; 30-barrel; original system,
 Ob.634 or TOS-1M) or
 24-barrel (Ob.634B or TOS-1A)
Multiple rocket launcher and thermobaric weapon mounted on a T-72 tank chassis. TOS-1 was designed
for defeating enemy personnel in
 fortifications,
 in open country, and
 in lightly armored vehicles and transport.
The TOS-1 is intended to engage military personnel, equipment, and buildings, including fortified
constructions.
The combat vehicle acts within the combat order of infantry and tanks.
The large mass of the launcher and the need for a high-level of protection (due to the relatively short
range of 3,500 m (11,500 ft)) helped determine the use of the chassis of the T-72 main battle tank.
The TZM reloading vehicle was built on the chassis of a KrAZ-255B cross-country truck and equipped
with a crane for loading/unloading of the launcher.
System consists of the following items:
 The "combat vehicle" BM-1 (Ob.634B) based on a modified T-72A chassis and fitted with a rotating
launch system for 24 unguided thermobaric rockets.
 All rockets can be launched within 6 to 12 seconds.
 The launch vehicle is equipped with a fire control system with a ballistic computer, aiming sight and
1D14 laser range finder.
 The other standard equipment consists of a TKN-3A sight for the commander, a GPK-59 navigation
system,
 an R-163-50U radio station,
 an R-174 intercom and
 a 902G smoke grenade launcher with four barrels.
 The 3-man crew is armed with one AKS-74, one RPKS-74, three RPG-26s, and 10 F-1 hand
grenades.
 The BM-1 is fitted with the same equipment as the T-72 tank (NBC protection, fire-fighting,
observation etc.).
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 Two TZM-T (Ob.563) re-supply vehicles, fitted with a 10 kN crane.
 Each vehicle carries 2x12 spare rockets and 400 liters of fuel for the BM-1 and has a combat
weigh of 39 t (86,000 lb).
 The TZM-T has a crew of three, armed with two AKS-74s, one RPKS-74, five RPG-26s, and 10 F-1
hand grenades.
 A set of rockets NURS
 MO.1.01.04 and
 MO.1.01.04M.
 These are 3.3 m (10 ft 10 in) and 3.7 m (12 ft 2 in) long and weigh 173 kg (381 lb) and 217 kg
(478 lb) respectively.
 The original rocket for the TOS-1A had a range of only 2,700 m (8,900 ft), but the improved
version extends the range to 6,000 m (20,000 ft). Some sources say its range is 12 km.

The BM-1 launching vehicle has a crew of three, including
 commander,
 gunner and
 driver.
It is fitted with a modern fire control system.
All guidance and firing procedures are made from the inside of the vehicle, without exposing crew to
enemy fire.
The launcher vehicle is prepared for firing at a visible target within 90 seconds.

There are at least two types of 220-mm rockets. These are 3.3 and 3.7 m long and weight 173 and 217 kg
respectively.
The TOS-1A uses longer rockets and has a longer range than its predecessor. Maximum range of fire was
increased to 6 000 m. Minimum range is 400 m.
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9K720
“Iskander”

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
Mobile short-range ballistic missile system
General Information
Country of origin
Entered service
Crew
Launcher dimensions and weight
Number of missiles
Combat weight
Length
Width
Height
Missile
Missile length
Missile diameter
Missile launching weight
Warhead weight
Warhead type
Range of fire
CEP
Guidance system

Launch platform
Chassis mobility
Engine

Russia
2006
3 men
2
~ 40 t
7.2 m

7.2 m
950 mm
3.800 kg
480 – 700 kg
conventional, nuclear HE, fragmentation, sub
400 / 500 km
5-7m
Inertial guidance, optical DSMAC (IskanderM), TERCOM (Iskander-K), use of GPS / GLONASS in
addition to the inertial guidance system Inertial, use of
GPS / GLONASS and optical DSMAC terminal homing
Mobile TEL
YaMZ-846 diesel
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Engine power
Maximum road speed
Range
Chassis maneuverability
Gradient
Side slope
Vertical step
Trench
Fording

500 hp
70 km/h
1 000 km
60%
30%
~ 0.6 m
~2m
1m

Iskander is a tactical missile system designed to be used in theater level conflicts.[19] It is intended to
use conventional or nuclear warheads for the engagement of small and area targets (both moving and
stationary), such as hostile fire weapons, air and antimissile defense weapons, command posts and
communications nodes and troops in concentration areas, among others. The system can therefore
destroy both active military units and targets to degrade the enemy's capability to wage war.
In 2007, a new missile for the system (and launcher), the R-500 (ru) (range of applications up to
2000 km and more) cruise missile, was test fired. Now complex "Iskander-M" is transmitted to the troops
complete with cruise and ballistic missiles. In 2013, army missile brigades first received missiles
equipped with a new control system.[22]
When approaching the target false targets and small jammers separate from the rocket.[23] The missile
uses stealth technology. Iskander-M also carries a complex of electronic warfare jamming devices, both
passive and active, for the suppression of the enemy's radar
The Iskander road mobile missile system is equipped with two short-range ballistic missiles, which
substantially increases firepower of missile units.
Each missile can be targeted independently.
These missiles are capable of hitting moving targets, as target coordination can be adjusted while the
missile is in-flight.
The system is intended to use conventional warheads for engagement of pinpoint and area targets, such
as:
 hostile fire weapons (missile systems, multiple launch rocket systems, long-range artillery pieces);
 air and antimissile defense weapons;
 fixed- and rotary-wing aircraft at airfields;
 command posts and communications nodes;
 critical civilian infrastructure facilities;
 other vital pinpoint and area targets.
The missile system ensures:
 high probability of fire mission accomplishment in hostile active countermeasures environments;
 high probability of failure-proof functioning of the missile during its launch preparation and in flight;
 automatic computation and input of missile flight missions by the launcher devices;
 high tactical maneuverability and strategic mobility owing to transportability of the system vehicles
by all types of transport;
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 automation of battle management of missile units and their information support;
 long service life and ease of operation
The Iskander has several different conventional warheads, including cluster, fuel-air explosive, bunkerbusting and electro-magnetic pulse. It can also carry nuclear warheads despite the fact that this will
violate INF treaty. Maximum range of fire is 280 km for the export version and 400 km for the Russian
Army version. Minimum range is 50 km.
The Iskander was designed to overcome air defense systems. Missile files at supersonic speed,
excessively maneuvers in the terminal phase of the flight and releases decoys. In some cases this ballistic
missile can be used as an alternative to precision bombing.
Missiles can be launched 16 minutes from traveling or 4 minutes from highest readiness. The second
missile can be launched in less than a minute once the first missile is launched

Targets can be located not only by satellite and aircraft but also by a conventional intelligence center, by
an artillery observer or from aerial photos scanned into a computer. The missiles can be re-targeted
during flight in the case of engaging mobile targets.
Another unique feature of Iskander-M is the optically guided warhead, which can also be controlled by
encrypted radio transmission, including such as those from
 AWACS or
 UAV.
The electro-optical guidance system provides a self-homing capability. The missile's on-board computer
receives images of the target, then locks onto the target with its sight and descends towards it at
supersonic speed.
Boost phase thrust vector control (TVC) is accomplished by graphite vanes similar in layout to the V-2
and Scud series tactical ballistic missiles. In flight, the missile follows a quasi-ballistic path, performing
evasive maneuvers in the terminal phase of flight and releasing decoys in order to penetrate missile
defense systems. The missile never leaves the atmosphere as it follows a relatively flat trajectory.
The missile is controlled during the whole flight with gas-dynamic and aerodynamic control surfaces. It
uses a small scattering surface, special coatings and small size projections to reduce its radar signature
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Iskander travels at hypersonic speed of 2100–2600 m/s (Mach 6–7) at a height of 50 km. The Iskander
weighs 4615 kg, carries a warhead of 710–800 kg, has a range of 500 km and achieves a circular error
probable (CEP) of 5–7 meters. One ex-British Army general refers to a 2m accuracy, with a 800 kilo
warhead. During flight it can maneuver at different altitudes and trajectories and can turn at up to 20 to
30 G to evade anti-ballistic missiles. For example, in one of the trajectory modes it can dive at the target
at 90 degrees at the rate of 700–800 m/s performing anti-ABM maneuvers. The missile is controlled in all
phases
Specifications
Manufacturer: Votkinsk Plant State Production Association (Votkinsk) - missiles
Production Association Barricades (Volgograd) - ground equipment
KB Mashynostroyeniya (KBM, Kolomna) - developer of the system
Launch range:
 maximum: 280 km
 minimum: 50 km
Accuracy:
 5–7 m with terminal phase DSMAC optoelectronic homing system
 1–30 m 9K720
 time to launch: up to 4 min from highest readiness, up to 16 min from march
 Interval between launches: less than a minute
 Operating temperature range: -50 °C to +50 °C
 Burnout Velocity: ~2100 m/s
Number of missiles:
 on 9P78 launcher: 2
 on 9T250 trans loader: 2
assigned service life: 10 years
Crew: 3 (launcher truck)
System components
An Iskander transporter-erector-launcher
9T250-1 Transporter and loader vehicle
The full Iskander system includes
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 transporter-erector-launcher vehicle (chassis of 8x8 MZKT-79306 ASTROLOG truck)
 Transporter and loader vehicle (chassis of 8x8 MZKT-79306 ASTROLOG truck)
 Command and staff vehicle (chassis of KAMAZ six wheel truck)
 Information preparation station vehicle (chassis of KAMAZ six wheel truck)
 Maintenance and repair vehicle (chassis of KAMAZ six wheel truck)
 Life support vehicle (chassis of KAMAZ six wheel truck)
 Depot equipment set
 set of equipment for TEL training class
 set of equipment for CSV training class
 Training posters
 Training missile mock-up

Intended targets
 The system is intended to use conventional warheads for the engagement of point and area targets,
including:
 hostile fire weapons (missile systems, multiple launch rocket systems, long-range artillery pieces)
 air and missile defense weapons, aerodrome
 fixed- and rotary-wing aircraft at airfields
 command posts and communications nodes
 troops in concentration areas
 critical civilian infrastructure facilities
 Can hit strongly protected targets (bunkers)

Missile
 HE fragmentation,
 sub munition,
 penetration,
 fuel-air explosive,
 EMP
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The missile can carry conventional warheads, cluster bombs splinter munitions and allows for precisionstrike operations. The target accuracy is 5-7 meter coupled with optical homing head and 30-70 m in
autonomous application.
A Thermobaric warhead is also believed to be part of the missile's warhead options.
An unconventional warhead could also be an option, including a tactical nuclear warhead
Version
 Iskander-E is an export version, specially designed to meet Missile Technology Control Regime
(MTCR) restrictions. It a maximum range of 280 km. This missile is fitted with internal guidance
system and has a CEP of 30-70 m.
 Iskander-M – 9M723 version for Russian armed forces.
 Iskander-K (K stands for krylataya or "winged") - 9M728 cruise missiles, flight altitude up to 6 km,
automatic adjustment in the way, follow of terrain relief in flight. Range: 1500 km.
 R-500 is a cruise missile, based and evolved from 3M10 and 3M54 3M14, Kh-101 102 ALCMs.
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9K37
“BUK”

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
a mobile, radar-guided surface-to-air missile (SAM) missile
General Information
Buk uses self-propelled launchers
The developers came to the conclusion that each Buk transporter erector launcher (TEL) should have its
own fire control radar, rather than being reliant on one central radar for the whole system as in Kub.
The result of this move from TEL to transporter erector launcher and radar (TELAR) was development of
a system able to shoot at multiple targets in multiple directions at the same time.
Buk missile system is the successor to the Kub missile system; both systems could share some
interoperability.
9K37-1 Buk-1 system. Interoperability between
 Buk TELAR and
 Kub TEL
meant an increase in the number of fire control channels and available missiles for each system, as well
as faster entry of Buk system components into service
The modernization improved the performance of the system radars, its "probability of kill" and its
resistance to electronic countermeasures (ECM).
Additionally a non-cooperative threat classification system was installed, relying on analysis of returned
radar signals to purportedly identify and clearly distinguish
 civilian aircraft from potential
 military targets in the absence of IFF
This modification introduced a new missile,
 the 9M317, which offered greater kinematic performance over the
 previous 9M38, which could still be used by the Buk-M1-2.
Such sharing of the missile type caused a transition to a different GRAU designation, 9K317, which has
been used independently for all later systems.
The previous 9K37 series name was also preserved for the complex, as was the "Buk" name. The new
missile, as well as a variety of other modifications, allowed the system to shoot down
 ballistic missiles and
 surface targets, as well as
 enlarging the "performance and engagement envelope" (zone of danger for potential attack) for
more traditional targets like aircraft and helicopters.
The 9K37M1-2 Buk-M1-2 also received a new NATO reporting name distinguishing it from previous
generations of the Buk system; this new reporting name was the SA-17 Grizzly.
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The Buk-M1-2 new modernization — based on a previous more advanced developmental system
referred to as the 9K317 "Buk-M2" - featured new missiles and a new third-generation phased array fire
control radar allowing targeting of up to four targets while tracking an additional 24. A new radar system
with a fire control radar on a 24 m extending boom reputedly enabled more accurate targeting of lowaltitude planes.
Basic missile system specifications
Target acquisition range (by TAR 9S18M1, 9S18M1-1)
Range:
140 kilometres (87 miles)
Altitude:
60 meters – 25 kilometers
(197 feet – 15.5 miles)
Firing groups in one division:
up to 6 (with one command post)
Firing groups operating in a sector
90° in azimuth, 0–7° and 7–14° in elevation
45° in azimuth, 14–52° in elevation
Firing groups in one division: up to 6 (with one command post)
Firing groups operating in a sector
Radar mast lifting height (for TAR 9S36): 21 meters
Reloading of 4 missiles by TEL from itself: around 15 minutes
Combat readiness time: no more than 5 minutes
Kill probability (by one missile): 90–95%
Target engagement zone
Aircraft
Altitude:
15 meters – 25 kilometers (50 feet – 15.5 miles)
Range:
Range: 3–42 kilometers (2–26 miles)
Tactical ballistic missiles
Altitude:
2.0–16 kilometers (1.2–9.9 miles)
Range:
3–20 kilometers (1.9–12.4 miles)
Sea targets:
up to 25 kilometers (16 miles)
Land targets:
up to 15 kilometers (9.3 miles)
Chance to destroy
 aircraft 0,7-0,93 maneuvering
 the aircraft 0.6 (for 1 missile 9M38).

A standard Buk battalion consists of:
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 a command vehicle,
 Target acquisition radar (TAR) vehicle,
 six transport erection launcher
 radar (TELAR) vehicles and
 three transporter erector launcher (TEL) vehicles.
 A Buk missile battery consists of two TELAR and one TEL vehicle.
 Missiles
Operation
The Buk is a mobile, radar-guided surface-to-air missile (SAM) missile system with all four main
components — acquisition and targeting radars, a command element, missile launchers, and a logistics
element — mounted on tracked vehicles. This allows the system to move with other military forces and
relocate to make it a more difficult target to find than a fixed SAM system.
 The acquisition radar component (several variants have differing capabilities) allows the system to
identify, track and target selected targets.
 The command component is intended to discern "friendly" military aircraft from foes (IFF), prioritize
multiple targets, and pass radar targeting information to the missile launchers.
 The missile launcher component can carry a variety of missiles (as listed below) and may be able to
engage more than one target simultaneously.
 The logistics component carries additional (reload) missiles and provides other supplies and parts
for the system and the operators.
In general, the system
 identifies potential targets (radar),
 selects a particular target (command),
 fires a missile (launcher) at the target, and
 resupplies the system (logistics).
The missiles require a radar lock to initially steer the missile to the target until the missile's on-board
radar system takes over to provide final course corrections.
A proximity fuse aboard the missile determines when it will detonate, creating an expanding
fragmentation pattern of missile components and warhead to intercept and destroy the target. A
proximity fuse improves the "probability of kill" given the missile and target closure rates, which can be
more than 3,000 km/h (1,900 mph) (or more than 900 m/s (3,000 ft/s)
Alternatively, the command component is able to remotely detonate the missile, or the on-board contact
fuse will cause the warhead to detonate. The most capable radar, assuming it has a line of sight (no
terrain between the radar and the target), can track targets (depending on size) as low as 30 m (98 ft)
and as far as 140 km (87 mi).
The most capable missile can hit targets as far as 50 km (31 mi) and more than 24,000 m (79,000 ft) in
altitude.
The Buk has also been adapted for use on naval vessels
Command posts

ссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссс
<ǇƌŝĂĐŽƵDĂƚƐŝ^ƚƌ͘ϭϭ͕EŝŬŬŝƐĞŶƚĞƌ͕ϯƌĚĨůŽŽƌ͕KĨĨŝĐĞϯϬϯ͕ϭϬϴϮEŝĐŽƐŝĂ͕ǇƉƌƵƐŽŵƉĂŶǇ
/͗,ϯϱϱϴϵϱ͕sdzϭϬϯϱϱϴϵϱ,͕ǁǁǁ͘ƐƐƚůƚĚ͘ĞƵ͕ͲŵĂŝů͗ŽĨĨŝĐĞΛƐƐƚůƚĚ͘ĞƵ
dĞů͗нϴϴϭϲϯϮϱϵϴϴϴϴ͕dĞů͗нϯϴϭϲϭϭϳϭϴϰϵϲ͕dĞů͗нϯϴϭϲϯϴϴϭϳϴϳϳ͕&Ăǆ͗͘нϯϴϭϭϭϰϬϳϯϬϲϰ
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The basic command post of the Buk missile system is
 9С510 (9K317 Buk-M2), 9S470M1-2 (9K37M1-2 Buk-M1-2) and
 9S470 (Buk-M1) vehicles, organizing the Buk system into a battery.
It is capable of linking with various higher-level command posts (HLCPs).
The Buk missile system may be controlled by an upper level command post system 9S52 Polyana-D4,
integrating it with S-300V/S-300VM into an air defense brigade.
Also, it may be controlled by an upper-level command-post system 73N6ME «Baikal-1ME» together with
1-4 units of PPRU-M1 (PPRU-M1-2), integrating it with SA-19 "Grison" (9K22 Tunguska) (6-24 units
total) into an air defense brigade, as well as
 SA-10/20 and
 SA-5 Gammon and
 SA-2 Guideline and
 SA-3 Goa and
 Air Force.
With the use of the mobile command center Ranzhir or Ranzhir-M (GRAU designations 9S737, 9S737М)
the Buk missile system allows creation of mixed groups of air defense forces, including
 Tor,
 Tungushka,
 Strela-10, and
 Igla.
"Senezh" is another optional command post for a free mixing of any systems.
In addition to mixing their potential, each of the air defense system with the aid of Senezh can become
part of another air defense system (missile's / radar's / targeting information). And do not lose quality.
The system works automatically. But for the full realization of all functions, a Senezh-control system need
various other monitoring systems for air defense and air force. Otherwise a Senezh system will work as a
command center, but not within a free association.
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The Buk-M1-2 TELAR uses the GM-569 chassis
TELAR superstructure is a turret containing the
 fire control radar at the front and
 a launcher with four ready-to-fire missiles on top.
Each TELAR is operated by a crew of four and is
equipped with
 Chemical
 Biological;
 Radiological and
 Nuclear (CBRN) protection

The radar fitted to each TELAR, referred to as the 'Fire Dome' by NATO, is a monopulse type radar and
 can begin tracking at the missile's maximum range (32 km/20 mi) and
 can track aircraft flying at between 15 m and 22 km (50 to 72,000 ft) altitudes
It can guide up to three missiles against a single target.
The 9K37 system supposedly has much better ECCM characteristics (i.e., is more resistant
to ECM and jamming) than the 3M9 Kub system
While the early Buk had a day radar tracking system 9Sh38 (similar to that used on Kub, Tor and Osa
missile system), its current design can be fitted with a combined optical tracking system with
 a thermal camera and
 a laser range-finder for passive tracking of the target.
The 9K37 system can also utilize the same 1S91 Straight Flush 25 kW G/H band continuous wave radar
as the 3M9 "Kub" system.
The 9S35 radar of the original Buk TELAR uses a mechanical scan of a Cassegrain antenna reflector,
where the Buk-M2 TELAR design used a PESA, for tracking and missile guidance.
A Buk-M1-2 SAM system 9S18M1-1 Tube Arm target acquisition radar (TAR) on 2005 MAKS Airshow
The 9K37 utilises the 9S18 "Tube Arm" or 9S18M1 (which carries the NATO reporting name "Snow
Drift") (Russian: СОЦ 9C18 "Купол"; dome) target acquisition radar in combination with the 9S35 or
9S35M1 "Fire Dome" H/I band tracking and engagement radar which is mounted on each TELAR.
The Snow Drift target acquisition radar has a maximum
detection range of 85 km (53 mi) and can detect an
aircraft flying at 100 m (330 ft) from 35 km (22 mi)
away and even lower flying targets at ranges of around
10–20 km (6–12 mi).
Snow Drift is mounted on a chassis similar to that of the
TELAR, as is the command vehicle.
The control post which coordinates communications between the surveillance radar(s) and the
launchers is able to communicate with up to six TELs at once
The TEL reload vehicle for the Buk battery resembles the TELAR, but instead of a radar they have
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a crane for the loading of missiles. They are capable of launching missiles directly but require the
cooperation of a Fire Dome–equipped TELAR for missile guidance. A reload vehicle can transfer its
missiles to a TELAR in around 13 minutes and can reload itself from stores in around 15 minutes.
Also, the Buk-M2 featured a new vehicle like TELAR but with radar atop of a telescopic lift and without
missiles, called a target acquisition radar (TAR) 9S36. This vehicle could be used together with two TELs
9A316 to attack up to four targets, missile guidance in forested or hilly regions.
The mobile simulator SAM Buk-M2E was shown at MAKS-2013. A self-propelled fire simulator
installation JMA 9A317ET SAM "Buk-M2E", based on the mobile, is designed for training and evaluating
the combat crew in the war environment to detect, capture, lock on to ("maintain") and defeat targets. A
computer information system fully records all actions of the crew to a "black box" to allow objective
assessment of the consistency of the crew's actions and results.[17]
All vehicles of the Buk-M1 (Buk-M1-2) missile system use an Argon-15A computer, as does the Zaslon
radar (the first Soviet-made airborne digital computer (NICEVT, currently NII Argon).
The vehicles of Buk-M2 (Buk-M2E) missile system use a slightly upgraded version of Argon-A15K. This
processor is also used in such military systems as anti-submarine defense Korshun and Sova, airborne
radars for MiG-31 and MiG-33, mobile tactical missile systems Tochka, Oka and Volga. Currently, Argons
are upgraded with the Baget series of processors by NIIP
9M38 & 9M38M1 Missile
Comparison of 9M38M1, 9M317 and
9M317ME surface-to-air missiles of the Buk
missile system
Weight
Length
Diameter
Warhead
Warhead weight
Detonation mechanism
Weight
Propellant
Operational range
Flight altitude
Speed
Guidance system
Launch platform

690 kg, (1521 Lbs) 715 kg,(1576 Lbs)
5.55 m (18'-3")
0.4 m (15 3/4") (wingspan 0.86 m)(2'-10")
Frag-HE
70 kg,(154.3 Lbs)
Radar proximity fuse
690 kg, (1521 Lbs) 715 kg,(1576 Lbs)
Solid propellant rocket
30 kilometers (19 mi)
14,000 meters (46,000 ft)
Mach 3 - 4
On board radar system
9A310M1-2 TELAR
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The 9M38 uses a single-stage X-winged
design without any detachable parts;
its exterior design is similar to the
American Tartar and Standard surface-to-air
missile series, which led to the half-serious
nickname of Standardski
The design had to conform to strict naval
dimension limitations, allowing the missile to
be adapted for the M-22 SAM system in
the Soviet Navy.
Each missile is 5.55 m (18.2 ft) long, weighs 690 kg (1,520 lb) and carries a relatively large 70 kg (150 lb)
warhead, which is triggered by a radar proximity fuse.
In the forward compartment of the missile, a semi-active homing radar head (9E50, Russian: 9Э50,
9Э50М1), autopilot equipment, power source and warhead are located. The homing method chosen
was proportional navigation. Some elements of the missile were compatible with the Kub's 3M9; for
example, its forward compartment diameter (33 cm), which was less than the rear compartment
diameter.
The 9M38 surface-to-air missile utilizes a two-mode solid-fuel rocket engine with total burn time of
about 15 seconds; the combustion chamber is reinforced by metal.
For reducing the centering dispersion while in flight, the combustion chamber is located close to the
center of the missile and includes a longer gas pipe. The 9M38 is capable of readiness without inspection
for at least 10 years of service.
The missile is delivered to the army in the 9Ya266 (9Я266) transport container.
The 9М38M1 missile uses active homing when approaching the goal
9M317; 317M; 317A missile

The unified multi-functional 9M317 (export designation 9M317E) can be used to engage:
 aerodynamic,
 ballistic,
 above-water and
 radio contrast targets from both land and sea.
Examples of targets include tactical ballistic missiles, strategic cruise missiles, anti-ship missiles, tactical,
strategic and army aircraft and helicopters.
The maximum engagable target speed was 1200 m/s and it can tolerate an acceleration overload of 24G.
It was first used with Buk-M1-2 system of the land forces and the Shtil-1 system of the naval forces
In comparison with 9M38M1, the 9M317 has a larger defeat area, which is up to 45 km of range and
25 km of altitude and of lateral parameter, and a larger target classification. Externally the 9M317 differs
from the 9M38M1 by a smaller wing chord. It uses the inertial correction control system with semi-active
radar homing, utilizing the proportional navigation (PN) targeting method.
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The semi-active missile homing radar head
 (used in 9E420, Russian: 9Э420) as well as
 9E50M1 for the 9M38M1 missile (9E50 for 9M38) and 1SB4 for Kub missile
The 9M317 missile uses active homing when approaching the goal.
Currently, several modernized versions are in development, including the 9M317M / 9M317ME,
and active radar homing (ARH) missile 9M317A / 9M317MAE.
The lead developer, NIIP, reported the testing of the 9M317A missile within Buk-M1-2A "OKR
Vskhod" (Sprout in English) in 2005. The range is reported as being up to 50 km (31 mi), maximum
altitude around 25 km (82,000 ft) and maximum target speed around Mach 4.
The weight of the missile has increased slightly to 720 kg (1587 lb).
The missile's Vskhod development program for the Buk-M1-2A was completed in 2011.
This missile could increase the survival capability and firing performance of the Buk-M1-2A using its
ability to hit targets over the horizon
9M317ME missile
The weight of the missile is 581 kg, including the 62 kg blast fragmentation warhead initiated by a dualmode radar proximity fuze.
Dimensions of the hull are
Length - 5.18 m
Diameter - . 0.36 m maximum
Range is 2.5–32 km in a 3S90M "Shtil-1" naval missile system.
Altitude of targets from 15 m up to 15 km (and from 10 m to 10 km against other missiles).
9M317ME missiles can be fired at 2-second intervals, while its reaction (readiness) time is up to 10 s.
The missile was designed to be single-staged,
 inertial guidance,
 radio control mid-course update and
 terminal semi-active radar homing
The tail surfaces have a span of 0.82 m when deployed after the missile leaves the launch container by a
spring mechanism. Four gas-control vanes operating in the motor efflux turn the missile towards the
required direction of flight.
After the turnover maneuver, they are no longer used and subsequent flight controlled via moving tail
surfaces.
A dual-mode solid-propellant rocket motor provides the missile with a maximum speed of Mach 4.5

Missile
(GRAU
designation)
System (GRAU
and NATO
designation)
Introduced
Missiles per TEL

9М38
9K37
"Buk" (SA11)
adopted
1980 used
from 1978
4

9М38
9М38M1

9М38
9М38M1
9М38M2/9M
317

9M317

9K37M
"Buk-M1"

9K37M1-2
"Buk-M1-2"

9K317E
"Buk-M2E" [(SA-17)

1983 is used
from 1979

1998

development is completed
1988 produced from 2007

4

4

4
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Missile weight

690 kg
(1521 lb)

690 kg
(1521 lb)

Range

3,5–25
(30) km
(3–19
miles)

3,3–35 km
(2–22 miles)

25–18000
(20000) m

15–22000 m
(100-72,000 ft)

3

3

Range of
altitude
Missile speed
(Mach)
Maximum target
speed (Mach)

Maximum
maneuverability
(G) (for missiles).
Simultaneous
fire

9М38M1: –
690 kg
9M317: –
710–720 kg
9М38M1: 3–
42 km
(2–26 miles);
9M317: 3–
50 km
(2–31 miles)
15–25000 m
(10082,000 ft)

15 of M2E10 of M ]–25000 m
(to-82,000 ft)

3

4

710–720 kg
(1565–1587 lb)

3–50(M2), 45(M2E) km
(2–31(29) miles)

800 m/s

4

4

to meet (M2E - aerodynamic up
to 1100 m/s, of ballistic
1200 m/s), pursuing 300–
400 m/s

19

20

24

For missiles (24. For target
(10).

(2) max
618

(2) 18[

226 old/12
update 1997

24
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The Unmanned
Ground Vehicle
(UGV) for mine
detection
Based on a highly stable, easy-to-use, all-terrain platform and state - of-the-art controls that enable
the robot to become an extension of the operator, allowing him or her to focus on the mission at
hand.
With a powerful and precise manipulator arm; an optimized operator control unit; robotic camera
and; built-in lithium ion battery pack; the robot is highly sophisticated, portable and quick to deploy,
with dedicated joysticks for each function especially as a precursor to check the ground for UXO
objects.
Robot is equipped to undertake hazardous missions for bomb technicians tasked with diagnosing
and/or disrupting improvised explosive devices. It will be well suited to undertake a mine detection
and mine marking mission.
 Seven backlash-free arm joints combine strength and precision to lift up to 165lbs (75kg) at full
extension and enable arm use in new ways.
 Highly sensitive joystick control for each arm joint, with a dedicated amplifier tied to each
corresponding joystick axis, gives each joint its own sensitive joystick actuated speed/power control.
 Optimized Operator Control Unit (OCU) features dedicated HAZPROBE™ controls for use in an IED
or EOD response vehicle.
 Dedicated relay switches associated with each channel make it easy to label and control every
accessory or laser.
 Highly customizable features satisfy tactical requirements. Affix up to four additional cameras as
well as the HAZPROBE disruptor system.
 Robotic 300:1 zoom camera system is operated from a dedicated joystick. Images, including zoom,
focus, and iris control output, can be shared to any permanent or re-locatable camera by simply
selecting the active camera. Can accommodate additional cameras.
 Built-in Lithium Ion battery pack, charger, radios, and antennas make the KNIGHT one of the
fastest robots to deploy, and highly portable when removed from its dedicated vehicle or transport
vehicle.
 Cutting-edge electronics package features dual and redundant communication, eight 24-VDC
weapons circuits, eight 24-VDC accessory circuits, three permanent cameras, four re-locatable camera
ports, three permanently-integrated sensor ports, on-board system diagnostics, two-way radio and
A/V recording jacks.
Seven backlash-free arm joints
CAMERA
BASE CONFIGURATION
combine strength & precision
Operated from a dedicated
Chassis with manipulator arm,
Lift up to 57 lbs. (26 kg) at full
joystick
surveillance arm, battery pack
extension Enable arm use in new ways
Zoom, focus, and iris
and fiber reel
control output
Tracks installed over 15”
312:1 zoom camera system wheels
ссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссс
<ǇƌŝĂĐŽƵDĂƚƐŝ^ƚƌ͘ϭϭ͕EŝŬŬŝƐĞŶƚĞƌ͕ϯƌĚĨůŽŽƌ͕KĨĨŝĐĞϯϬϯ͕ϭϬϴϮEŝĐŽƐŝĂ͕ǇƉƌƵƐŽŵƉĂŶǇ
/͗,ϯϱϱϴϵϱ͕sdzϭϬϯϱϱϴϵϱ,͕ǁǁǁ͘ƐƐƚůƚĚ͘ĞƵ͕ͲŵĂŝů͗ŽĨĨŝĐĞΛƐƐƚůƚĚ͘ĞƵ
dĞů͗нϴϴϭϲϯϮϱϵϴϴϴϴ͕dĞů͗нϯϴϭϲϭϭϳϭϴϰϵϲ͕dĞů͗нϯϴϭϲϯϴϴϭϳϴϳϳ͕&Ăǆ͗͘нϯϴϭϭϭϰϬϳϯϬϲϰ
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3 permanent cameras:
Drive Camera
Surveillance Camera
Gripper Camera
Highly sensitive joystick control for
each arm joint

Built-in features

Dedicated amplifier tied to each
joystick axis
Each joint has its own sensitive
joystick-actuated speed/power control

Lithium ion battery pack,
charger, and antenna for
OCU

Optimized operator control unit
(OCU)

Cutting-edge electronics
package
Light 24-VDC weapons
circuits
Light 24-VDC accessory
circuits
Three permanent cameras
Four additional camera
ports
Three customizable sensor
ports
On-board system
diagnostics
Two way audio
A/V output ports for
external recording

• Display up to 4 separate videos from
any of the seven cameras
• Dedicated HAZPROBE™ controls for
use in IED or EOD applications

Dedicated relay switches
associated with each channel
• Easy to label and control every
accessory

Unique gripper and wrist
pinches, extends and rotates

Joystock control
Highly customizable to satisfy
your tactical requirements
Affix up to three additional
cameras as well as accessories
such as the HAZPROBE or
disruptor system

Optional HAZPROBE mounted
accessory
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By a zero-backlash
manipulator arm with 7
articulated, independent
joints

High-intensity light/ camera kit
available
Offers (2) 312:1
Zoom
auto focus/auto iris and (1)
fixed focus camera

Mounting brackets
Available for standard
accessories. Custom
brackets can be
designed &
manufactured to
Accommodate
any additional
accessory.

Independently controlled
surveillance arm

Elbow & shoulder
with built-in turret
Capable of lifting up to
225 lbs (102 kg), near
the front edge.
Maximum lift at full
extension is
57 lbs. (26 kg)

Optional failover
communications function
LISTEN & SPEAK
remotely with two-way audio
and built in microphone and
loud speaker

DRIVING LIGHTS
positioned for proper
night time operation

TRACKS
allow robot to climb
45 degree stairs. They are
flexible, interchangeable, and
may be quickly installed or
removed

Physical dimensions
Stowed Height:

40 inches (1016 mm)

Width:

28 inches (711 mm)

Length:

54 inches (1372 mm)

Weight:

662 pounds (305 kg)

Mobility
Features:

Six (6) pneumatic wheels with quick release tracks driven by dual 48
VDC motors with automatic brakes and easy access manual override
brake release.
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Steps:

Up to 45 degrees.

Speed:

0 to 2 mph (0 to 3.2 kph)

Turning:

Skid steer 180° turn within a 60 inch (1524 mm) diameter circle

Manipulator arm

Features:

Each joint is individually controlled using a dedicated joystick allowing
variable speed and precision movement. Joysticks are grouped for
coordinated and simultaneous motion of all joints. Arm joints do not
drift under load. Arm includes a single sided quick-change accessory
mounting system. All joint motors provide for no backlash.
Continuous linear motion is accomplished by coordinated and
simultaneous control of shoulder, elbow and wrist.

Turret Rotation:

-100° to +180°

Shoulder Rotation:

215°

Elbow Rotation:

260°

Wrist Rotation:

± 110°

Wrist Extension:

0 to 6 inches (0 to 150 mm)

Gripper Rotation:

360° continuous

Gripper Opening:

0 to 11.5 inches (0 to 292 mm)

Vertical Reach:

104 inches (2642 mm)

Horizontal Reach:

72 inches (1829 mm)

Arm Speed:

40 seconds from fully stowed position to fully extended

Lifting Capacity:

225 lbs (102 kg) at 20 inch (500 mm) extension
57 lbs (26 kg) at 72 inch (1829 mm) extension

Surveillance arm
Features:
Arm Speed:
Camera Height:

Rotates with manipulator arm but raises independently of it. All
antennas are integrated onto the surveillance arm.
13 seconds from fully stowed to maximum forward position along the
front edge of the robot
Stowed: 36 inches (914 mm);
Maximum height: 60 inches (1524 mm).

Audio visual

Features:

Dual 20-watt halogen drive-lamps.
4 Camera ports for additional cameras with fixed focus or auto/manual
focus, iris, and zoom controls. 3 ports are on the manipulator arm and 1
is located on the rear of robot.
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Surveillance Camera:

Gripper Camera:

Drive Camera:

Audio:

Color camera with auto/manual focus.
312:1 zoom
26X optical zoom
12X digital zoom
Pan; 340° (+150° to -190°).
Auto and manual adjustment of focus and iris
10-watt halogen light attached.
Color camera with auto/manual focus.
312:1 zoom.
26X optical zoom
12X digital zoom
Auto and manual adjustment of focus and iris
Manually adjustable tilt angle. Camera
rotates with gripper.
Color fixed focus. Iris Adjustable
2-way audio system with weatherproof speaker and microphone
mounted on the robot chassis.

Electrical
Features:

Operator Control Unit readout displays “Off”, “Armed”, or “Fired”
status. LED indicator lights on robot indicate “Disabled”, “Time
Delay”, or “Armed” status for safety.
60 second Time-delay on robot firing circuit for additional operator
safety.
Safety Override available on OCU via purposeful operator sequence for
emergency control of firing circuits with hard lock-out.
Capable of firing 2 devices sequentially.
Modular electrical components allow ready removal and replacement.

Data links
Fiber Optic system.
Fiber Optic system has 1200 feet (400 m) of cable with
manual/automatic guided cable rewind.
Option for radio system
Three sensor ports on the manipulator arm for simultaneous use
of up to 3 fully-integrated sensors.
Operator control unit (ocu)
Heavy duty, portable, weather resistant case. Detachable control station
for direct connection to the robot. Separate Hand Controller for direct
connection to the robot. 15 inch (381 daylight-readable, anti-glare screen.
Simultaneously display up to 4mm) LCD monitor with camera views or
display any one camera in full screen view.
Intelligent Graphics Display featuring:
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Automatic Alerts.
Scrolling and retained sensor reading.
Operator programmable controls of robot options.
Indoor/Outdoor color compensation.
Video and audio output for event recording.
Robot Control:
Manipulator Control:

Safety Switch
Fast/Slow Switch:
OCU Power:
Audio:

Joystick control of robot platform for easy navigation.
Joystick control of all manipulator joints for easily coordinated motion.
Individual variable speed control for each joint.
Joint grouping for natural control of motions
Disables all motors except surveillance arm & camera assembly. All other
robot functions including firing circuits remain active. Safety setting extends
battery life, since motors are de-energized.
Reduces drive speed to 1/5 of maximum when in “Slow” mode.
Factory can adjust this factor to other ratios when requested.
Integrated 120/240 VAC smart charger/power supply.
300 watt-hour, 12 VDC battery.
12 VDC auxiliary power input.
Microphone, speaker and dual volume control

Other features
Features:

Built-in on-board diagnostics.
Easy calibration of all joysticks by operator. Rapid deployment of robot
from vehicle.
Mounting Assemblies for: HAZPROBE
Mine detection
Single or Dual Disrupter
Shotgun
X-Ray
Chemical Detectors
Gas Dispenser

Available Accessories:

Sage SL6 Grenade Launcher Laser
Aiming System Weapons Sighting
Camera Shock Tube Initiators
High Intensity Light Assembly
Near Infrared Light Source/Camera Kit
Drop Charge Reel Assembly
Window Breaker
Electric Hitch Release for trailer Cordless
Circular Saw Assembly Cordless Reciprocating
Saw Assembly Cordless Drill Assembly
External Battery Pack for OCU
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Available Options:

Available Spares:

Radio communications system with failover communications function
Automatic telemetry switching for X-Ray unit. Automatic, real-time video
switching for X-Ray unit. Simultaneous X-Ray sensor communication and
robot control. Integrated sensors for chemical and explosives detection
Full display of sensor information on the graphic display.
Automatic (user controlled) alerts for onboard sensors.
Additional four (4) firing circuits.
Warranty Extensions
Service Plans
OCU External antenna system
OCU Extended range directional antenna system.
Robot battery pack with temperature sensor
Battery charger OCU batteries Robot batteries Fiber Optic Cable. Tool
Kit

Environmental

Snow:

Navigates in snow depths up to 6 inches (152 mm) and traverses
packed snow up to 18 inches (457 mm).

Sand:

Chassis and OCU are designed to IP55 standards and allow for
continuous operation in wet weather.
Capable of repeated decontamination.
Chassis and OCU are designed to IP55 standards and allow for
continuous operation in dust and sand. Sealed wheel bearings, O- rings,
and pneumatic tires prevent transmission binding.

Temperature Range:

Storage and starting range is -4° to 122° F (-20° to +50°C).
Operational range is 32° to 104° F (0° to 40° C).

Rain / Liquid Decon:

The Autonomous
Unmanned
Ground Vehicle
(UGV) for
security missions
• Autonomous, collaborative and mission oriented UGV, designed to perform security,
neutralisation, safety and rescue missions
• Always on guard, acts as Commander’s eyes on the scene, life & cost saver and first responder
• The first robot vehicle operating Global HLS
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• Designed as Multi-functional platform for a wide range of payload, based on the ODG “ARGO” 6X6
and 8X8 platforms
• Multi-task in regards to equipment ranging from riot control, weaponry, surveillances, fireextinguishing, CBRN detection, with own cyber and fire protection systems
• Multi-mission: Patrol, Observe, Scout, Track, Go to point, Respond, Pursue, Containment systems
and cargo
• Multi-sensor Platforms: Positioning, Mapping, Path Planning, Obstacle detection and avoidance
capabilities with operation safety, option of thermal VMD cameras, radioactive sensors
• All Terrain and Amphibious - will cross pounds, swamps, dunes and snow
• Operates in almost all weather conditions (-40C to +50C)
• Speed up to 20Km/h (12Mph) on manually drive and 10-15Km/h (6-9Mph) on Autonomous
missions
• Climbing capability - maximum slope 45˚
• Up to 48 hours of continuous operation – day/night (combining battery and generator)
• Silent operation mode (Up to 6 hours continues)
• Easy to control with a simple user interface
• Economic and efficient with low maintenance
 Highly customizable features satisfy all tactical requirements. From thermal sensors, night vision,
drone jammer, fire distinguisher, anti-riot armament, neutralizer, ATGM, radar, etc.
 Robotic zoom camera/sensor system is operated from a dedicated joystick. Images, including zoom,
focus, and iris control output are live streamed with control station. Can accommodate additional
cameras.
 Built-in Lithium Ion battery pack, generator charger, radios, and antennas allows UGV one of the
fastest robot vehicles to deploy, and highly portable when removed from its dedicated transport
vehicle.
 Cutting-edge electronics package features multi-way communication, four tilting permanent
cameras, laser scanner, additional permanently-integrated sensor ports, on-board system diagnostics,
two-way radio with recording feature.
 6x6 / 8x8 ODG “ARGO” chassis, Steel tube construction, Polyester powder coated for lasting
protection
 Body - Vacuum formed High Molecular Aerial Density Polyethylene
 Drivetrain - 2 Electric motors
 Generator - optional diesel or petrol
 Steering - Skid steered continuous torque to all axles
 Laser Measurement System - 270˚/20m (65.6ft.)
 High precision digital G.P.S system
 4 Day/Night vision Fixed wide angel Cameras - for 360˚ view Optional VMD
 Day/Night vision Research Camera - (P.T.Z) with parallel (IR) led spotlight Optional VMD
 Audio System - Microphone and loudspeaker
 Safety - Remote controlled kill switch using separate communication system
 LED Spot-lights 2 pcs.
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Control station

• Two x 22 inch touch screens
• Operator control software with graphical user Interface
• Tough-book laptop (for close control)
• Gamepad remote control
• UPS power unit for backup

Communication system

• base-station
• mobile unit - R.F. 2.4 GHz, up to 13Km range (LOS)
• Optional cellular (GSM) system for back up
Weights and Measurements

6X6

8X8

Load Capacity

350kg / 771lb

680kg / 1,499lb

Towing Capacity (drawbar pull)

650kg / 1,433lb

907kg / 2,000lb

Dry Weight

750kg / 1,653.4lb

1,050kg / 2,314.8lb

Height (not including sensor bridge*)

0.85 m* / 2ft 9
15⁄32in*

0.85 m* / 2ft 9 15⁄32in*

Length

2.48m / 8ft 1 41⁄64in

2.90m / 9ft 6 11⁄64in

Width

1.48m / 4ft 10 17⁄64in

1.60m / 5ft 2 63⁄64in

Ground Clearance (to centre of lower body*)

240mm / 0.9ft
29⁄64in*

240mm / 0.9ft 29⁄64in*

Over all permitted weight

1,100 kg / 2,425lb

1,730kg / 3,813lb

Fuel Capacity

54 liters / 14.27 U.S.Gal

54 liters / 14.27 U.S.Gal
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The Unmanned Aerial
Vehicle (UAV)
Robot plane
Data collection and data processing services with various remote sensing technologies (multi - and hyper
spectral or thermal cameras) performed in the field of reconnaissance, agriculture, forestry and water
management.
Taking orthophotos and making orthophoto maps, and making 3D terrain and object models for design,
research, monitoring or other purposes
Advanced Features
• High number of flight hours: 3-12 hours, depending on version/type, drive mode and task
• Long range: 300-800 kilometers, depending on version, drive mode and task
• Design of airframe specified for monitoring performance, ensuring even 30-40 km/h cruising speed
• Redundant control system providing stable operation even in case of long distance flights
• Intention-controlled autonomous flight
• Heavy-duty “commercial vehicle” structural design
• Separate pilot and surveillance camera systems
• On-board computer capacity for operation and additional capacity for monitoring task performance
• Extra-pilot ground units service using aircraft data for monitoring tasks
• Provision of multi-client service from the side of aircraft
Flight control
• Two independent monitors, a larger (min. 15“) and a smaller (min. 8”)
• Motherboard with quad-core processor (compatible with all operating systems)
• AC power supply, operation and battery charging from solar power
system
• Charger capable of charging the onboard batteries of the aircraft
• Peripherals required for servicing and aircraft maintenance
Control system
 2,4 GHz, 5 GHz, 4G GSM, using short wave and satellite channels optionally according to areal
regulations;
 purpose driven and/or directly controlled system, capable of autonomous flight and activating
high level safety protocols;
 redundant autopilot system with independent assessing and decision-making electronic
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solutions.
 Smart flight controller case with isolated screens and joysticks for surveillance and control tasks.
 Low (0,1 lux) luminance integrated pilotcamera independent of surveillance tasks
Deployment / catapult
• 6 meters in length
• Maximum take-off weight: 20 kg
• Maximum take-off speed: 70 km/h
• Aircrafts can also be started with rotating propellers
• Lubricant and oil-free operation
• Electric winding and launch
• Specially crafted rubber exerts starting force
• Additional pneumatically operated version upon request
Data transmission

Encrypted data transmission system, real time video feed within 40 km radius from the flight
control case

4 mobile ground monitoring unit, real time video feed within 40 km radius from the flight control
case,

Direct data transmission link between the mobile ground unit and the UAV

The 4 mobile ground monitoring unit can modify the programmed flight route with the
permission of the controller
Operation mode through control center

The control hub and the aircraft are both connected to the server center; the server center can
simultaneously handle an entire fleet.

The data of all operating aircrafts can be seen in the server center; one control hub shows the data
of up to 4 aircrafts directed from there.

Aircraft control can be carried out via the control bag or from a remote control center as well.

An unlimited number of ground units can receive aircraft data and camera photos through the
control center.

Communication is normally provided by a (developed or mobile) LTE network.

13-15 Mbit data transfer speed, depending on the network

In the case of a properly functioning LTE network, range is determined by the flight time of the
aircrafts.
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Copter Drones

Multipurpose – multirole vehicles
Artificial Intelligence driven autopilot system is a versatile UAV system based around the multipurpose
board loaded with a 32 bit version firmware and a ground station based on Mission Planner software.
The autopilot controls the multicopter during flight using internal gyroscopes, accelerometers, and other
electronic components. Flight missions are created using Mission Planner on your ground station and
loaded onto the autopilot. Once the copter is placed in autonomous mode, the autopilot receives
location data from the GPS module and executes the mission script. For safety, a radio control (RC)
receiver is connected to the APM to allow for manual control using an RC transmitter.
Specialized courses for learning the techniques of piloting remote controlled planes and multirotors.
The courses are tailored to the needs of the customer and are designed to make students independent in
configuring, flying and using drones for specific uses.

“KAMOV”
K-50/52K

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
Is a single-seat attack helicopter with the distinctive coaxial rotor system of the Kamov
General Information
Crew:
1

design bureau.
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Length:
Rotor diameter:
Height:
Disc area:
Empty weight:
Loaded weight:
Max. takeoff weight:
Power plant:
Performance
Engine
Maximum speed:
Cruise speed:
Range:
Combat radius:
Ferry range:
Service ceiling:
Operational:
Rate of climb:
Disc loading:
Power/mass:
Armament
Guns:

16.0 m (52 ft)
14.5 m (48 ft)
4.93 m (16.2 ft)
330.3 m² (3,555 sq ft)
7,700 kg (17,000 lb)
9,800 kg (21,600 lb) , 10,400 kg (22,900 lb) for Ka-52
10,800 kg (23,800 lb)
2 × Klimov VK-2500 turboshaft, 2.400 shp (1,800 kW) each

Armament

4 (6 on Ka-52) under-wing hard points, plus
2 on wingtips for countermeasures or air-to-air missiles with a
capacity of 2,000 kg and provisions to carry combinations of
• 80 × 80 mm S-8 rockets and
• 20 x 122 mm S-13 rocket
2 × APU-6 Missile racks, able to accommodate a total of
• 12 9K121 Vikhr anti-tank missiles,
• Vympel R-73 (NATO: AA-11 Archer) air-to-air missiles,
• Kh-25 semi-active laser guided tactical air-to-ground missiles

Rockets
Missiles

Bombs:

VK -2500
350 km/h (220 mph; 190 kn) in level flight
270 km/h (170 mph; 150 kn)
545 km (339 mi; 294 nmi)
470 km (290 mi; 250 nmi)
1,160 km (720 mi; 630 nmi) with 4 drop tanks
5,500 m (18,000 ft)
4,000 m (13,000 ft) hover
12 m/s (2,400 ft/min)
30 kg/m² (6.1 lb/sq ft)
0.33 kW/kg (0.203 hp/lb)
1× mobile semi-rigid 30 mm Shipunov 2A42 cannon (460 rounds
total, dual feeding
• AP or
• HE-Frag)
• APDS

4 × 250 kg (550 lb) bombs or
2x 500 kg (1,100 lb) bombs,
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Other:

23 mm UPK-23-250 gun pods (240 rounds each),
Reportedly, twin Igla light air-to-air missile launchers under each
wingtip countermeasure pod (total 4 missiles)
500 L (130 US gal) external fuel tanks.
Two pods on the wingtips with flare and chaff countermeasure
dispensers,
4 UV-26 dispensers each (total 512 chaff/flare cartridges in each
pod)

Mission
concluding its primary mission was as an air superiority aircraft for hunting and killing NATO attack
helicopters
Kamov's main characteristic is contra-rotating co-axial rotor system, which removes the need for the
entire tail rotor assembly and improves the aircraft's aerobatic qualities—it can perform loops, rolls and
"the funnel" (circle-strafing), where the aircraft maintains a line-of-sight to the target while flying circles
of varying altitude, elevation and airspeed around it.
The omission of the tail rotor is a qualitative advantage, because the torque-countering tail rotor can use
up to 30% of engine power. The Ka-50's entire transmission presents a comparatively small target to
ground fire
Important
The single-seat configuration was
considered undesirable
For improved pilot survivability the Ka-50 is fitted with a NPP Zvezda (transl. Star) K-37-800 ejection
seat, which is a rare feature for a helicopter.
Before the rocket in the ejection seat deploys, the rotor blades are blown away by explosive charges in
the rotor disc and the canopy is jettisoned
Modified version of Ka-50 on which to install
• the reconnaissance and
• target designation system.
The modified "Black Shark" required a second crewmember to operate the optronics/radar
reconnaissance suite.
Kamov decided to use side-by-side seating arrangement, due to the verified improvements in cooperation between the crewmembers. This twin-seat version was designated Ka-52.
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A "softer" nose profile and a radar
system with two antennas—mastmounted for aerial targets and
nose-mounted for ground targets.
"Samshit" day-and-night
TV/thermal sighting system in two
spherical turrets (one over the
cockpit and the second under the
nose) are also fitted.

Mistral class amphibious assault ships, ordered by the Russian Defense Ministry, were to contain rotarywing assets, formed into aviation groups.
Each of these groups was planned to include
• eight attack and
• eight assault/transport helicopters.
The Ka-52K, a naval side derivative of the Ka-52, has been selected as the new ship-borne attack type
Its features include folding rotor blades, folding wings and life-support systems for the crewmembers,
who will fly in immersion suits.
The fuselage and systems receive special anti-corrosion treatment and a new fire-control radar will be
capable of operating in "Sea Mode" and of supporting anti-ship missiles.
The Ka-50-2 is a tandem cockpit variant of the Ka-50.
It featured a modern, made "glass cockpit" avionics and a turretmounted folding (for landing clearance) 30 mm cannon instead of
the fixed cannon on the Ka-50.
It features combat-proven avionics and advanced anti-tank guided
missiles for a high level of combat effectiveness.

The helicopter has excellent flight performance, and high combat survivability due to its coaxial rotor
technology.
It is equipped with IAI's flexible modular avionics suite, which can be readily tailored to meet the TLF's
operational requirements and provides growth potential.
IAI and Kamov performed flights of the variant with IAI's Core Avionics. These flights demonstrated the
helicopter's "glass cockpit" with multifunctional displays and Control and Display Unit (CDU) driven by
centralized mission computers.
Also tested were its flight navigation and the operation of the Helicopter Multi-Mission Optronic
Stabilized Payload (HMOSP) targeting system.
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The Ka-50 and its two-seat version Ka-52, are high-performance
combat helicopters with day and night capability, high
survivability and fire power, to defeat air targets and heavily
armored tanks armed with air defense weapons.
It was designed to be
• small,
• fast and
• agile to improve survivability and lethality.
The coaxial rotor design provides a hovering ceiling of 4,000 m and vertical rate of climb of 10 m a
second at an altitude of 2,500 m.
The rotor blades are made from polymer materials. The coaxial-rotor configuration results in moments
of inertia values relative to vertical and lateral axes between 1.5 and two times less than the values found
in single-rotor helicopters with tail rotors.
Absence of the tail rotor enables the helicopter to perform flat turns within the entire flight speed range.
A maximum vertical load factor of 3.5 g combined with low moments of inertia give the Ka-50 a high level
of agility. Flight systems include inertial navigation system (INS), autopilot and head-up display (HUD).
Sensors include forward-looking infrared (FLIR) and terrain-following radar.

The Kamov Ka-50 is also fitted with an electronic radio and sighting-piloting-navigating system allowing
flights at day and night in VFR and IFR weather conditions. The novelty of this avionics is based on the
system of precise target designation with digital coded communication system, which ensures the
exchange of information (precise enemy coordinates) between helicopters flying far apart from each
other and ground command posts as well. Ka-52 is also equipped with a "Phazotron" cockpit radiolocator allowing flights in adverse meteorological conditions and at night. The necessary information
acquired by this radio-locator is transferred to the cockpit's multi-functional display screen. For
conducting a fight, both pilots are equipped with range-finders built-in their helmets and they can use
night vision eyepieces for night flights
For its own protection, Ka-50 is fitted with a radar warning receiver, electronic warfare system and chaff
and flare dispenser. The dispensers are placed in aerodynamic containers fitted at wings’ ends.
Each casing (container) contains two dispensers with 32 x 26 mm countermeasures each. The whole
system works on principle of evaluated response based on infrared or electronic impulse irradiation.
Extensive all-round armor installed in the cockpit protects the pilot against 12.7 mm armor-piercing
bullets and 23 mm projectile fragments.
The rotor blades are rated to withstand several hits of ground-based automatic weapons
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9M120
Ataka

Type
Specifications (9M120 Ataka)
Weight
Length
Diameter
Warhead
Warhead weight
Detonation mechanism
Wingspan
Operational range
Flight ceiling
Speed
Guidance system
Accuracy
Launch platform

Anti-tank guided missile
49.5 kg (109 lb)
1,830 mm (72 in)
130 mm (5.1 in)
HEAT Tandem warhead
7.4 kg (16 lb)
Impact
360 mm (14 in)
0.4–6 km (0.25–3.73 mi)
0–4,000 m (2.5 mi)
550 m/s (1,800 ft/s) (maximum)
400 m/s (1,300 ft/s) (average)
Radio command link SACLOS
0.65–0.9 Hit probability against an MBT
from a distance of 4 km.
Armored fighting vehicles and helicopters

The most common error is simply confusing the 9M120 Ataka-V complex with the 9K121 Vikhr system.
These are completely different systems
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As some K-50. K-52, Mi-24 derivatives have actually been fitted with
the 9K121 the most reliable way to tell them apart is to look for the
number of barrels:
Eight per launcher for the helicopter borne 9M120 and the fixed
wing version of the 9K121 and six per launcher for the helicopter
version of the 9K121.
Different warhead: HEAT, Thermobaric, Proximity fuse

A four barrel launcher is typical of the Igla short range anti-aircraft missile. Russia does not use currently
four barrel launchers for airborne anti-tank systems although this will possibly change with the next
generation of missile (which will probably weigh considerably more)
The next most common error is in understanding the guidance systems:
• The 9M120 is a radio command SACLOS (Semi-Automatic Command to Line-Of-Sight) missile and an
improved version of the popular 9K114 Shturm system carried on the Mi-24V and by some ground
units. This system gradually loses accuracy at longer ranges (as each as radii as viewed from the
launch platform encompasses more space) but can be fired in any condition where a target can be
spotted.
• On the other hand, the 9K121 is a "laser beam riding missile". When this first became known, it
caused much confusion in the West. Analysts simply assumed that the Soviet designers (KPB
Instrument Design) had produced a weapon similar to the AGM-114 Hellfire, which uses semi-active
laser homing (similar to laser-guided bombs). Early artist impressions even went so far as to show
what appears to be a miniature copy of the Kh-29L (or "AS-14 Kedge", a large semi-active laserguided missile that borrows its aerodynamic design from the R-73).
Designation
Description
Length
Diameter
Wingspan
Launch weight
Warhead
Armor
penetration
(RHA)
Range
Speed

9M120
Original variant

9M120F
Anti-personnel

1,830 mm
130 mm
360 m
49.5 kg
7.4 kg HEAT
Tandem
800 mm after ERA

1,830 mm
130 mm
360 m
49.5 kg
Thermobaric
9.5 TNT
N/A

9M120O
Anti-air
variant
1,830 mm
130 mm
360 m
49.5 kg
Proximity
Fuse
N/A

9M120M
Modernized anti-tank
variant
1,830 mm
130 mm
360 m
49.5 kg
7.4 kg (16 lb) Tandem
HEAT
950 mm
after ERA

6 km
5.8 km
7 km
550 m/s (1,800 ft/s) (Top speed) 400 m/s (1,300 ft/s)(Average)

8 km
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9K121
“Vikhr”
Specifications
Weight
Length
Diameter
Warhead
Detonation mechanism
Engine
Wingspan
Propellant
Operational range
Speed
Guidance system
Launch platform
Helicopters
Aircraft
Ships

45 kg
2.80 m
130 mm
8-12 kg tandem HEAT charge,
armor penetration behind ERA, 1,000 mm
Proximity and Impact
solid-fuel rocket
380 mm
solid fuel
8-10 km
600m/s, Mach 1.8
Laser beam riding
Ka-50
Ka-52
Su-25T/25TM
AK-630 Vikhr-K

The missile is designed to engage vital ground targets, including armored targets fitted out with built-in
and add-on explosive reactive armor, at a range of up to 8 km when fired from a helicopter and 10 km
when fired from a fixed-wing aircraft in daytime and up to 5 km at night, as well as air targets in
conditions of air defense assets activity.

The Vikhr-1 missile is part of the Vikhr-M system, which also includes an automatic sight and a
depressible launcher
The automatic sight is provided with TV and IR channels for target sighting, a laser beam channel for
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missile control, a laser rangefinder, an automatic target tracking unit, a digital computer and a system for
stabilization and aiming the sighting and beam channels.
The automatic sight provides for target detection and identification both by day and night, automatic
target tracking and missile guidance, and generates exact information for gun and rocket firing.
The guided missile consists of a HEAT fragmentation warhead fitted with a contact and a proximity fuze,
an air-dynamic control actuator, control electronics, a motor and laser detector. It is kept in a sealed
launching transporting container.
The multi-purpose warhead (two-stage HEAT and an additional
fragmentation sleeve) allows the missile to be used against
armored, airborne and area targets alike.
The use of the proximity fuse allows a near miss of up to 5 m and
makes it possible to engage an air target at speeds of 500 m/s.
The Vikhr missile laser beam control system provides for its
precise guidance owing to data transmission to the missile in the
course of its launch, which is excluded in homing systems.
The Vikhr missile control system has high jamming immunity
because its receiver faces the carrier, thereby protecting it from
jamming signals.

The high pinpoint target hit probability (reported 0.95 against stationary targets) is provided by the
automatic target tracking system and highly accurate missile control system that makes allowance for
changes in the parameters of the carrier and the target in the course of firing.
The missiles can be fired singly or in pairs (at the same target to increase lethality).
The high flight speed allows it to engage targets rapidly.
The system is capable of launching Vikhr missiles against two to four targets during a 30-second period
and starting at a range of 10 km, which increases its lethality to three to four times that of earlier systems

Kh-31
“Kripton”
Air-to-surface missile
Specification
Weight
Length

Kh-31A :610 kg (1,340 lb)
Kh-31P :600 kg (1,320 lb
Mod 1 : 4.700 m (15 ft 5.0 in)
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Diameter
Warhead
Warhead weight
Detonation mechanism
Weight
Engine
Wingspan
Propellant
Operational
range
Speed
Guidance system
Launch platform

Mod 2 (AD/PD) : 5.3 m (17 ft 5 in)
360 mm (14 in)
HE shaped charge[
Kh-31A :94 kg (207 lb)
Kh-31P :87 kg (192 lb
Impact
Kh-31A :610 kg (1,340 lb)
Kh-31P :600 kg (1,320 lb)
Solid fuel rocket in initial stage, ramjet for rest of trajectory
914 mm (36.0 in)[2]
kerosene
Kh-31A: 25 km–103 km (13.5–55.6 nmi;[2]
Kh-31P: up to 110 km (60 nmi; 70 mi)[2]
Kh-31A/P: 2,160–2,520 km/h (1,340–1,570 mph)
MA-31: Mach 2.7 (low), Mach 3.5 (high)
Kh-31A: inertial guidance with active radar homing
Kh-31P: inertial with passive radar
All : Su-27SM, Su-30MKI, Su-34, Su-35, MiG-29M, HAL Tejas Mk1 and
Mk2, MiG-29K
Kh-31A only : Su-33
Also : Su-24M

The proliferation of surface-to-air missiles (SAMs) has made the Suppression of Enemy Air Defence a
priority for any modern air force intending offensive action. Knocking out air search radars and fire
control radars is an essential part of this mission. ARMs must have sufficient range that the launch
platform is out of range of the SAMs, high speed to reduce the risk of being shot down and a seeker that
can detect a range of radar types, but they do not need a particularly big warhead
Type
Kh-31A
• active seeker head for use as
an anti-shipping missile
against vessels up to
destroyer size, range of
25 km–103 km (13.5–
55.6 nmi).[2]Missile is seaskimming as it approaches
the target.

Kh-31P (Type 77P)
• passive seeker head for use as an anti-radiation missile. Stays at high altitude throughout its flight,
allowing higher speeds and increasing range to 110 km (60 nmi; 70 mi). The seeker has three
interchangeable modules to cover different radar frequency bands, but they can only be changed at
the factory
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Kh-31AD/Kh-31PD ("Kh-31 Mod 2")
• increase range through increasing the fuselage from 4.70 m (15 ft 5 in) to 5.3 m (17 ft 5 in) long. As of
2012, the Kh-31PD is serially produced. Kh-31AD is in series production since 2013
Kh-31PK
• installed non-contact fuse, maximum speed 900 m/s, range 120-160 km. Destined for Su-27SM, Su30MK, Su-35. In serial production since 2009

An active/passive air-to-air version for use against slow-moving support aircraft, a so-called "AWACS
killer", was announced at the 1992 Moscow air show with 200 km (110 nmi; 120 mi) range.
That would be less than the 300–400 kilometres (160–220 nmi; 190–250 mi) promised by the Vympel R37 (AA-13 'Arrow') and Novator R-172 missiles, but a Kh-31 derivative could be carried by a wider range
of aircraft.
However this may have been mere propaganda; in 2004 the Tactical Missiles Corporation "emphatically
denied" that it had ever worked on an air-to-air version of the Kh-31. In 2005 rumors persisted of a
Russian AWACS killer based on the Kh-31A anti-shipping model

Kh-35E
“Zvezda”
Type
Specification
Weight
Length
Diameter
Warhead
Warhead weight
Weight
Wingspan

Air-to-surface, surface-to-surface missile
520 kg (1,150 lb)
610 kg (1,340 lb) (heli version)
385 cm (152 in)
440 cm (173 in) (heli version)
42.0 cm (16.5 in)
HE shaped charge
145 kg (320 lb)
520 kg (1,150 lb)
610 kg (1,340 lb) (heli version)
133 cm (52.4 in)[2]
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Propellant
Operational range
Flight altitude
Speed
Guidance system
Launch platform

kerosene
130 km (70 nmi)
300 km (160 nmi) (2015)[3]
10-15 m en route and about 4 m at terminal area
Mach 0.8 (609 mph; 980 km/h)
inertial guidance and ARGS-35E X-band terminal active radar
homing[4]
Su-24, MiG-29M/K, Su-27SM, Su-30MKI, Su-34, HAL Tejas, Ka-27, Ka28, also
• ships and
• boats,
• coastal,
• LACM,
• TEL variants.

The Zvezda Kh-35U ('Star', Russian: Х-35У, AS-20 'Kayak') is the
jet-launched version of a subsonic anti-ship missile.
The same missile can also be launched from
• helicopters,
• surface
• ships and
coastal defence batteries with the help of a rocket booster, in which case it is known
as Uran ('Uranus', SS-N-25 'Switchblade', GRAU 3M24 ) or Bal ('Ball', SSC-6 'Sennight', GRAU 3K60).
It is designed to attack vessels up to 5000 tones
The Kh-35 missile is a subsonic weapon featuring a normal aerodynamic configuration with cruciform
wings and fins and a semi submerged air duct intake.
The propulsion unit is a turbofan engine.
The missile is guided to its target at the final leg of the trajectory by commands fed from the active radar
homing head and the radio altimeter
Target designation data can be
introduced into the missile from
the launch aircraft or ship or
external sources.
Flight mission data is inserted
into the missile control system
after input of target
coordinates. An inertial system
controls the missile in flight,
stabilizes it at an assigned
altitude and brings it to a target
location area
At a certain target range, the homing head is switched on to search for, lock on and track the target.
The inertial control system then turns the missile toward the target and changes its flight altitude to an
extremely low one.
At this altitude, the missile continues the process of homing by the data fed from the homing head and
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the inertial control system until a hit is obtained.
The Kh-35 can be employed in fair and adverse weather conditions at sea states up to 5-6, by day and
night, under enemy fire and electronic countermeasures. Its aerodynamic configuration is optimized for
high subsonic-speed sea-skimming flight to ensure stealthy characteristics of the missile.
The missile has low signatures thanks to its small dimensions, seaskimming capability and a special guidance algorithm ensuring highly
secure operational modes of the active radar seeker.
Its ARGS-35E active radar seeker operates in both single-andmultiple missile launch modes, acquiring and locking on targets at a
maximum range of up to 20 km.
A new radar seeker, Gran-KE have been developed by SPE Radar
MMS and will be replacing the existing ARGS-35E X band seeker

Kh-35
Length:
Ship/Land/Heliborne
Aircraft
Diameter
Wingspan
Weight:
Ship/Land-based
Aircraft
Heliborne

620 kg (1,370 lb)
520 kg (1,150 lb)
610 kg (1,340 lb)

Guidance

Inertial, active radar

Range

130 km (81 mi; 70 nmi)

Seeker range

20 km (12 mi; 11 nmi)
Mach 0.8 (609 mph;
980 km/h)

Speed

4.4 m (14 ft)
3.85 m (12.6 ft)
0.42 m (17 in)
1.33 m (4.4 ft)

Cruising altitude
Terminal altitude
Warhead

Kh-35U

145 kg (320 lb)
HE penetrator

670 kg (1,480 lb)
550 kg (1,210 lb)
650 kg (1,430 lb)
Inertial, satellite navigation,
active/passive radar
7–260 km
(4–162 mi; 4–140 nmi)
50 km (31 mi; 27 nmi)
Mach 0.8–Mach 0.85 (609–647 mph; 980–
1,041 km/h)
10–15 m
4m
145 kg (320 lb)
penetrating HE frag

Versions
• Kh-35 (3M-24) - Base naval version for Russia (2003). Kh-35E (3M-24E) - Export version of Kh-35
(1996).
• Kh-35U - Base upgrade unified missile (can be used with any carrier), version for Russia in
production (as of July 1, 2015).
• Kh-35UE - Export version of Kh-35U, in production.
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• Kh-35V - Version for Russia, launched from a helicopter.
• 3M-24EMV - Export version of Kh-35 missile-target without warhead for Vietnam.
• Kh-35 Uran/Uran-E (SS-N-25 'Switchblade', 3M-24) - Shipborne equipment of the control system
with a missile Kh-35/Kh-35E.
• Bal/Bal-E - Coastal (SSC-6 Sen night) missile complex with Kh-35/Kh-35E missiles (2008).

3-D Surveillance Radar
36D6 type
Main Characteristics
High Performance 3-D
Surveillance Radar 36D6 type
Operation range
Instrument range
Azimuth coverage
Elevation coverage
Radiating power
mean
peak
Ground clutter suppression factor
Accuracy :
range
azimuth
altitude
Resolution
range
azimuth
Target tracking
Power consumption
Rotation speed
Environmental conditions
temperature
humidity

S
180 - 200km
360 
from - 0.5 to 30
25 kW
350 kW
 48 dB
250 m
0.3
400 m
300 m
4
120
 60 kW
6 and 12 rpm
- 50 C  50 C
98% at 35 C
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mean-time between failures
Deployment time

 400 h
1h

Transportation base and overall
characteristics

RADAR 36D6

Used - range up to 200 km, 20 km
altitude
The radar includes down below sets:


RLS -ST - 68 V

 6 UF
 el. diesel station 99 x 6
 125 PP01
 ZIP 1 f
 experiment documentation
 ZIP Grubov II : 3
 MRTS
 Material working technical station
 reception
 diesel - el.

“FARA-1”
RP-100 (PΠ-100) Portable Smallsize Warning Radar
Locally observation and automatically detection of the moving
objects on the distance of up to 4,0 kilometers
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Radar warrens of human and transport introduce on protected
territories such as state border, airfields, warehouses, depositories,
power station etc.
Facilities for automated detection zone and border parameters setup.
Stand-alone (weigh-14 kg)
Patrol (weight-6 kg)
In complex with the night-vision optical equipment and automatic
weapons, providing effective moving targets firing in no-see
conditions (weight 6,5 kg)
Reconnaissance facility on transport
carrier
Technical data
Detection distance up to km
 Vehicle
 Persons
Moving object speed (km/f)

5
2,5
2…50

Co-ordinates measures fault
 Distance
 Longitude
Life-span before fault occur (hours)

5000

Current power source capacity (W)

7

9,3
9..15

“CREDO-1”
“CREDO-1E”
RP-200 (PΠ-200) Multipurpose
Small-size Warning Radar
 Military forces and vehicles supervision on the battle-field, distance up to 30/45 kilometers
 Vessels and above water moving objects, distance of up to 12/20 miles
 Firing correction by shall explosions intervention
 Low level flying targets supervision
RP-200 provides




Moving targets automated detection and alarm signal forming
Automated follow up and target type recognition
Moving targets path formation on monitor screen
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RP-200
works
under
difficult
interference conditions providing
 False alarms stabilization
 Reflected atmospheric precipitin suppression
 Fast frequency change in case of enemy re-actions
RP-200 could be used autonomous, vehicle mounted, tower mounted, color monitor and control
panel “Baget-41”, standard interface APD, GPS, FM-radio-stations
Technical data
Detection distance up to
 Vehicle
 Persons
Moving object speed (km/f)

0,2…25/45
0,2…12/20
3…72

Co-ordinates measures fault
 Distance
 Longitude
Life-span before fault occur (hours)

1000

Bisector

360

Azimuth Scanning Speed (degree/sec)

4,8

Supervision sector (degree)

10
0,2

30..180

Constant work (hour)

10

Weight kg

97

Current power source capacity (W)

7

Display

Color LCD

BARRIER-1
Radio-location guard system
Developed for automated detection of the moving objects in
protection zones on the land and water surface.
“Barrier-1” could be used for
 Stationary objects (power station, bridges pier..)
 moving objects protection
as handheld security unit
System consists of autonomous radiolocation units (RLU) with
possibility to work on the united control panel. Depend on zone
configuration could be used 1-4 RLU units
Use of Microprocessor programmable detector allows changing the
detection characteristics depending on the conditions of the RLU.
In case of communication breakdown, the DAMAGE signal is to be
produce on the panel.
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Sound and visual ALARM signal can switch on the outside alarm
equipment
System include
RLU

1..4

Mounting and aiming equipment

1…4

Two-wire telephone line
Remote control panel

Up to 4000m on each sensor
1

Spare parts and documentation
Technical data
Protected zone sector (degree)
Protected zone distance (max.) m
Moving objects speed (m/sec.)
Automated detection with the false
alarm period in 24 h no lees than
Rejection work time hours no less
than
Life-span (years no less than)
Operation mode

60…120
320
0,5…15
0,95
5000
10
Continues

Work condition

Open temp. –50…+50

Maximum control panel distance

4000 meters

Consumable power no more than

300 W

Weight

16 kg

STRAZH ST
Complex is designed for automatic detection, visual observation and identification of the land and
above water moving objects in protection zones in carious weather conditions at any day or night
time
Could be used as follows
 Vessels and light floating carriers observation for the
Custom Services
 Near coastal fishery control
 Airfields protection
 State border protection
System is based on
Serial manufactured radar station 1RL133
Digital signaling processor
IBM-compatible PC
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Day time camera
Law level laser sub-illuminated TV camera and spatial selector
System include
Radar positions
Television position
Wired communication lines of radio-location data and TV signal
Control and indication panels

MONITOR
Automated radar system for protection of large objects and
territories
System purpose is the automatically detection of land and above
water surface moving object under low level false alarms at any
time in various weather condition
MONITOR provides
 Radio locator colour map reflection of protection zone and
situation on the supervised territory
 Provision of the alarm signal in case of trespassing into
protected zone of various configuration
 Aiming of the seizure tools onto the trespassers
Translation of the radar information by the means of wired
communication line up to 4 kilometers
System is based on
Serial manufactured radar station
1RL133
Digital signalling processor
IBM-compatible PC-486
System include
Detector
radio-location
1RL133
Power unit

station

Up to 4 units

Inter-connection unit
Digital signaling processor
Wired communication lines
Control panel with the information reflection unit (IBM compatible PC 486 type)
Technical data
Object detection distance (+/- 0,9 km)

3…75

Interval

0…3,8

of

simultaneous

observe
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distance (km)
Distance between RLS and control
panel max km
RLS number included in the system
Longevity of the protected zone by
2RLS on each front (km)
 Human
 Vehicle
Depth of the protection zone intruder
type
 Human
 Vehicle
Rejection work time hours no less
than
Life-span (years no less than)

4
4

10
30

3
3,8
800
10

Work condition

Open t –50…+50

Weight
 RLS
 Signal processor
 Power unit (220W/50Hz)
 Inter-connection unit
 cables

50
10
9
2,2
1

Water
purification

Mobile Water Purification Station turns microbiologically and chemically affected water
source into drinking water.
Solution for

• Disaster response
• Humanitarian aid
• Remote communities
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Tested

Approved

Usability

Technology

• Remote industry & exploration
• Emergency preparedness
• Military field applications
• Mobile kitchens and hospitals
• Travel expeditions
• Virus removal: 99.99%
• Bacteria removal: 100%
• Parasite removal: 100%
Components of Mobile Water Purification Station are NSF or FDA certified.
Also it meets required STANAG standard and Water Quality Association
standards
 Self cleaning filters
 High capacity multimedia filters
 High flow nanofilters
 LED UV sterilization
 Easy to use
 Provides quality drinking water
 Up to 700 liters of drinking water per hour
 Filter change at 120.000 liters of treated water
 Low energy consumption
Hybrid energy system
Ultrafiltration membrane
UV sterilizer
Multi media filtration
Nano technology
Microprocessor controlled
Ozone generator

First Aid Kit
Material

500 Denier Cordura, Mil Spec webbing, stitching, thread

Weight:

0.6 lbs (0.27 kg)

Dimensions

9 in. L x 7 in. W x 1.75 in. D (when stowed)






Flat design for ultra-thin profile and minimal weight.
Folding and overlapping flaps provide maximum utility and versatility.
Ambidextrous pull, deploy either right or left handed.
Quick closure for movement, kit can be temporarily cinched closed with cinch strap then hung around
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neck or stuffed quickly into a cargo pocket providing hands free for weapons usage or for patient.
 Flat IFAK is approximately the same thickness as the VIPER Plate Carrier, allowing it to be mounted to
the BLOCS Padded Armored Belt below the plate carrier and providing the use with a flat back profile
when sitting in a vehicle or helicopter.
 Mount anywhere: MOLLE/PALS compatible with the patented Flex-Tab attachment system.
 Multiple applications: Thin and lightweight enough to be easily thrown into a patrol bag or pack for
the law enforcement officer, or into a 3-day pack or a boat compartment for the avid camper.
 Secure stowage: Rides snug in its case, IFAK will not dispense without deliberate side force by the
operator.
 Carries full SOF-IFAK contents when paired with the BLOCS Quick Eject Tourniquet Carrier (BQETC
Summary:
Moving the IFAK position from the warrior's front or side position to the soldier's back gives the soldier
wearing this new IFAK three important advantages:
 Utilizes the dead space below the plate carrier on the soldier's back.
 Removes ambiguity of the soldier's life-saving equipment. Is it located on the left or right side of his
body?
 The soldier can now carry much more needed gear like extra mags, frags, and mission items where the
soldier needs them the most, up front or on his sides.
First aid kit
Platoon Kit Include:
 One M.O.L.L.E. Tactical Pouch-Coyote (Item 9703) ,
 Two Military Bandage ,
 Four 2" Sterile pad m
 Two 3" Sterile pad ,
 Two 1/2" Adhesive Tape Roll ,
 Eight 3/4" x 3" Bandages ,
 Four 1 1/2" x 7/8" Bandages ,
 One 3" Elastic Bandage ,
 One 3" x 4" Telfa Pad ,
 Two Medium Alcohol Prep Pad ,
 Two Antibiotic ointment ,
of 2 , One Tweezer , One
Pair Examination Gloves
 Two BZK Towelette ,
,
 Two Small Packet of Sugar ,
 One 1/2 oz. Soap ,
 One 4 oz. Peroxide ,
 One Medium Cold Pack ,
 Two Aspirin/Pkg
 16ga needle (treat tension pneumothorax)
 Nasopharyngeal airway tube
 vacuumed pack roll of gauze
 CAT Tourniquet
 Two pr exam gloves
 One Quick Clot Combat Gauze dressing
Tactical Trauma Kit - Contents Include
 1-EFA First Aid Instructions;
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First Aid Rapid Response Bag
























1-Burn Aid Package;
16-Bandage Strips, 1" x 3";
1-Tape, Roll, Adhesive;
5-Butterfly Strips;
1-EMT Shears;
1-Elastic Bandage, 4";
1-Pair of Stainless Steel Tweezers;
6-Sterile Sponges, 4" x 4";
2-Ammonia Inhalants;
1-Blood Stopper Kit;
6-Antiseptic BZK Wipes;
1-Abdominal Pad, 5" x 9";
6-Safety Pins;
1-Triangular Bandage;
1-Pair Latex Examination Gloves;
4-Pain Relievers.

1- tweezers;
1- EMT shears;
1- hemostat;
2- 4" x 4" sponge;
2- BleedStop bandage;
2- 2" elastic bandage;
2- gauze bandages 4"x 4.1 yd
16- 3" x 1" bandage strips;
3- 5" x 9" adhesive pad;
1- multi-trauma dressing;
1- first aid instructions;
1- airway;
1- tape;
1- suture;
1- pair gloves;
10- pain reliever;
1- tourniquet;
12- BZK wipes;
12- Iodine wipes;
1- triangular bandage;
5- butterfly strips;
2- Ammonia inhalants; and
1- burn cream.
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 Canvas storage bag. Pack dimensions: 11" x 6" x 6.5".

Electrical
Shock Baton
Cool looking item has multiple functions and several advantages over other Stun Master stun guns, a, b, c.
 telescopic stun baton with light AND alarm.
 21.5" open, 13" closed. Comes with holster.
 Puts out 7,500,000 V toward your attacker.
 The baton extension is made of metal such that if your attacker makes an attempt to grab the
extension, he is in for the shock of his life.
 Contains a flashlight feature to help you see in the dark.
Unit comes with a cord charger
a) functions as a flashlight. This is definitely a must have.
b) personal alarm. The personal alarm is perfect in an emergency situation to attract attention to
yourself in case you are confronted by an attacker.
c) works as a regular baton. It measures 13" closed and 21.5" open. With the flick of the wrist, you have
an instant 21.5" metal baton ready for some action. The full extension of the baton can have a
psychological advantage over the perp who may think twice about choosing you to be his victim

Baton
cartridge
37/38 mm
Description:

Specification:

Packing Spec

The baton round consists of an aluminum cartridge case housing a single
cylinder rubber or plastic projectile weighting 135 gr. It can also be fired
accurately at point targets up to 90m range. Cartridges are fired in the
conventional way using a 38 mm weapon such as multi-purpose riot gun
Length - 127 mm
Diameter - 43 mm
Baton weight - 135 gr.
Unit Weight - 188 gr.
Standard packing cargo air/sea freight, tri-wall fiber board box
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610x310x250 mm, Containing 100 cartridges
Box Weight: 25 kgs gross
UN Serial No:0339 Cartridges for weapons, inert, projectile
Hazardous Class:
1.4C

Anti-riot
12 gauge riot control system,
riot control with standardize 12 gauge riot control shotgun, 12 gauge
thunder shot can be fired over or in vicinity of rioters, loud report and flash
without fragments, can use Irritant Smoke Rifle Grenades well as 7,62 or
5,56 mm bullet trap or gas cartridge caliber. The 12 gauge Baton is available
in single or double ball version Ammunition is available in all small,
standard-shot sizes, including a solid sludge.
CS irritant smoke grenade
Total weight
472/430 Pyre weight
3x68 g
Function time
20 sec
Luminosity
Delay
1,5 sec
Packing
waterproof
Box type
hard-walled
Gross weight
18/13kg
Stun hand smoke multi/single
Total weight
250 g
Pyre weight
24 g
Function time
Luminosity
Delay
1,5 sec
Packing
waterproof
Box type
wood
Gross weight
10 kg
Colored hand grenade
Total weight

380 g
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Pyre weight
Function time
Luminosity
Delay
Packing
Box type
Gross weight

180 g
30 sec.
1,5 sec
waterproof
hard-walled
13 kg

Illuminating smoke grenades
Total weight
480 g
Pyre weight
250 g
Function time
70 sec
Luminosity
70 000 cd
Delay
1,5 sec
Packing
waterproof
Box type
hard-walled
Gross weight
18 kg
CS irritant liquid grenades
Total weight
1 584 g
Pyre weight
1 000 g
Function time
105 sec
Luminosity
Delay
1,5 sec.
Packing
waterproof
Box type
hard-walled
Gross weight
27 kg
CS irritant aerosols
Total weight
Pyre weight
Function time
Luminosity
Delay
Packing
Box type
Gross weight
Technical data

100/250

fiberboard
hard-walled
13 kg
Thunder shot

Rifle grenade

Baton single

Baton double
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Effective range
Sound intensity
Weight
Pyrotechnic weightFunction time
Packing
Box Type
Gross Weight
Dimension

50-70 m
90 db
18,5 g
204 g

Carton
Cardboard Box
5 kg
315x150x215

70-170

50-70

190

519 g
0,5 g

31 g
0,5 g

31 g

Carton
Cardboard Box

Carton
Cardboard Box

10 kg
150x250x325

10 kg
402x236x512

30 sec min
Waterproof Po
Hard-walled
Plastic
16 kg
340x345x405

KTO –
TACTICAL/
OPERATIONAL
KIT
Non-lethal technologies enable law enforcement to use proportional force, which substantially reduces
the number of cases needing of use of firearms. Thus, military and police action is provided a means to be
guided by respect for human rights and the preservation of life while protecting the physical integrity of
staff and the civilian population.
• Through the utilization of the most advanced technologies, products include a wide variety of antipersonnel ammunition, such as controlled impact ammunition (bullets made of rubber and other
materials), explosive tear gas grenades, smoke grenades and munitions, and pepper sprays.
• AM 640 - 40mm Non-Lethal Launcher Ammunition
• AM 637 - 37/38mm Non-Lethal Launcher Ammunition

OC/CS & smoke munitions
Manufactured for 12 gauge and 37/38mm, 37/40mm, 38.1 mm and 40 mm caliber models. These are
ideal for medium to long distance actions to ensure the physical integrity of law enforcement.
1. GL 101 - 12 Gauge Tear Gas Explosive Projectile
2. GL 102 - 12 Gauge Explosive Projectile
3. GL 103 - 12 Gauge Direct Jet Tear Gas
4. GL 104 - 12 Gauge Direct Jet Pepper Spray
5. GL 103 /A - Direct Jet Tear Gas
6. GL 104 /A - Direct Jet Pepper Spray
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7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

GL 201 - Medium Range Tear Gas Projectile
GL 202 - Long Range Tear Gas Projectile
203 GL/T - Triple Charge Tear Gas
GL 203/L - Multiple Charge Tear Gas
GL 203 - Multiple Charge Smoke
Colored Smoke Projectile - Available in Various Color

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

NT-900 - Marking Training Round
NT-901 - Foam Projectile
NT-901/CS - Foam Projectile with CS
NT 901/T - Foam Training Projectile with Innocuous Powder
NT-901 / M - Marking Foam Projectile
NT-902 - CS Tear Gas Emitting Projectile
NT-904 - Colorful Smoke-Emitting Projectile
NT-907 - Explosive Sound and Light-Emitting Projectile with
Delay
9. NT-907/CS - CS Gas Explosive Sound and Light-Emitting
Projectile with Delay
10. NT-907 I - Explosive Sound and Light-Emitting Projectile upon
Impact
11. NT-907 I/CS - CS Gas Explosive Sound and Light-Emitting
Projectile upon Impact
12. NT-906 - Illuminating Projectile with Parachute
13. NT-400 - Warning Cartridge
Outdoor grenades
Similar to indoor grenades, these are ideal for use in actions to combat crime and control riots in external
environments.
1. GL 700 - Multiple Explosion Grenade - SEVENBANG
2. GL 304 - Stun Grenade
3. GL 305 - Tear Gas Grenade
4. GL 307 - Flash and Bang Grenade
5. GL 308 - Tear Gas Grenade
6. AM 500 - Training Grenade
Indoor grenades
Designed with a body made entirely of rubber with dual-stage and 1.5 seconds of delay, these are ideal
for use indoors.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

GA 100 and GA 100/A - Distraction Grenades
GB 704 - Indoor Stun GRENADE
GB 705 - Indoor Tear Gas GRENADE
GB 707 - Indoor Flash and Bang GRENADE
GB 708 - Indoor Pepper Spray GRENADE

Tear gas grenades
These produce dense smoke with tear gas to ensure efficiency of law enforcement actions.
1. GL 310 - Random Movement "Ballerina" Tear Gas Grenade
2. GL 309 - Tear Gas Grenade (Rubber ball)
3. GL 301 - Medium Emission Tear Gas Grenade
4. GL 302 - High Emission Tear Gas Grenade
5. GL 303 - Tear Gas Grenade (MINI CONDOR)
6. GL 311 - Instant Emission Tear Gas Grenade
7. GL 300/TH - Triple Hyper Tear Gas Grenade
8. GL 300/T - Triple Tear Gas Grenade

MILESTONES FOR DELIVERY
(a) Source of Material:
All materials provided for this solicitation are being furnished as “refurbished to new”
vehicles with new-never used manufacture engines.
(b) Inspection and Maintenance Records:
Inspection will be scheduled immediately upon contract award. We will present the vehicles
for inspection at the point of origin for approval by the inspector assigned.
All vehicle history will be provided at the initial inspection. Immediately following the
inspection, the goods will be loaded and shipped to XXXX or other port, to XXXX via ocean freight
and/or by airplane to appoint airport.
The delivery date is considered to be the date of the bill of lading or the date of the airway bill or
that of the acceptance certificate issued at the airport and or port.
To provide for the assembly, test, and warranty maintenance of the delivered armaments, the
Seller arranges, at its own expenses, for sending on mission a team of specialists (up to 5 persons)
including test one and interpreter.
During the warranty period, the Seller shall repair any damages occurred by the Sellers fault and
supply missing parts or units at its own expense. The supplied sets of spares and emergency repair
kits are sufficient to provide for the operation and maintenance of the vehicles during 1 year upon
the expiration of the warranty term. The spares used during the warranty period are to be supplied
at the Sellers cost.
Spare parts for the post-warranty maintenance of the armaments and vehicles are to be supplied
at the Customers expenses according to the yearly request submitted to the Seller by the year
proceeding the year of supply or according to the Customers urgency request. In the latter case the
spares are delivered by sea or air transport under separate agreements of urgent assistance.
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The training of the crew and technical maintenance personnel can be organized either in the
Customers country or in the Sellers country under a separate agreement as follows:
 Producer plant fulfils training of Customer’s craw and technicians in combat operation with
change set of equipment (meteo-radar GSP, SO-72, VEM- 72 and some other)
 Training cost depends on the number of specialist trained and their experience
 Living during the training period in the plant hotel
 Training period depends on personnel trained experience (approximately 2-3 months)
 When great number of specialist trained they are divided in two groups.
Manuals: English and Arabic operator manual for each vehicle
English and Arabic maintenance level manual (1 for every 10 vehicle)
Customer:
Customer may be either End Users (armed forces) or commercial entities (company’s
state owned or private) with appropriate licenses and credentials issued by pertinent
authorities and government departments. All aforementioned must be recognized as
acceptable by SST in order to engage into business with.
End User Certificate (E.U.C.):
End User Certificate (E.U.C) is one of the documents required for presentation to SST
Ltd and authorities (see Export, Annex 1) in order to apply for export license. An E.U.C
Template is provided for reference. Additional documents required are a copy of P.O or
Contract and proof of funds.
Enquiries RfQ – RfP
All enquiries are considered by SST Ltd as in "Bona Fide" and will be answered under
the following condition: Every enquiry must represent an actual operational
requirement. This means that enquiries which are for budgetary purposes, general
information collection or other purposes will not be answered. Quotations & Proposals
are submitted strictly on this basis. Any enquiring party discovered to abuse good will
and mislead, shall be black listed. See also R.W.A status. Template of acceptable RfQ
(Request for Quotation).
Form necessary RfQ
Customer

Full details, address, registration, license and other credentials (applies
to commercial entities).

End User

End User armed force and country of end destination.

End Use Application

Weapon systems or weapons or platform of spare parts for which items
materiel is required.

Part No.

Manufacturer's Part Number (if applicable).
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N.S.N

National Stock Number according to N.A.T.O classification, if applicable.

Description

Description or Nomenclature of materiel required.

Quantity

Quantity is essential as it affects to a greater or lesser extent the price.

Export Control
Materiel and technologies exported by Ordtech are subject to exports control. In order to
affect an export it is necessary to receive an Export License (E/L). The latter takes
between 4 to 8 weeks and requires the accord of various authorities. Shipment of
materiel can only be effected to End User country even if the Customer is an entity other
than the End User.
FOB - CIF & Logistics
All quotations are on FOB (rarely Ex-Works) basis. Upon firm Purchase Order (P.O) or
Contract, SST Ltd may consider to explore transport options to end destination. A
significant number of items fall under Class 1 hazard and as such can only be
transported by cargo aircraft or special vessels. Logistics is an extremely complex
process in which SST can actively assist a Customer, or even undertake CIF delivery,
once a firm P.O or Contract is in place.
Payment
Terms of payment depend on a number of factors such as End User, P.O magnitude, past
business record and others. Normally a down payment is required with P.O and balance
prior to delivery. Letters of Credit (L/C) may be considered in certain cases. L/C must be
irrevocable, divisible, transferable, partial delivery acceptable, confirmed by first class
international bank, payable at sight and all charges, including financing for applicant's
account.
Quality
Quality of products and services is a cornerstone of Ordtech business. The highest
Quality standards, as stipulated by Allied Quality Assurance Publications (AQAP) and
Standardization Agreements (STANAG) - meeting or exceeding civilian sector ISO
standards - are followed in all stages: from design, development, production through
delivery and support.
Quotations
Quotations are submitted on FOB or Ex-Works basis. They normally comprise a
technical and an economic offer. Complex systems for which an RfP has been submitted
are answered by a comprehensive Proposal, subject to R.W.A status for the prospective
Customer. SST Ltd DOES NOT: participate in tenders & bids, issue bonds of any type
such as Bid Bond, Performance Bond, etc.
Ready Willing Able
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The so called R.W.A status of any prospective Customer is of fundamental importance. It
means that only R.W.A parties should submit an RfQ or an RfP for a system, product or
technology. R.W.A status ensures that a party is serious and ready to place a P.O or
Contract.

Validity
A quotation or proposal is valid for a fixed period of time, normally 30 to 60 days.
Longer periods are possible subject to receiving a guarantee form Customer. Purpose of
the guarantee is to ensure that Customer is Ready, Willing and Able. Upon request, prior
to expiry date, validity may be extended. Failure to place a P.O within validity period
results to denial of further submission of quotations. Denial may be only for materiel
already quoted or may be global for any materiel.
Representation Agents
Agency appointment (exclusivity) is granted only after a foreign trading company has
achieved a previously set and agreed (depends on territory) volume of business. All
enquiries are handled by SST Ltd exports directorate.
Potential Problems:
i)

Inspections at Origin –personnel will be present at time of inspection in order to provide
all the necessary documentation and licensing necessary to perform immediate delivery
to Customer.

ii)

We shall be present on-site well in advance of the inspection team to ensure all
preparations are made for packaging and preservation. All vehicles and or goods will be
covered to protect them from weather and other potential damage.

iii)

Insurance - Due to the sensitive nature of the items in this proposal, anticipates a
requirement for Insurance normally carried by ocean and or air freight companies. We
shell ensure that the freight carrier has the appropriate amount of liability coverage to
cover the total loss of the contract value while in transit. The Seller undertakes to insure
the goods, parts, equipment, delivered in accordance with the contract, from the moment
of its shipment from a factory of the Seller and - or of the sub suppliers, up to place of
loading for end destination.

iv)

Insurance has to include War Risks, Strikes, Riots and Civil Commotion, but excluding
trade loss to be covered for the period of the sea voyage from warehouse to warehouse at
discharge port unless stated differently in the contract.

v)

Piracy or Theft – See (iv) above.
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vi)

Delivery – In the event that a destination of delivery, in XXXX , is closed due to security or
other issues, we shall have the shipment re-routed at the Government’s expense to a
destination to be determined by the Government to fulfil the contract obligation.

Annex 1
E.U.C. – End User Certificate
Question

Answer

What is an End
User Certificate
(EUC)?

An End User Certificate (EUC) is a clear written undertaking of a buyer /
importer in a foreign country that any controlled goods transferred from
any country Worldwide, is for its sole use.
Furthermore, that the buyer / importer has to certify that the controlled
goods is not destined for transfer or re-export to any other entity or State
in its original form, without the prior written consent of the relevant
Government authority.
Such consent will have to be obtained from the relevant Authority in
terms of the applicable legislation:
 National Conventional Arms Control Act, 2002 (Act No. 41 of 2002);
 Prohibition of Mercenary Activities and Regulation of Certain
Activities in Country of Armed Conflict Act, 2006 (Act No. 27 of 2006);
 Teargas Act, 1964 (Act No. 16 of 1964);
 Non-Proliferation of Weapons of Mass Destruction Act, 1993 (Act No.
87 of 1993); and
 Nuclear Energy Act, 1999 (Act No. 46 of 1999).

What should the
EUC contain?

Note: The EUC must be the original document.
The EUC identifies the transferred controlled goods as well as the
quantity of the controlled goods.
The information pertaining to the controlled goods on the EUC must
correspond with the order from the buyer/importer regarding the
specific transaction of the controlled goods (this includes any Annexes).
The EUC must at all times bear witness of:
 the place and date of issue;
 a reference number;
 the signature and name, as well as the title and position of the
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Who is responsible
for obtaining the
EUC?
What does
Legalization
(Authentication) of
a EUC encompass?

buyer/importer;
 Conditions imposed by Seller; and
 It must include an official stamp and or seal legalizing
(authenticating) the EUC by the appointed Government authority in the
buyer/importer's country indicating that it is an authentic document.
 The foreign buyer/importer has to declare in the EUC that no
controlled goods obtained from Seller will be transferred or reexported to any other entity in or outside the buyer / importer's
Country without the prior consent of the relevant Authority from the
Seller.
 It has to state that the controlled goods will not be used for the
development of weapons of mass destruction programs.
 It must also state that the controlled goods will not be transferred or
re-exported to any country or entity, against which a United Nations
Security Council Arms Embargo has been imposed or who have been
identified as a terrorist organization.
 It is at all times the responsibility of the seller/exporter to obtain
the EUC from the buyer/importer in the foreign country.
 Such an EUC must be legalized (authenticated).
 Legalization is a term commonly used to describe notarial processes
aimed at establishing the veracity of a public document.
 The term 'authentication' is often utilized as a more defined
description of the process.
 In present context it is the formality by which an original signature
on a public document is verified, as well as the capacity in which the
signatory acted and where appropriate, the identity of the seal which
the document bears.
 Authenticating documents means that public documents are affixed
either with an Apostille Certificate (between countries party to The
Hague Convention of 5 October 1961 abolishing the requirement of
legalization for foreign public documents, hereafter referred to as "The
Hague Convention") or with a Certificate of Authentication between
countries that are not party to The Hague Convention.
 Apostille certificates are issued by designated "central authorities".
 Diplomatic and or consular representatives abroad cannot issue an
apostille.
 They are only mandated to legalese foreign public documents
originating in the country of accreditation that are already
authenticated by a recognized authority of that country of which a
specimen signature is available.
 Such authentication means that the signature of the person who
signed the foreign public document is verified by a competent authority
of the country of issue, usually the Ministry of Foreign Affairs (in terms
of Article 41(2) of the Vienna Convention on Diplomatic Relations,
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1961).
 EUC's are public documents.
 If the buyer / importer's country is a state party to The Hague
Convention the designated central authority in the buyer's or
importer's country may legalese (authenticate) the EUC with the
prescribed apostille and it may be submitted without any intervention
by a diplomatic or consular representative abroad.
Which Authority is the
final authority to
legalize (authenticate)
foreign EUC's on behalf
of the State?

The Department of International Relations and Cooperation (DIRCO), Chief
Directorate: Consular Services.
 Such authentication is only done subsequent to a statement issued by the
Directorate: Disarmament and Non-Proliferation of DIRCO

 An EUC from the importing country, duly authenticated by means of
an apostille is usually accepted by the exporting country as authentic if
the latter is also a state party to The Hague Convention.
 Exceptions may occur if irregularities are suspected or the format
and text of the documents are not in compliance with prescripts.
What is the
 The exporter must have the EUC authenticated by the Exporter
possible route to
diplomatic or consular representative accredited in the foreign buyer's
follow to have a
or importer's country.
EUC legalized
 Such authentication is the verification of the signature of the
(authenticated) in a
competent authority designated by the host country that, in turn, acted
case where a
to verify the original signature on the EUC.
country is not a
 The representative will request a specimen signature and full detail
state party to The
of the person whose signature is being verified (if not already in
Hague Convention?
possession of the country representative).
 The Chief Directorate: Consular Services of DIRCO will, in turn,
verify the signature of the country representative, provided the
Directorate: Disarmament and Non-Proliferation of the DIRCO has not
objected to the sale.
 In cases where does not have physical representation in a foreign
buyer's / importer's country the diplomatic/ consular representative
with non-residential accreditation must be approached in order to
finalize the legalization/ authentication process.
 The DIRCO website can be consulted for a complete list of diplomatic
and consular service.
 After the importer's local Embassy/High Commission has legalized (authenticated) the
EUC, DIRCO's Chief Directorate: Consular Services will then legalize (authenticate) the
signature of the Ambassador, High Commissioner or the delegated official at the Mission,
which appears on the EUC.
 The DIRCO's Chief Directorate: Consular Services keeps specimen copies of the signatures
of Heads of Foreign Missions and or their delegated official(s).
 Should the Head of Mission or the delegated official's specimen signature(s) not be on
record at the DIRCO's Chief Directorate: Consular Services, a Note Verbal should be
Will a EUC bearing
an apostille be
accepted?
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